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Hew York Cloak Operators... . I . I L , & ?21 B. 18U. Bt., Nsw York City 
Philadelphia Cloak-maker. /....'. 39 H. 10th S t , Philadelphia, P*. 
f*ew York piece Tailors 9 W. 81st S t , Now York City 
Baltimore doakmaken,. 2 So. High St., Baltimore, Md, 
New Jersey Esnbroidarers .718 Hill S t , W. Hoboken, N. J. 
New York Embroiderer*. 17fl E. Broadway, fare of (tatted Hebrew Trade* 
< Boston Raiucoat Makers 31 N. Busaell S t , Boston, Mass., eare of Rosenberg 
New York Cloak and Bolt Taiiora 113 E. lOtb S t , New York City 
New York Amalgamated Ladies' Garment Cutters . . . . 7 W- Cl«t 8 t , New York City 
Brownsville, N. Y. Cloakmaker* .287 Saekrflan S t , Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Boston,.Mass. Pressor* .., ..230 'rremont S t , Boston, Mas*. 
Montreal, Con. Clonkmuker* - :-37 Prince Arlliur, K. Montreal, Can. 
Toronto, ('an. Cloakraaicers . , . , . . . , . . . .194 Spodina Ave,, Toronto, Can. 
Philadelphia Waiatrunkerfl 605 R«ed S t , Philadelphia, Vk, 
S t IJOUIA, Mo. Ladies' Garment Workers.. Fraternal Bldg., l l lb and Franklin Are. 
Now York Reeferraakara 35 B. Second 8t,(New York City 
Chicago Cloak and Suit Pressor* 1816 W. Division S t , Chicago, Hi, 
Montreal, Can. Cloak Cutter*.' 185 S t Oeorgo S t , Montreal, Can. 
Now York Waterproof Garment Workers . . . .122 University Place, New York Ciw 
Newark, N. j . Cloak ami SuHmakor* 103 Montgomery St., Newark, N. J , 
New Haven, Conn., Ladies' Garment Workers*.... .83 Holloek 8 t , Now Haven, Coon. 
New York RkirtmAk-r. ...113 E. 10th S t , New York CHy 
New York Waist and Draws Makers -6 B. 17tb S t , New York City 
Cleveland Ladies' Garmoot Workers 112 Prospect Ave.,' Cleveland, Ohio 
Cleveland Skirt Maker* 112 Prospect Ave,, Cleveland, Ohio 
Seattle, Wash., Ladies" Garment Workers .2706 E, Union Bt, Seattle. Wash. 
Cloak Flniijbers Union 112 Prospect Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 
Bt Louis, Mo., Cioak Pressor* 1920 E. 17th St., S t Louie, Mr,. 
Peekshill, N. Y.( Underwear Workers .^ . . ,.118 Grant Ave,, Poekskill, N.'Y. 
New York Pressers 228 2nd Ave., New York C3ry 
Boirton, Ma**u, Ladles' Tailors 230 Trernont Bt, Boston, Mass. 
Cloak Pressers Union ,....112 Prospect Ave,, Cleveland. Ohio 
New York LarHeS' Tailors . .43 E. 22ad Bt, New York I 
New York Wrapper and Kimono Makers .70 7. 10th 8 t , New York <Uty 
Cloak and Bait Cutters Colon 112 Prospect Ave, Cleveland, Ohio 
Chicago, HL, Gloakmakers 1815 W. DivUWn St., Chicago, Hi. 
Syracuse, N. Yv, Dressmakers !24 Renwiefc Pi., Syracuse* N. Y. 
Denver, Colo., Ladies' Tailors 1460 Irving Bt , Denver, Colo. 
Cincinnati Garment Cotter* 1715 Madison Road, Cincinnati, Ohio 
Boston Waistmakers 84 Grove S t , Boston, Mas*. 
New York Children Dressmakers, I .' . . . . . 7 9 E. 10th St^ New York City 
Montreal, Can., Custom Ladlea' TJhilora 888 Bt \ntniue S t 
Los Angeles Ladies Garment "Workers 1319 B. 21rt S t , Los Angeles, Col 
Philadelphia, Pa., Cloak Cuttars .525 Mifflin St.. Philadelphia, Pa. 
Chicago Raincoat Maker?. 1145 Blue Island, Ave, Chicago, 111. 
Boston Cloakmaicw . .230 Tremont St., Boston, Maw. 
Now York Waist Buttonhole Makers 106 Forsyth S t , New Yprk City 
Chicago Waist and White Goods Worker* 2024 Pctotuae Av., Chicago, Hi 
Montreal, Can., Cloak and Skirt Pressor* 37 Prince Arthur E., Montreal, Can. 
New York White Goods Workers 3fl E. 2nd St., Sew York City 
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Editorial 
E f£f THE LESSONS OF 1914 Mr' ^ 
The year 1914 opened for our Interna-
tional Union with a crisis that had been 
brought about by dissatisfaction in the 
ranka. 
In *order not to be misunderstood, it 
is advisable to state before going farther 
that the word "dissatisfaction" is not 
used here in any sense of "reproach or 
blame. We shall therefore first of all 
analyse the meaning of the term and its 
significance in human affairs generally. 
\t may help us to a right understanding 
of the occurrences of the past year; 
Some people look down on any ele-
ment of dissatisfaction and refer to it 
contemptuously as "kicking." No 
doubt they wish to create the impression 
that dissatisfaction is a disagreeable or 
undesirable state of mind. This;' is a 
rather one-sided view. True, some peo-
ple are never satisfied with the, beat 
things. In these, dissatisfaction may 
arise from an abnormal and unhealthy 
state. But we are not dealing here with 
morbid dissatisfaction; what interests 
us is that normal discontent vrhigh* re-
volts against crying evils arid injustice. 
DISCONTENT We have it on the au-
MI'ST I-KKVKHK ^hority of Charles Mac-
. REFORM ^ ("Popular Delu-
sions") that "Dissatisfaction with his 
lot seems to be the characteristic of man 
in all ages and elimates;" and Walter 
Beasant, in his "All Sorts and Condi-
tions of Men", thinks that '''discontent 
must eome before reform," We may 
thus infer that dissatisfaction or discon-
tent is one of those good things with 
which nature has compensated us for 
our imperfections. ' V 
Tho very ideas of progress and ad-
vancement imply going upward, imply-
ing, and reaching toward perfection, 
though- wc may never attain it. Nature 
appears to have set limits to. our life 
and action in order that we should 
strive and reach out for better and bet-
ter things, and .one of the forces thai 
urges us to strive for and' seek better 
things is dissatisfaction with our lot 
when our fellow men treat us with in-
justice. Only those who feel full and 
contented are »apt to characterize dis-
satisfaction as "kicking". Judging by 
the- reforms and improvements this 












. call ,t, "the 
divine 6ifJ".ot..<r^»)JWnt;j:-; :IJ.-U|just 
this di%*mtent: M :«stirfgirishW "man 
from the rest 0/ ^rea'tidjt**,",:: : 
Sickness, misfortune, 'and 'Tow sur-
roundings may render individuals timid 
mid resume the work of extending tljc 
sphere of union influence as if nothing 
happened. Let us review the facts. , 
Under the Protocol of Peace entered 
into with the Cloak and Suit Manufac-
turers' Protective Association in 1910, 
and incapable of expressing discontent
 % a Grievance Board was created to in. 
with sufferings and evils that can be re-
medied. The race, however, can never 
lose this trait, just as it cannot die. 
The great driving force of organiza-
tions and trade unions in particular, is 
just tin- capacity of its members to feci 
and titter articulate discontent with the 
evils surrounding them. When they feel 
where the shoe pinches, and being united 
for onf common purpose, they can con-
cept measures with a view.lo remedying 
the evils. 
• • • 
nB|Yix<; l imit O u r International 
or otB Union and the mem-
IKTtKNATIOKAX b e r s h i p of w h i c h i t IS 
composed have this "divine gift of dis-
content" in a high degree, and that is 
precisely their saving grace. It was this 
that led to the organization of the Inter-
national fifteen years ago. It was this 
that removed .it from the rut of mere 
existence and gavo it the impulse of rest-
' 
vestiga-.c and adjust disputes ami pre-
vent strikes. The very words "Protocol 
of Peace" implied the elimination of 
bull eying, vengeful feelings and unchari-
tableness which must stir up protest and 
revolt. 
We have not yet arrived at the stage 
of *'If-abnegation to enable us to follow 
the practice of non-resistance, or that of 
"turning the other cheek to the smiter". 
The war in Europe shows that we arc 
still as far from the ability to follow it, 
as mankind was at the time the precept 
was utrered. Any injustice or grievous 
harm done must awaken a desire to rec-
tify it by drastic measures, if no easier 
way is found. 
/ • • • 
. -
av* DEMANDS , Now-, the Board of 
NOT BXTEAVAOANT Grievance was con-
ceived as an easier way u> adjust dis-
putes than the drastic measure of strikes. 
It is admittedly less costly and entails 
less life and movement. It was this that-*-haw sacrifice. 
enabled it in 1909, and' again in 1910, 
and again in 1913 to strike hard and de-
cisive blows for more industrial freedom 
and easier and better conditions; and it 
is this healthy and normal" discontent 
that will lead our International Union to 
greater achievements in the future. 
January 1914 found us in a sort of a 
crisis that pessimists characterized sis 
being likely to have the most serious 
consemicnces. A spark of the flame of 
discontent brought it about. But since it 
was healthy and normal discontent, our 
people were able to shake off the crisis 
• 
It was a Socialist convention that 
characterized the strike as a two-edged 
BVOrd. This was meant'as a warning to 
the workers. Since then, however, far-
sighted employers have seen the warn-
ing that it contains for them too1] and 
have profited thereby. Among such em-
ployers were a number of New York 
cloak manufacturers, who were animated 
by a desire for peace, not because of 
'philanthbpic motives, but in their own 
interest. 
On reviewing the activities of 
Union in 1912-13, during which 
the 
the 
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clou* of discontent were slowly gath-
ering on the horizon, it does not trans-
pire that oar people had made extrava-
gant demands. We cannot -be charged 
vention of the apirft, if not of the letttr 
of ftp Protocol.. It was this thai opened 
(Ke-'way io agitation anct pn&ium; ana 
in the iient„"0^t. argument, those who 
with having insisted on anything more ranged themselves oil one side or the 
than' a reasonable interpretation of the 
Protocol. Some of the ideas which arose 
in 1912, and culminated in the ferment 
of tho early part of last year, are today 
still the dominant note. The question of 
discrimination, wrongful discharge, pro-
per price adjustment, equal distribution 
of'work and similar problems arc still 
waiting to be solved. 
A temporary alleviation has been 
brought about-by the concession of an 
"Impartial Chairman"; but this scetns 
to afford relief in the busy season only, 
when the employer is more inclined to 
come to terms/ In the slow season tlje 
aforesaid problems are as acute and as 
pressing as ever. The very fact that the 
demand for an "Impartial Chairman" 
was conceded, shows that the discontent 
prevalent among our members Is sane 
and .normal. No one has attempted to 
deny that the Grievance Board did not 
work smoothly, and that there had been 
froquent deadlocks, delay- and conse-
quent friction. 
• • • 
INDUE PASSION We shall be told that 
AGGRAVATED the controversy, which 
THE SITUATION
 w a s a t jfc h e j g h t ;„ 
January, 1914, ranged around personali-
ties; that it was a question, "shall this 
man or that man remain in office?" 
True, this was the form it assumed. 
On the surface it appeared as if it were 
a question of persons. In reality, how-
ever, it was a question of getting the 
justice and rights stated and implied in 
other, forgot that that was not the way 
to gain points or bring about reform. 
Had the controversy not been carried 
on with undue passion; had there, pre-
vailed calmer counsel and cooler judg-
ment, an earlier and more satisfactory 
termination of the dispute might have 
been arrived at. Sensational reports 
and personal recrimination tended to ob-
scure the judgment of many and aggra-
vate the situation. Now, a year after, 
we are in a better position to view the 
episode calmly and dispassionately. The 
lessons it teachers us are right on the 
surface, and we should not fail lo profit 
by them. These lessons are, first, that 
discontent is botind to arise at any time 
Jhe employers take undue advantage of 
the workers because of any loophole left 
open by the Protocol. Second, that it 
grievances remain unredressed, and de-
fiance in denial of rights indulged in, 
the discontent may assume a form en-
tailing greater cost than would be in-
curred, if the rights were respected. 
Third, although healthy discontent is 
desirable ..and usually a forerunner of 
progress and reform^ yet it must be ac-
companied by calm deliberation and cool 
judgment. The matters that qivo rise 
to discontent should be threshed out 
within the organization, without undue 
passion or recrimination. Fighting 
should be the very last resort. Only 
this way lies easy progress. 
• • • 
THE CLEVELAND Fortunately 1914 hap-
CONVENTION pened to be convention the contract The frequent deadlocks 
at the Board of Grievances, and the do- year. The outward difficulty in the re-
lay they caused in adjusting difference, lations with the Manufacturers' Associa-
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was still confronticd "with, disharmony 
WfjfatBf; The coiij'^tion iwaa :Ui«rpfori 
looked •fofwar'il w.uith^i'vH. nuncupation 
by the entire'-nzqiobtirslitp.': A quiet con-
fidence permekWd-ihe-offiifra- end rank ' 
und file that the convention would re-
store harmony, and the result exceeded 
expectation. Our Union has shown, not 
for the first time in its history, its in-
herent power of recuperation from diffi-
culties within and without. 
This however, was not the only good 
work of the convention. A large num-
ber of resolutions were adopted which 
when carried out will result in greater 
co-operation and economy. Ono of thos»» 
for example, is the amalgamation of our 
press which was discussed in our August 
issue. Another is the organization of a 
Disrtict Council in New York to give 
unity and cohesion to all the locals. 
Owing to various reasons," connected 
largely with the slow season, the hands 
of our officers have been full with all 
manner of shop aod other problems aris-
ing therefrom, and they have as yet not 
!>een able to give effect to these import-
ant resolutions. Several important re-
solutions have been brought into actus? 
life and practice and these are destined 
to have a far-reaching and beneficial 
effect. 
• - • 
TII« VDOCATIOKALTh<! CoUYCntiOU Ul-
PROBLEM structed the General 
Executive Board to give effect to a series 
of resolutions on the need for spreading 
education among our members. /The 
difficulties in tho way of fulfilling the 
desire of our delegates in a practical and 
satisfactory manner were not easy to 
overcome, since the.particular education 
aspired to was of that special kind not 
obtainable in regular educational insti-
tutions. Ever since our Union has won 
its present prominent place in the Am-
erican labor movement, the need for ren-
dering our officers competent and effi-
cient, JUUI the rank and file class con-
scious trade unionists, has become more, 
and more apparent. The attempts to 
attain this end by occasional lectures, 
and articles in the labor press have 
proved inadequate. Evidently nothing 
less could satisfy this long-felt need than 
a special educational department created 
for that purpose. 
A committee of seven appointed by the 
G. E. B. has since met from time to time 
and has considered the question in all 
its bearings, and a practical solution has 
been found in an arrangement with the 
Rand School of Social Science, for our 
membership in New York. Last month 
the Rand School has opened a special 
class for ladies' garment workers where 
specific subjects connected with the his-, 
tory, theory and practice of trade unions 
and the labor movement pre to be taught 
our members at ftie expense of the Inter-
national Union. A large number of stu-
dents have registered for the courses 
and there Is no doubt of the eventual 
success of. tho new departure. 
OUR SUCCESS 
A T v i m . \ : . : : r . ! ' H M 
Our victory at 
Philadelphia has 
AND ITS SIGNIFICANCE ^ j ^ ^ 
in detail in our October issue, and there 
is no need lo reiterate what haa'become 
widely known. It is sufficient to say 
that our success in bringing the cloak 
and skirt trade of Philadelphia under 
the sphere of union influence, and the 
strong Union we have there at present, 
is an augury of good for the future. The 
fact that it was brought about only eight 
months after the protracted and bitter 
strike of 1913 had been called off, is an 










>The methods by which peace was se-
cured in Philadelphia have much to com-
mend" them. Similar methods are ^ 
being applied in other centers of in-
dustry, notably at Cleveland. Only the 
exceptionally bad season has stood in 
the way of our being able to launch such 
peace movements in other places as had 
proceeded in Philadelphia prior to the 
settlement. We call them "peace move-
ments", because that is precisely what 
our agitations for union'conditions and 
a better life for the porkers' stand for. 
True, our international Union is & mili-
tant organization, but in a reasonable 
and intelligent sense. We recognize the 
necessity and force, of the strike, but 
invariably it is the employers who com-
pel us to use it, and even then we use 
it as a last resort. Where employers 
have due regard to their own interests, 
and are willing to arrange reasonable 
terms amicably, they need not fear a 
strike and consequent dislocation of 
their trade. This has been our policy in 
1914, and we shall continue to pursue it 
in future. 
• • • 
• . 
umfim Wt" should not be true 
IMPROVEMENTS to our subject, if we 
WITHIN failed to mention the 
necessity for certain improvements that 
are waiting to he effected within the or-
ganization. Lot us all put our shoulders 
to the wheel in order to have them real-
ized in 1915. The year 1914 has been 
an unfortunate one in our trade—bad . 
seasons and unemployment have aggra-
vated the situation. But the clouds of 
depression are slowly dispersing. They 
cannot continue for ever. Preparations 
for the coming season are being made on 
all hands. We hope this coming year 
will compensate our members for thef 
slow seasons of the past years and enable' 
them to grapple with the problem* con-
fronting us within and without. 
These urgent improvements, discussed 
in these columns in the last few months, 
are as follows: 
1. A vigorous pursuit of our organ-
izing'campaign in every center of our 
industry, in order to bring the benefits 
of union regulation and order into the 
work and life of our people. This should 
especially apply to the women workers 
—the waist makers, whitegoods-and un-
derwear workers, dressmakers aad work-
ers of other branches of ladies' wear. To 
cary on this work, a higher dues « MR* 
Iterative. 
Jn'New York, the District Council, 
composed of all the locals, .should begin 
operations on the earliest possible oc-
casion^ 
2. Efficiency in our inner adminis-
tration. This should settle the ques-
tion of what, we might call, ''electoral 
.reform." The time to play at elections 
for the sake.of tho excitement, or to 
carry out our undemocratic notions of 
so-called "pure democracy" is past and 
gone. We should have elections of all 
tho members oi representative bodies, 
but should appoint all those-of whom ex-
pert service is required. It will then bo 
possible to conduct the affairs of our 
Union on a more business-like basis. 
3. Concentration of our power and 
resources. . We should, by amalgamating 
our press, give unity and cohesion to 
our organization and sb secure economy 
and prevent waste. The uniform sys-
tem of bookkeeping which in coining in 
torpc with this month is a step in the 
right direction. What we need is sys-
tem and uniformity in the financial dc-
partments-^in the collection of dues, 
payment of benefits and the maintenance 
of reserve funds. 
We cannot possibly think of remedy-
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Utg the evils of which our members com- will depend on how far we are able to 
plain unless we should proceed pn the bring about these urgent improvements 
lines indicated. Our progress in 1915 within. 
* 
PROTOCOL WAS GOOD THE FIRST YEAR, 
WHY NOT SECOND AND THIRD YEAR? * 
There is a difference of opinion among 
cloak makers in regard to the Protocol. 
Some say that it is a good thing through-
out. Others, on the other hand, main-
tain that the Protocol is full of defects 
and insist on these defects being recti-
fied. 
The debates and differences of opin* 
ion as to the merits and demerits of the 
Protocol have caused the cloakmakcrs 
more harm than good. They have creat-
ed discord and confusion and misdi-
rected our efforts. We have lost strength 
and energy as a result of these differ-
ences.' 
The Protocol was excellent in the first 
year. "We received through ittTopcra-
tion what we were entitled to. The 
work in the shops was properly distri-
buted. Employers did not resort to the 
practice of discrimination. Work prices 
were reasonable and every Union rule 
was strictly enforced. AH the Boards 
that the Protocol had established worked 
in our favor. No one had any objections 
against the Protocol. / 
In the second and thircWyear, how-
turning point was reached, 
the manufacturers com-
menced to change their previous policy. 
The number of complaints increased. It 
f became increasingly difficult to obtain 
justice. The Grievance Board ceased 
to decide in favor of the workers as 
often as before. The task of the clerks 





rules became ever harder. A change 
. had taken .place. This much could be 
seen and felt. 
• • • 
WORK Kits 1VKKE W l l } ' t h C 11 
I'OWI ui i i I.) o i i M M / n i
 W B S f h e j»r0, 
tocol good in the first yeart Why had 
it proved serviceable to the workers in 
1910-11, while matters assumed a differ-
ent aspect in the second and third yeart 
If-it was only a question of interpreting 
its provisions—could not the employers 
interpret the Protocol in their favor in 
the first year as well as in the second? 
Were they at first less astute! Did 
they subsequently secure better coun-
sel? 
i 
Every cloakmaker knows the answer 
to these questions. The explanation is 
that in the first year the workers were 
powerfully organized. It was just after-
the strike. They were then imbued with 
great enthusiasm and flushed with vic-
tory. AH the workers felt that the 
Union is their strong mainstay and sup-
port; that the Union had won for them 
great things. They were permeated with 
the spirit of unity and loyalty to the 
organization. They cherished the spirit 
of fraternity
 B n d solidarity. The em-
ployers know and realized that it was 
dangerous to provoke the workers. ' 
It was not xtntil the enthusiasm 
among the workers subsided, not until 
the memory of the heroic struggle and 
splendid victory began to wane that the 
: -. 
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employers picked up courage to inlcr^ ganizing work in the clo»k trade of 
pit't the Protocol in their favor. 
This is nothing new. History often 
repeats itself. Take, for example, the 
American constitution. Has it not since 
been interpreted in all manner of ways! 
While the capitalists pos*ess political 
l$ower and control the government they 
intorpret the constitution in such wise 
as to destroy every attempt at labor 
legislation. When'the workers will at-
tain political and economic power; when 
their'influence will bo predominant in 
the land, the same constitution will be 
interpreted in their favor. The loyal 
members—the most intelligent element 
in the Union—should always concen-
trate their efforts toward one and only 
one object—to strengthen and consoli-
date the organization. The rest will 
follow automatically. Instead of search-
ing for. defects in the Protoeol they 
should rather search for means where-
by to place the Union on lirnv and solid 
foundations. They should rather co-op-
erate aiid do all in their power to ren-
der the organization strong and impreg-
nable. -Then the manufacturers would 
not dare to euc.roaeh on the workers.' 
rights. 
No collective or other agreement be-
tween ewployers and employees can 
have any value unless it is backed up 
by organized power. No constitution iu 
(•rnment ready to enforce its provisions. 
other cities. They conducted an exten-
sive strike in Cleveland, for example. 
Had that strike been successful, it 
would undoubtedly have exercised a 
powerful influence over Union affairs 
in New York. A victory would have 
instilled fresh courage, now life and 
vigor into the minds ami hearts of our 
membersiu this city. I t would have 
again reminded the employers that the 
cloakmakers have the tjuality of waging 
a struggle in a spirited and determined 
manuer, and that it is almost impossible 
to withstand them. Unfortunately that 
strike did not succeed, and its effect on 
the workers iu New York was the oppo-
site7 of what had been expected. The 
strike involved the New York locals in 
an expense of nearly half a million dol-
lars without any corresponding gain. 
When the hope of strengthening ouf 
position in' N*w York, through union-
izing the cloak trade in Cleveland, had 
failed to be realized, we should not have 
remained inactive; we should have de-
vised other Means to render the organ-
ization strong and powerful. Instead 
of this there ensued debates in regard to 
the Protocol, and the debates were so 
heated as to cause heads to fall in both 
camps. Naturally there eordd i be no 
other result than a weakening of the 
Union forces. leading to the attempt on 
any country has any weight unless ther^ the part of the manufacturers to take 
is behind it a strong and powerful gov- advantage of their employees. 
On the day when certain provisions 
Of the Protoeol l*>gau to be subjected 
CLKYKLAND Ou* leaders of the Cloak- to elaborate and hair-splitting argu-
'STRIRE makers' Union in past incuts, that day was'unfortunate for 
,— fSfL^Jm ycara l»«vc elearly per- us. Since that d a y we have uncon-
ceived the importance of seionsly neglected the\ Union, 
this point. They talked little about i t ; ' We do not say that hi our daily strug-
they rather endeavored to achieve tfcq gles with the employers we could very 
organized power necessary to force thcywcH have, ignored the Protocol. That 
issuo. One of their efforts was the or- would have been impossible. I t 
'• 
i 
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certainly incumbent on our Chief 
Clerks, Internationa! officers and1 at-
torneys to bend their best efforts toward 
securing an interpretation of the Pro-
tocol provisions favorable to us. We 
should not, however, have raised tho 
huo and cry that ovorything rests on 
the Protocol; or that tho abolishment 
of certain evils in tho trade depend 
upon amendments to the Protocol or 
upon the employers recognizing tho val-
idity of certain wordings and expres-
sions. We should not have permitted 
'internal differences to creep in among 
the workers. These brought needless dis-
putes and recriminations in their train 
and led to the neglect, of the essential 
principle underlying the very idea of 
Union. 
ONI-V The inevitable conclusion 
oKEBBMKDYtQ be drawn from- the 
aforesaid reflections stands out in bold 
relief amid the doubt and depression 
of the present moment. This is that 
there is only one remedy for all the 
.ovils; an old yot ever new remedy—the 
remedy of perfect organization, com-
plete harmony in the ranks, a spirit of 
unity and confidence pervading all the 
workers. This is the solid and impene-
trable wall against which the employers 
are powerless. We must return to our 
erstwhile enthusiasm—the enthusiasm 
of 1910, that pervaded the masses irre-
spective of creed and nationality, and 
must maintain it in face of all difficul-
ties. Not tho Protocol is the most im-
portant thing, but the organized might 
of tho Union. These are our hopes for 
1915, and all subsequent years. 
I • J» IMPORTANT QUESTIONS BEFORE THE BOARD OF ARBITRATION i© 
Last month the Board of Arbitration 
in the Cloak, Suit and Skirt industry 
of New York has been in session for 
several days. The Board has been con-
vened at the request of the Union to 
render a decision on questions of the 
utmost importance to the workers in 
the trade.
 (' 
Tho issues involved are ttirao in num-
ber: (1) the right of the employer to 
discharge; (2) the question of shop re-
organization; (3) equal distribution of 
work in the slow season. 
The statement laid before the Board 
of Arbitration sets forth the request of 
tho Union in regard to right of dis-
charge in the following words: 
The period of the first two weeks of em-
ployment shall be considered a period of teat 
or trial, and tho employer shall har© the right 
to discharge any worker daring tho said trial 
poriod .if ho ahould consider such employee 
unsuitable or unsatisfactory for any reason. 
When a worker is retained by thft employer 
after such trial period of two weeks be shall 
not thereafter be discharged without cause. 
Cause* for discharge shall be restricted to in-
competence or misconduct. "Incompetence" 
within the meaning of this rule shah bo inter-
preted to mean an inability of the worker to 
do the work for which he was hired with 
the aTcrago degree of skill possessed by other 
workers in the same line of employment. " M b -
eoaduet" shall be interpreted to mean conduct 
incompatible with good order and reasonable 
discipline in the shop. The employer may de-
termine in tho first instance whether an em-
ployee is incompetent or guilty of miecon-
' duet, and the worker, if aggriorsd by the ds-
. ^ • B ^ : 
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t laion of the employer, may apply for redress.^ Chairman of the Board, pr. Henry 
Moskowitz is the Secretary of the Board. 
The sessions commenced on Saturday, 
December 19, at the rooms of the Bar 
Association and were continued on Sun-
day, Monday and Tuesday, the 27th, 
28th and.29th of December, respestively. 
In his opening statement on Satur-
day, December 19, Mr. Morris Hilquit 
presented a masterly argument in favor 
of the Union's contention, showing for-
cibly and in a lucid manner, that our 
contentions are based on considerations 
of right and justice. We hope to give a 
fuller report in the next Issuee of the 
LADIES' GARMENT WORKEB. 
The matters in question are nothing 
new; they have been hanging fire for 
some considerable time. Consequently 
our membership is in a state of ex-
pectancy iu'regard t6 the decision to 
be rendered by the Board of Arbitra-
tion. For our part we feel that the 
Board cannot but see the justice of our 
contention. It is clear that upon its 
decision depend the welfare, nay, the 
very lives of tens of thousands of work-
ers engaged in the industry. 
No effort has been spared by the rep-
resentatives of the Union to lay our 
case—the case of the workers^before 
the Board of Arbitration in clear and 
precise. terms. For this, great credit 
is due to Mr. Morris ,Hilquit for the 
•skillful manner in which he has mar-
shalled the facts and "presented the ar-
guments. Let our members compose 
their souls in patience while waiting for 
the result. 
Both the representatives of the Union 
and Association were anxious that the 
Board should eoutinuc ita sessions and 
render a decision without delay; but 
to tho Committee on Immediate Action In ton 
manner provided for by tho rutw. 
In r ega rd to t he quest ion of shop re-
organizat ion, t he request of the Union 
r u n s : 
The employer has the absolute right to re-
organize hi* eatablishiieot and working force 
to meet the exigencies of his boxinewi from 
limit to time anil to reduce his working force, 
provided that such reorganization of the estate 
linhment and reduction of working force are 
undertaken in good faith" and not for the pur-
pose of discharging employees without cause-
As proof of such good faith an employer who 
wishes to reduce bis working force shall agree 
not to increase It again within six mouths. 
Whnn on employer is boond to discbarge some 
of bin employees on account of such reorgan-
ization of his establishment, the employees to 
be retained and those to be discharged shall 
be determined by the joint action of the clerks 
of the two organizations, and if such clorks 
fall to agree—by the Chairman of the Com-
mittee on Immediate Action. Tho selection 
shall be made in each case with a flow to 
securing to the employer a competent staff of 
workers suitable to kis requirements "and to 
doing justice to the employees. In the ob-
?ervanco of these principles the workers to 
bo retained may be chosen by lot, on the 
basis of seniority in employment, or upon any 
other fair and impartial method agreed upon 
by both- sides. 
As to the question of equal distribu* 
tion of work t he Board of Arb i t r a t ion 
has l>een requested to give a r u l i n g to 
this effect: 
Wheu the employer has not enough work 
to occupy the entire time of all his em-
ployees, the work in the shop shall be dis-
tributed as equally as possible among all of 
his employee*, so as lo give each of such em-
ployees a chance to earn equal wage*. 
J Counsel for the Union is Morr is Hil-
quit and counsel for the Cloak, Su i t 
and Sk i r t Manufac ture rs Pro tec t ive A -
eoeiation is J u l i u e H e n r y Cohen. 
The a rb i t r a to r s are, Mr . Wil l iam 0 . 
r" 
Thompson for the Union, Mr. Hamilton' 'owing to various reasons the members 
Holt for the Manufacturers' Associa- of the Board were unable to do so, and 





i Origin and Development 
o£ Sub*Manu£aciuring 
i = - ' 
M H - ) H M r . \ n i ' H K R * ARE I Sl'ALI*Y -MM.I. U i M ' H C T l ' R E R S WHO WORK FOR 
tU\ROK ONUS. T H E * ARK JaTCII LIKK TIIK "DIVISION STRICKT-BO!*?*" Ol ' rOR-
< *IKR 1K1KS 
Bv B, Scm-Misuni: : 
The •ab-manufacturing yueslion is on© of the 
most bunt ing qoeations among elo«kuiakors. 
Ever^iiiKe submauufac tue ing has a«suiaed Its 
present form, il has uol ceased to cause heated 
debate*. A largo number of workingnien bold 
sub-manufacturing responsible for many ovils 
,lu the t rade. You will often hear it asserted 
that unemployment is duo to aub-mfluufnctlir-
i s g . Wo shall dhtcuaa t h b thoroughly in duo 
course. Wo shall alao t ry to discover.what has 
t.rocgbt this system in to , the t rade and whether 
i t is possible to abolish, i t s eviK by applying 
certain proposed remedies. 
» First let us clearly understand what is MIII-
manufacturing. I'titil a few fesVs ago there 
had been in the trade two kinds of employer^. 
One made his own pattern*, cu t the eloth hlin-
self and turned It into finished cloaks. Sticb 
an employer was called " a n inside manufac-
t u r e r . " All the work couneeted with the gar-
ment, from OH* cutting t o the p r ey ing , w a s ' 
made In his factory. T h e second kind of em-
plover would take cloth from a manufacture* 
t w d y rut , make up the "garment* and Mint 
them to their owner. H e assisted the inside 
manufacturer by making a par t of the g a r -
ment* This kind of employer was called a 
" e o n tractor " . 
In the last few years a third and additional 
Kind or employer has coiae on tho scene. This 
newcomer i s termed sub-manufacturer. Ho is 
similar to the I'outractor in that ho i s manufac-
tur ing goods for tho inside manufacturer, but 
he is unlike the contractor in tha t he cut* the 
eloth himself. The contractor gels the ' c lo th 
- r e a d j cut for the kind of garments needed; to 
the sub manufacturer t o e cloth is handed l o 
l a rge rolls with^the pa t te rns . Tbe re*t be doe* 
•':'. Ilo employ, i rutter? :i~ Wafl U fitfctl 
• workers. I 'pon rnter ing his shop one gets tho 
impression that ho is a regular manufacturer. 
What caused his development in the c loik . 
tra'tei* How has he come on the scene T 
are of the opinion thnt tho nub-
iiuttliifacturer a* a means of double-dealing—to 
gel ihe best of the Union employees; though 
it rannot be denied that a good many of the 
Inrfo, inside employers, even while being mem-
bers ' of the Association, are using tho sub-
manufnetorer as a menus of worrying the 
Union. In these articles, however, wo are not 
c6nsidering tbc unscrupulous employers and 
tho abuses they a r e pract is ing. Here we a r e 
only dealing with what wo believe to have been 
the origin of the sub-manufacturer. Wo a r e 
here referring particularly to those employers 
who do not resort to the ftiib-nianufactuer in 
order to evade Vnion standa<la, but M a mat ter 
of business.necessity. 
Many of our members, who are opposed to 
the sub manufacturer, point to the fact tha t 
sub manufacturer* pay smaller prices t b a u t h o 
large, inside employers. That i s in reality the 
ground of the opposition to the sub-manufac-
turer* on the ]>art of the " i n s i d e " employees. 
You will bear them say : " T h o la rge employ-
ers who ufted to make oil tbc'ir work inside, 
now sfiul tbe bulk of it to the •ub-manufac 
turers. Take, for instance, the firm of .1 . 
Brady. At ono time ho employed 500 peo-
ple; ' uow he employs only about fifty, yet 
he does tierhaps more* business. Who makes 
his work? Why, the sub-manufacturers! We, 
Ittddo workers, go about idle : t hey ; the em 
ployees of the sub-ninnufncturprs, although 
they nrc our brothers in the Union, work for 
smaller prices and deprive us of work. They 
eoinpete with u» and render us workloas." 
An t o ' t h e general question of prices, we shall 
como to it further on. At present we want to 
deal wi ta t h e first contention: namely, tha t 
" t h e sub-manufacturer has been invented as a 
means of get t ing eveu with tho I 'nion work-
ers of the Inside shops, '" This is much ex-
aggerate"!, There are various other reasons to 
lurount for the origin and growth o t the sub-
manufacturer. 
There have been ah 
I 
rgo number of 
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I manufacturers in tho cloak t rade who gave the 
inside workniH n- much cam-e for complaint as 
the present sub-manufacturers, but they wont 
by a different nutnc. The small employer* of 
the |-!i-t bad tho rame object in view and the 
Mime effect'on the t rade as the sub-iuanufoc-
turera of oyr time- Formerly, this class of 
employers was termed "Division Street mami-
fac turer . " Oloakmakers applied this desig-
nation to n nutnufacturcr who mid .-Kit.- a t 
Mich low price* tha t the largest employer!" of 
Broadway could not' compete y i th him. 
When clonkmafcers at tended thejr Union 
meetings some twenty-five yearn ago, the main 
topic of conversation waa t h a t "Divis ion 
S t r e e t " take* away the work of " B r o a d w a y " ; 
that Sadowsky and Weasel, for example, had 
all thi* work, growing and extending operation* 
every year, white .lonasson and Friedlnnder had 
little work, gett ing >maller every year. " T h e 
Division Street *hopa r u i n - n s " , bitterly com 
[ plained tho worker* of the large If roadway 
f^Wetor ics , " a n d we must try to abolish them. ' ' 
How was it that the small Division Street 
employer could COM')' compete with Uic Urge 
Broadwny nmmtfacturcrf Waa it because Jiff 
paid lower work-prices to his cutters, operators, 
finishers and presacral Oh no, that was not the 
main reason. 
The power of effective competition po«M<ssed 
by the Sndowskys and Wessels of tha t time, 
though they were on Division Street, was due 
to the fart tha t they did not incur the enor-
mously Inrge'working expenses which firms like 
•lonnseon and Fricdlaudcr had to meet. They 
did not send designers t o P a r i s ; they did not 
employ models; tlioy did not keep up show-
rooms. Their factories were small, dingy and 
overcrowded. In addition to this, the Division 
Street manufacturer* routoiited UumadTei with 
.tin- narrowest margin of profit. Whatever pro-
fit they made was enough for them. 
All eloakmakers grown old in the industry 
surely remember the?e facte. Such a manufac-
turer as ttlumcnthnt carried on his business) In 
royal fashion. Before every season he sent 
designers to P a r i s ; and they returned with 
hundreds of styles. These were made up and 
fitted on tho most beautiful models. Then 
an army of experienced and highly paid'sales-
men woro sent on the road and allowed lib-
eral traveling expenses. ' When . buyers 
came, they were received in showrooms that 
looked like veritable palaces, and thev were 
".-•*. 
gloriously t reated and dined. When i In- orders 
hiwl been received the garments were made lip 
in the largest shops on Broadway,' where tho 
rent was very high. Tho factories were run by 
foremen, superintendent* and all mauner of 
overseers' and at tendants . Only the cheaper 
kind of garments and only when the capacity 
of the inside "factory was not large enough to 
produce all the garments, were supplied to the 
outside i-ontraelor. 
That was h o * big firms like Jonasson, Fried-
lander aud , Btumentbnl then managed their 
concerns. -
And how did their ••ompotitors— the Sadow-
skys, Weasels and Bin inters of tha t time man-
age their businessf Let -us ace: 
They waited until .lonns-on 's or BlumcnthsJ's 
styles hart; been displayed in the windows o f 
. t he department stores or exclusive cloak stores. 
Then they would dispatch on«'6f their so-called 
designers, or they would themselves go on the 
erinnd of copying down the stylet. Without the 
aid of Paris, without artist ic designers and the 
heavy expense involved-in tha t process, they 
managed to get the same styles as the largo 
manufacturers of Broadway. They would cut 
up the cloth and make- up the garments accord' 
ingly. The typewriter gir! or the finisher did 
fervire as model. The designer who copied 
tho styles on Broadway would sometimes help 
in the cutt ing, operating and oven iinderpress-
ing. , 
As already referred to, the fta-tories on 
DM9JO& Street " e r e narrow and overcrowded 
rooms. Often ft gallery would be ; erected for 
the (utiafaera in order to mnke two floors where 
only one had given service before. There was 
no sign of a showroom. A buyer calling a t 
Division Street expected no showroom; nor did •' 
he expect bein# trented or entertained. He* 
knew he was ctuning there to feet goods at a 
cheap price, and ho did get them a t a cheap 
price- I t is no exaggeration to, **y tha t the 
coat of the cigars Incurred" by a Broadway 
manufacturer exceeded the rent paid by a IXvi-
•fatt Street manufacturer. 
It WHS already alluded to that the Division 
Street employer contented himself
 a with a small 
margin of profit- Thin gave liim o certain ad-
vanXngo in the market. He was nut-accustomed-
to pig profits. ^Whatever he inado was more 
than he had earned ..before he became a manu-
facturer—at, the time when ho operated a t "a 
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turmliy « u b M him to cut the price* and saU 
quickly. I f he earned hit former wages and 
a few dollar- in addit ion, he was more than 
satisfied, because, as ide from this, i t was a 
s tsmdng atone to extension and operation on It 
larger scale. 
8 a i U wonder, therefor , tha t "Div i s ion 
S t r e e t ' ; competed the large manufacturer* out 
of the market. The l a t t e r - h a d fought for 
their existence as long as they could noil finally 
they were ruined and driven out of tho t rade . 
The greai Jonasson landed In bankruptcy. 
Blumentnal Brothers went into tha banking ' 
business. F . Siegel of Chicago, a brother of 
Uenry *Siegoi, became a retail storekeeper. 
The btg Beifold of Chicago took to tho hotel 
business. Many of them went gradually down 
and became small manufacturers , a s Fr ied ' 
lnnder and others. 
The " g i a n t " " of Broadway wore conquered 
by the " • m o t h s " of Division S t ree t ; but in 
time these " m o t h s " became ' " g i a n t * " them-
selves, moved up to Broadway and took to 
playing the same gamo as their conquered pre-
decessor*. They have not pet-baps reached t o 
tho same high position. They nevpr aimed 
a t reaping such huge profits as those first cloak 
magnates. But with their rapid growth and 
remsva) to Broadway; with their changed new 
role grew the cost of running their concerns. 
T o a certain extent they had t o imita te their 
erstwhile competitors whom they hnd annihilat-
ed. They had to employ costly designers. 
Titer were compelled to fit up showrooms, b ig 
factor ies employ models, t i e . 
Then they discovered t ha i they were facing 
the samo danger that had spelled disaster for 
their predecessors of Broadway. "Divis ion 
S t r e e t " still flourished, so to s ty . New, small 
manufacturers continued to appear on the 
scene. These 'd id n o t go to Division Btrceet 
they settled on Broadway, b u t they operated 
on the "Div i s ion S t r e e t " system; namely, 
copying styles, economising in everything—in 
Milesmen, showrooms, models, superintendents 
and other cost of management. The large 
manufacturers of to-day, who formerly oper-
ated on Division S t r ee t , 'saw that ruin of the 
same kind, a s they bad caused to the large 
manufacturers before them, awaited them too, 
nnless they found a way of overcoming the 
competition of the email, independent
 (rnanu-
fac tu ren . 
So they found a w 
m 
• 
l e t 
sub-manufacturer. ' The sub manufacturer 
makes the work of the large Broadway manu-
facturer a t a smaller price than the small inde-
pendent manufacturer—bis competitor—is able 
to turn out. The sub-manufacturer likewise 
operates a t small working oxpenses. He em-
ployes no foremen, models, designers or super-
intendents. He pays a small rental. Tho sub 
manufacturer works on tho same system as the 
Division Street employer of former years. But 
instead o f selling his finished garments direct 
to the storekeepers, he sells tbem to the large 
manufacturer who supplies the storekeepers. 
The large manufacturers of today have 
created and developed the siib-manufaeturiog 
system mainly in order to avoid meeting the 
•*mo catastrophe as befell their predecessors. 
The large manufacturers of thai time wore Qer-
mnn dews and not very resourceful. Being 
face to face with s t rong competitors, they 
cither gave way or fought to a finish—till they 
were ruined. The presout Broadway manufac-
turers are Russian and Oalician Jews. Thoy 
do not dream of Icaviug tho field clear to their 
competitors and engaging in other bushier*. 
They know tha t i t will not be so easy for them 
to become bankers or hotclkcdpers. They will 
not allow themselves to bo ruined; thoy have 
invented sub-manufacturing to prevent i t ; and 
i t has proved a better prevention than they 
could have wished. Here, sgain, wo a r e r e -
ferr ing exclusively to the fair employer who 
does not use tho sub-manufacturer a s a means 
of thwar t ing the Union and lowering Union 
standards. 
The submanufaeturer not only protects the 
large manufacturer from the competition of 
tho small manufacturer, enabling him to sell 
his garmentS ( a s cheaply, but also enables him 
to erush the small employer in any competitive 
tight. Bad. times will hit and drive into bank-
ruptcy' the small manufacturer sooner than the ' 
large one. For , in t ime of industrial de-
pression, when the market u a t a stillstand 
and money is scarce, the storekeeper will rather 
buy of the large manufacturer, whero ho can 
get the garments as cheap or even cheaper 
and a larger and more extended credit in addi-
tion than of the small man of whom bo cannot 
obtain such favorabtu conditions. 
As to tho competition between tho inside em-
ployees and those employed by the sub-manu-
faetnrers—« subject of intense i n t e r e s t - ^ r t 
shall deal with th i s in the next ar t le ls . 
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A Practical Guide for Finance 
and Auditing Committees. 
PrefM 
There ' is quite some misunderstanding about 
tl>« duties nu.l functions of audi t ing commit-
leas, control committeea and auditor*. Many 
laymen, think tha t an auditor la a sort of 
a a all around private detective agency and 
should 1»> ablo to find evert/thing. On the 
•ubjoct of audi t ing committees, however, even 
the laymen, who usually know i t all , a r e much 
confused. These poor committees sometimes 
work rent bard , but .like all -energy which is 
not ' properly directed, the results are rather 
of doubtful value- And cases ba te been known 
where the work o f one audit ing committee was 
repudiated b y a succeeding audi t ing committee 
on the ground tha t <bo most impor tan t item* 
bad not boon covered in tho audi t . There i t 
also a t least one ease on record where various 
audit ing committees checked the books or" a n 
organisation for over four years, but during 
nil tha t time only tbo disbursement side WU 
checked, tho income being taken for granted 
by all the1 committee* and also by their auditor. 
And these things were taken quite, naturally 
as perfectly proper and corect, simply because 
no one knew any better. 
This article is an attempt to outline tbo 
work of an audi t ing committee. I t shows the 
various' steps to be pursued, and the logical 
reasons for tbem. And i t is hoped tha t it will 
be u red , aa a handbook by all people dealing 
with, the handling and audi t ing of labor union 
finances, 
The arrangement by section* will facilitate 
reference to part icular points wanted, aud the 
wording has been made simple enough for any 
Intelligent layman to follow. 
INTKOIUCTOBT 
In the Tarious executive boards i t i s cos 
tomary to appoint one or more Btaudiug com 
By Ben M. Rabinoviteh-
Oencral Auditor I . L. O. W. U. 
(No . 2 of the Seriea) 
Copyright by Ben M. Robxnovitck 
mittecs and to dclegutc to thorn a considerable 
p a r t of tho power .of the board. One of these 
is tho finance committee, and when such a com-
mittee exists the secretary-treasurer reports and 
w responsible to tha t committee. The com-
mittee meets a t certain regular intervals—In 
the very large organisations onco a week—and 
exercise* such discretionary powers as belong 
to tbo board. 
The finance committee ho* general and spec-
ial cha rge ' and control of all financial affairs 
of tho local, and tbo seeretaryfroasurer and 
othor financial officers of tbe organisation are 
tinder Die direct control and supervision of tbe 
finance committee. 
• £n the "smaller organizntrpfls there are no 
's tanding committees, the executive- board exer-
cising all • ita . powers^ and ' /unct ion* direct, 
and only occasionally' ' 'appointing special com-
mittvea for specific temporary work. In these 
locals the board has direct gei>oral and special 
charge 'and control of all financial affaira of 
the local, and appoints an audi t ing or control 
committee a t tire end of every quar ter or half 
year to go over the books of tbo local. Obvious-
ly, wherever ' the business of the local i s of any 
considerable amount, tbo standing finance com-
mittee is the more advisable form of control, 
ns the three members composing i t can give the 
financial mat ters more detailed and bet ter 
individual at tention than can be expected of 
the board. ' ^ 
In some organizations we have had both a 
s tanding finance committee and al«o on audit-
ing committee to go over the work of the stand-
ing committee a t tbo end of tbe quarter. This 
i s both foolish and unnecessary, and also ratj 
uneconomical. We have also had cases where 
the- committees and tbo auditor each repeated 
par t or all of one a n o n W ' a work, while other 
and more Important par ts of the audit ware not 
touched by either. * , • 
M 
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Tt i ' therefore highly impor tan t tha t the 
finance or audit ing committee should k«ow 
w t ' i r what i t ought to do, a a d how ta da It, 
and thia par t is specifically covered in thifi 
article. The committee, however, should also 
have a general knowledge of what the auditor 
ought t o do. I t would a lao .be advisable for 
thaw to know what the financial secretary or 
bttiUtaajpar ou^lit to .in toward tlu< proper ful-
tilln-fnt of his duties a s kaepor of the' financial 
record* of the organization. For thia informa-
tion they can read the first number of this 
aerie*, a a d also the various numbers 'which will 
follow. • 
• 
1. F o r every cent that comes into the local, 
something should go out and ac t as a control. 
I f money i s received for dues, assessments, con-
stitution books, or buttons, tho stock of these 
articles sba>w so many items for -.each sum 
received. B a t for other items s»ch as fines, 
donations, init iation fees, etc., a serially num-
bered receipt should go o u t This green col-
ored receipt (of the book furnished by the 
Internat ional office) leaves a carbon duplicate 
giviag all the information abont this item of 
income. In this way alt the income of the 
local is controlled. 
. i n »AY BOOK. . ' 
- t kaeh iJem of income it to be entered into 
the da$ booh (tho book of green sheets with 
white duplicate sheets furnished by tho Inter-
na'tiooal)*. Such items as dues, assessments, 
constitution books, fines, and initiation feet 
have separate columns; and aa soon as an in-
come for one of these is received, a s tamp or a 
book or a aerially numbered receipt i s given to 
the member and the entry is made on the next 
open line in the day book. Items such as dona-
tions, which do not occur very frequently, 
should be entered after the weekly totals ( 1 ) of 
all the other items, have been brought down. 
In tbia way oil the income of the local goe* 
into one book of original entry. 
every day or every two days or oucc a wook, 
the deposit should always represent all the 
monoy which has come in since the) last deposit 
W M made. If this is Dot done t h e other con-
trols lose a good deal of their value. . 
r-AVMKNT-VOUCH RES. 
4. All disbursements should be paid only on 
written order of toe secretary of t h e executive 
board or of the manager of tho local, or who-
ever else has been given this authori ty by the 
board. This order, when i t is paid , is signed 
by the person receiving the payment, and from 
tha t moment it becomes a receipt for the dis-
bursement I t , remains with the financial aeo 
retary, or whichever officer was authorized to 
make the payment, and proves (1) tha t be waa ' 
ordered by the board to make this payment , 
and (2) that no did so make i t The disburs-f 
ing officer of the local—whoever he be—should 
have such a voucher for e re ry cent disbursed 
by him. I t is not enough for him to show tha t 
he spent so or so much money. H e must also 
show to tehom he paid the money, for what he 
paid the money, and by what au thor i ty he did 
so, Tho yellow payment-voucher book f o r 
ni*ned by the International gives all thia infor-
mation, and furthermore, it is bound with dup-
lieato sheets, w> that these sheets totaled up 
show exactly bow much has been ordered paid , 
and on the assumption that anyone entitled to 
money will usually take care to get, i t , i t is safe 
to say tha t these duplicate sheets, showing 
amount ordered paid out, are a fairly good 
control on the money net milly pa id o u t But 
to effect this control, a payment-voucher must 
be made for a w r y payment, even rent, tele-
phone bill, salary, e tc . ; and this in itself is 
a very good pofnt, for i t is a decided advant-
age for a local in more ways t h a n one if its 
beard is continually reminded of t h e sums paid 





3 . All the income of the local is to be de-
posited in the bank which -carries tho check 
account ( 2 ) Whether the money is deposited 
the 
(it lo very larjie local-
s u m p *>ve ">M, nnd one 
nulf- a few page* of (be day-book, 
totals a * r be mod* daily Instead of weekly. 
(2> It Is. of coarse, understood tout every 
local, like any other properly conducted business, 
h i - rt «-hwk account. 
3 . All disbursements (1) should be paid by. 
tieeh, nnd the number of tho check marked on 
Ihjj payment-voucher, and tho vouchers filed 
according to those check numbers in the flies 
furnished by the Internat ional office. In this 
way the total of the drawing* from the check 
a w o u n t will tally with tho total disbursements 
' d s T ? r L l £ % e d U a P ' m a , i 0 d u r i n B «">• • * « • w k , month or quarter. 
:?
' f*iw 
tt> Except those for petty cash 1 
tiisn one dollar In i.mount. For the proper hand* 
ling of these smnll payments see the following; 
afetloB. 
I 
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Tlii- is *I"> one of the very important controls. 
When Deed together with the one in section 3 , 
the result is in having the monthly statement 
rendered >y the bank act a s an additional 
check ou the bookkeeping of the receipts and 
disbursements of the local. 
PRTTV CAMH. 
6. Pet ty cash items should bo handled by the 
' ' I m p r c f l F u n d " system (known nlso as the 
Revolving F u n d ) . A «hee.li is drawn a n d 
cashed for an amount sufficient to pay jietlf, 
disbursement* for two lveeks or one-Month. ' 
The entry on the check stub is to show that 
this sum is for " P e t t y C a s h " or "Revolving 
F u n d / f o r " I m p r e s t F u n d , " and it U even 
tually charged in the general ledger to*ihiH 
account. 
The easli is place*! in » separate drawer or 
box, and whenever a petty payment is made 
from it t i e toucher for this*i>ayinent is put 
ir.to the petty cash bos, but no entry made. 
-As sums arc paid out of and vouchers go Into 
the box, tae total of the vouchers and the « -
"•" maining cash will always e q u a l ' t h e full sum 
of the petty cash fund. When it is seen tha t 
nearly all of the m o n e / ha" been used up, the. 
voucher* are token b u t and classified into their 
different binds of disbursements, and a check 
drawn "for the total amo"nt of the voucher*. 
When this check t- cashed the pe t ty cash fund 
again contains Its, original amount and tho. 
samo process is repeated the ne i t month, and* 
so on. When this second cheek is .drawn, the 
entry on the check stub is for the different 
classes of disbursement* which it covers nud 
these dosses are eventually so charged* in the 
general ledger. Hut the petty cash fund 1B 
the general ledger still remains charged with 
the original amount ns drawn on the first ehock 
when the fund was started, and shows Hint the 
financial secretary or the bookkeeper has this 
amount in hand as a fund belonging to tho 
local. Should the first check drawn be found 
insufficient; the fund uu»y be increased by 
drawiug an additional check in the same way. 
Should the fund prove to be mnro than enough, 
par t or it may be returned to the ebeck .-.• 
coant by redepositing it and entering it on the 
books as " p e t t r cash fund r e t u r n e d . " : ' 
80 fur no have 1- n dealing with the %ork 
of the financial secretary or the bookkeeper fn 
handling the receipts and disbursements on the 
check book. The work of the audit ing or con-
trol comwittee now begins. 
CltKCKINU THE RRCKirT*. 
7. The audit ing committee must sM that 
every Item of income is recorded hi the day 
book. Some of those items may b e Cheeked by 
the auditor. The- auditor can tell by Use stock 
j u s t what has been sold and how much money 
should have come hi for it. If he sees how 
many stamps or buttons or constitution books 
the local had a t the beginning of the quarter, 
and he firds out how many additional stamp", 
buttons 01 constitution books the local received 
from tho International (or from ony other 
source) daring the quarter, he can easily count 
the stamps, button* or constitution books, e t c , 
on hand at the end of the quarter, and know 
how many have' been sold. Hut of such item-' 
as donation*, fines and initiations ho has no 
such control. I t is on Mich items of income 
tha t the committee** work is really valuable, 
if t h i - work is properly conducted. The com-
mittee should check all these items from their 
executive board minutes or other original 
• v ' T " I t is obvious that if a donation or 
other s|ieeial income, is received, i t will be sure 
to receive mention a t the board meeting and 
will go lutfl the minutes. I f a new member is 
initiated sr enrolled some record appears on 
the proceeding* of the membership eonunittee, 
If a member is fined, a record appears in 
"the minutes of the grievance committee. All 
these records together with the information on 
t h e green serially t imbered receipts, should b e 
used by t a e . a u d i t i n g committee for cheeking 
the/cntriet* of the day booh. 
8. For^ checking ^hc entries 
stub* the co'mmitte should use 
I'llKCKINO THK MSIII'RHKMKXTft. 
on the check 
the receipted 
yellow Payment Vouchers which the Finance 
Secretary submits n* evidence of his disburse-
ments. Before considering the entry on the 
check s tub as " passed"t! iey should make sure 
that » " the facts as enumerated in section 4, 
are correct ^.Tho Commitee should be particu-
larly cansf.il to *ati«l> '(fell* that no Ifcm on 
the Payment Voucher* i s % i n g paid twice. I f 
soMeUmea happens tha t an organization officer 
make* various miscellaneous disbursements ou t - , 
side of tire office and sometimes geW receipts 
for some of tin—- disbursement and at taches 
these miscellaneous receipts to the Payment 
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good. Bat it has also happened that be-
side* being paid tho amount specified by the 
Payment Voucher, he is paid the amounts speci-
fled on some of the miscellaneous receipts at-
tached to the Payment Voucher, which amounts 
a n already included in the Payment Voucher. 
A good way to guard against Una is to pay out 
all sums through the Payment Vouchor, and b j 
no other method (see Section 4.) For then it 
will be distinctly understood by all that the 
Payment Voucher represents the entire pay-
ment and that all miscellaneous receipts attach-
ed to this voucher represent ports of this saai* 
payment a*d not additional ones. *^ 
MARRING I i I M "1-A8SED". 
9. When the commilee "pas se*" a& item, 
it should so mark the item "passed" . A gooe 
way Is for the secretary of the committee to 
put his initial alongsido the item. Thou, whci 
the auditor comes to do his work, ho will work 
on those figures which have had the fact) 
" passed "• Vouchers should bo marked by a 
rubber stamp bearing the work " P a w e d " 
with a space in the middle for tho date, wbieJ 
Is changeable, and the line below for the initial 
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• Tho international office keeps a card like tbe 
following from each local: 
Inter. Ladies Garment Workers Union 
Local No. L L. O. W. U. Date 101 
TtiU 1B to certify that the uniiprsigoed are 
the member* ft the present AMltlnc Com-
mittee for the term of 191 . to 191 
and that ..the Initial on the day book, 
voucher* and check stub*, means that tl> 
Hem" hsve been eiamlDed aud found conx-cl. 
and the General Auditor always knows when 
working on a particular audit just what tbe 
correct mark for that local is. When the 
auditing committee changes, a new card is 
taken from the new committee, and so om. 
CHALLENGING UNSATISFACTORY ITEM*. 
10.' If any,of the /acta about any item are 
not satisfactory to the committee Ihey should 
leave that item unchecked, and should also 
make a memorandum of same in their "Audit-
ing Committee* Kecord" furnished by the In-* 
ternational office. In this memorandum they 
should put down all the necessary. particulars. 
If the item challenged is nu income, they 
should give the page of the day book on which 
tho item occurs, the number of the serial receipt 
issued for it, the amount of the item, the date, 
e t c , etc., and also state the reason (in writing) 
for tueir challenge. If tho item is a disburse-
ment, they should enter .the number of tbe 
check by which it waa paid, tbe date, any 
other particulars necessary to identify it, and 
the reason for their challenge. 
CONCLUSION. ' 
11. The preceding sections have dealt with 
tbe coming in and going out of tho local's 
money with the proper placing of them on the 
books of original entry, the day book and tho 
check book, and with tho correct checking of 
them by tbe auditing or control committee. The 
rc»t of tho secretary 'e op bookkeeper ' • work is 
entering these items into tbe cash book and 
" p o s t i n g " them from this into tho general 
ledger. Also the posting of the day book items 
to tho membership' ledger. The chocking of
 > 
this part of tho work is the business of a pro-
fessional auditor. I t can be readily seen from 
the foregoing that a complete and eomprehen-
•iro audit divide* itself naturally into two main 
divisions! (1) tbe checking and control of all 
tho facta by tho auditing committee of lay-
men, and (2) tha checking and control of all 
the figures by the professional auditor. 
r'17 
THE SECOND CW.VKI.AND SlAHS MEETINO. 
On S u n d a y December 13, a second b i j mass 
biceting wan held in Cleveland, a t the spacious 
Clovolabd Theatre . Our active workers have 
token considerable point* to give the meeting 
the necessary-publicity, and, a s a result, the big 
av.iitoiium, which seats comfortably 2,0u0 
people, was filled to the doors. The chief 
fpeaker of the meeting was Meyer London, 
Congressman-elect from Now York. In addi-
tion to a number of local prominent speakers 
3rother Morris Bigman, the secretary of the 
International Union was present. The recep-
tion accorded London, Sigman and the other 
upeakers was a n unusually w«rm one and tho 
;>oints made by them wore heartily applauded. 
Brother Sigmnn in his tp«*ch told of (ha 
offorts of the local organizations, assisted by 
the Internat ional Union, to organise the Cleve-
land eloakmakers. Within two months tbo 
local union has grown from a membership 
j f 200 to about one thousand. This growth 
was tho result of no spectacular swift work, 
but came in consequence of steady, slow uphill 
educational- work which the Cleveland locals 
had kept up untir ingly in spite of many ad-
verse conditions, not the least among these 
being tho olockncwi jnovalont among Uit cloak 
makers, Al! told,-.thn outlook for an eventual 
Complete unionization of the Cleveland shops 
is very encouraging. 
IX WAR ArPBCTED CANADA. 
It is hard for us, who live in the States, even 
though we all feel to n considerable degree the 
effects «f the European war here nud tscre, to 
ovea imagine the state of general depression 
that is gripping tho country j u s t north of oar 
borders. Canada is a s much in a s tato of war 
as any other p a r t of the British dominions, and 
as a consequence most of the jpdustrios there 
ore a t a standstill . 
Toronto bad a s t r ike on hand when the war 
broke out in the beginning of A u g u s t Tlii* 
compelled the local union to give up the strike 
followed. ' Many eloakmakeni left Toronto for 
tho United States (o seek employment, but , of 
course, tho bulk stayed there t j shift for them-. 
t d f t a the best they knew how. 
The strike lias loft them with quito a serious 
inheritance on band. Following a trouble 
which was provoked by a few strike-breakers 
near one of the shops tho police, a t the instiga-
tion of the employers, liave *s far back as July 
last arrested Brother Wolinsky, the business 
agent of tho Toronto. locals, a iming thereby a t 
tho eompleto disruption of the organization. 
They had clmigiM him with felonious *Muilt 
and It took considerable effort oa the p a r t of 
the Jlnion W lay baro this conspiracy. Broth-
8/ Wolinsky was freed recently; the fromc-up 
was quashed; • 
Vice President Koldofsky, who makes his 
home in Toronto and who has been away since 
October doing Organizing wcrk in Baltimore 
for the International has meanwhile returned 
home nnd wns. ordered b y tlic Oonornl Office 
to look af ter the affairs of oar somewhat dis-
tracted organization in Canada. Hero a r e a 
few lines of bis from Toronto. 
"1 was pleasantly surprised to find tha t i n 
ftpile of the very ha rd times through whieh our 
clonkmukcrs are pn**lng, the icntiment for the 
organization is much better than could havo 
)>ccn anticipated. To th i s ws^are obliged to 
a large degree to the failure of the local em-
ployers ' association and the str ikebreakers to 
railroad our Brother Wolinsky to ja i l . Of 
course, conditions nre far from being satis-
factory. There is yet little work in tbo factor-
ies, though . everybody hert? expects a good 
spr ing season. Meanwhile the general meeting 
of all the locals called f y that purpose, has 
elected a j o in t organization committee to get 
bnck into the folds of the Union those members 
who have fallen by the wayside during the 
strike and the dfot resting times that followed 
i t ' ' 
After having spent a week or so in Toronto, 
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t ical . Regarding conditions in that city ho 
wri tes: 
" 1 Bid the people here In pret ty depressed 
spirits owing to the war and fearful industrial 
condition*. Tho Montreal eloakmakers have 
not yet learned, as their Toronto brothers did, 
to make the best out of a bad job. Aside 
from Hut, they have become involved in a very 
obwtinate Bbop strike which like all such affaire 
in times of slackness is hardly desirable. fBut I 
have raaeODs to believe that I shall bj* able 
to adjust the strike beforo l o n g . " • 
Since then wo have heard from Brother 
Koldofsky from Montreal in a more cheerful 
way. He in endeavoring to infuse more life 
and activity into the locals there and his efforts 
are beginning to yield some resdlu. He baa 
arranged for a number of general meetings and. 
intends to -lay in Montreal for a few weeks 
until tee locals are put in better shape for the 
roming spring season. 
• 
TU« 1.0CKOCT AT WORCESTER. 
The lockout of tho 100 girls vof the Seder 
Brothers ' Shop in Worcester, is still in full 
swing, and the girls a re jus t as determined to 
win as on the first day o f the lockout. 
The alliance of the polico and city authori-
ties wilh tho employers in all Now England 
has become proverbial of late years.,. Worces-
ter is no exception to this, if one is to judge 
by the number of arrests and lines imposed 
upon tho pickets of this struck shop. Oao man 
was even sentenced to four months in jail and 
two to two month* each by a local ' * Bourbon. ' ' 
Of course, there case* were appealed to tho 
High Court. 
Tho girls and the men are tenaciously on tho 
j o b near the factory every morning, neon and 
night, and the New York -locals a rc giving 
every possible support. 
The Massachusetts State Board of Arbitra-
tion had become interested in the strike and 
Messrs. Wood and Bump, two members of the 
Board, came to Worcester and started an in* 
vestigfttion. But the work of tho State Board 
waa temporarily halted at the suggestion of the 
Mayor who according to his statement in the 
' 
• . 
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press wlahee'.to try out a settlement plan which 
be b u in mind and which. If only based on a 
f»ir proposition, the strikers will bo willing to 
listen to. • 
KXI'ENSIVK I N OPBHA CLOAKS pADB 
TBNBMEKT8. 
The strike of ladies' tailors at the fashion-
able firm, Henry Bendel Co., la rtiU continuing, 
and is getting a good deal of publicity. 
A number of society women, who hare their 
opera cloak», etc., made regularly at the Ben-
del establishment, ha«e- become, keenly inter-
oeted In the rtriko. 
The first'big encounter of tho pickets with 
the guardians of peace came on Oct. 5, when a 
magistrate fined thirteen strikers a dollar 
apiece. Undaunted, th'o men went back to 
picket. ID addition every one of them up-
peared on tho street with a wide white sash 
over hU shoulder with black letter*, reading: 
"We are striking at Henry Bendel for living 
conditions. •» In spite of the perfectly quiet 
behavior of tho "Sash Bearers," they were 
arrested and- brought t*> court before magistrate 
Levy, who found them guilty and placed them 
under bonds to keep the peacifc They were 
accompanied to court by Amos Pinebot, an 
influential attorney of this city and his wife, 
and also Mrs. J . Sargent Cram, wlfo of one 
of the Public Service Commissioner Mr. 
Piuchot who acted as attorney for the pickets 
maintained that the sashes were worn with no 
other purposes in view than to advert i*c their 
grievances, and as such they wero no more 
guilty of disturbing tbe peace than any news-
paper notice favorable to the strikers would 
be. 
Many open air meetings were held near the 
fashionable location of the Bendel shop which 
attracted wide attention, and, besides that, a. 
meeting of society women, oil patrons of the 
firm, was held by Mrs. Sargent Cram at her' 
mansion la Old Weetbury, I.. I. Miss Mary 
Ohamberlnin and Ro*e Sebneldormann wero 
there to prcecnt tho side of the tailors. Parti-
cular stress waa laid on the cause of tho 
strike, the attempt of the firm to install n 
piece work ayatem instead of the week work ays-
tem that prevailed there before. This move was 
calculated to enable the Arm to send par t of itf 
work out, to be made tn tenement houses at 
a cheaper price. "Wo have heard," Mrs. Sar-
gent Grain told a representatives of the press, 
" tha t many of our expensive suits which we 
prize so highly are In part manufactured in 
tenements as a revolt of the installation of a 
piece work system. It is a ahoekiog condition, 
and oar manner of reseating It ie perfectly 
legal. We are going to petition our friends to 
help our campaign by closing their accounts In 
the shops where the Union is not recognised." 
The tailors of Local 38 are veteran fighters. 
A few years ago it took them about 10 months 
to come to tenns with Uie biggest firm in the 
trade, tbe Stein and Blain Co., and.they stand 
ready to repeat t.h--it feat even If it takes them 
much longer than that. 
TUB CONSUMPTION ri 'ND IN LOCAL K«- t. 
The rules governing the Consumption Fund in 
Loco* No. 9, have just been revised with tho 
help and co-operation of Dr. Q. M. Price, the 
director of the Joint Board of Sanitary Con-
trol, and the local is now ready to give the 
membership a good deal more for one dollar 
a year than they over thought of giving. 
Tin.' Fund will give each member who is ad-
vised by the medical authorities o't the Joiot 
Board of Sanitary Control that be or she is 
in any of the stages of consumption and that it 
is necessary for him to leavo town, full 
expenses for a minimum of 12 weeks and a 
maximum of '18 weeks instead of half tho 
expense for three months. Tho Cloak Tailors' 
Union hAS a membership of 1,2(10 men and 
women, and on the basis of the tuberculosis 
eases recorded within the last' few years they 
have calculated that they will bo able to hold 
their own with their Fund against the inroads 
of tho white plague. 
Besides the regular assessment*, the Tubercu-
losis Fund has some other minor sources of in-
come. Local No. 0, has apparently followed 
after tho manner of Local No. 35, the Pressors 
Union, in this rule and they credit all money 
paid In fines imposed upon members for viola-
tions of rules and also part of the money 
charged for new constitution books, duplicates 
and renewals to the Tuberculosis Fund. 
There Is a feeling among thorn in charge 
of the Fund now that the added improvement* 
will givo it stability and success. 
. JfBWS F * 0 « CINCINNATI. 
Brother Glasaman, our organizer in the Mid-
dle West, spent a week In Cincinnati during 
last month. While there he held nightly meet-
I 
• 
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ing« with the members of the various taenia, 
ami as a. result of hi* vioit the cloak finisher* 
are going to organise a special finishers' 
branch, in- order to be able to control their 
Hat bet ter than lerrtofore. 
There camp to this office, as nn aftermath 
of last year ' s strike in Cincinuati in the Ful-
worth Garment Co., the unpleasant news tha t 
the Contempt of Court sentences imposed lawt 
rear on Brothers Fusfcld, (Mend ami Carl, 
consisting of mnaH j a i l terms a n d -uhMnntiai 
money fines, were affirmed by the. Cincinnati 
Court of Appeals in the Kusfeld caw, though 
reversed in the cases of Ostend and Carl. IS 
there ia any possibility to do BO, this case will 
be fought ou and taken to the Supreme Court, 
• a Brother FusfcM who got to Cincinnati in 
January '1914 , was not even in the 'c i ty when 
the sweeping injunction w w issued in Decenr 
ber, 1913 against the strikers. 
During the middle of hist month Brother 
J . P*. Pierce, first Vice President 'of the la ter-
national Union, who has been stationed regu-
la r ly a t the Cleveland offU-e, paid a flying 
viait to Chicago, a i d white there he was prevent 
a t tereral meeting* of the local unions as well 
aa of the Jo in t Board. 
who stepped up in the crowd and shot him. 
Tho assassin* all escaped in the darkness. 
Among union circles nothing is recalled 
While walking along on a crowded street, 
Leo Oddo, a n Italian* business agent for t h e 
Cleveland Ladies ' Garment Workers Union, on 
November 2! th last was slain by three as^nsaina 
Leo H ODDO 
to couple the tragic 'death of the unfortunate 
man with bis activities for the local organiza-
tion. While the mystery is ye t to b e d e n t e d , 
much sympathy is being felt for his bereaved 
young wifo and family. 
1 
Named shoes are frequently made in Non-Union 
factories 
DO NOT BUY ANY SHOE 
no matter what its name, unless its bears a plain 
and readable impression of this UNION STAMP 
All'shoes without the UNION 
STAMP are always Non-Union 
Do not accept any excuse for absence of the UNION STAMP 
BOOT AND SHOE WORKERS* UNION 
246 Summer Street, Boston, Mass. 
JOHN F. TOBIN. Pre*. CHAS. L. BAINE, Stc'y.Tnai. 
• 
Our Women WorKers 
Conilii«-tr<l b y M m l n c Denmark. 
WAIST * DRKaSMAKKBM' V N H i v . LOCAL U. 
Vice President Baroft, the manager of the 
independent shops of .the local, reports of the 
final settlement-'of tho strike in the Journal 
Waist Co., that has lasted for a considerable 
time. The strike was called largely on account 
of this firm opening a shop'in Newark, N. J. ,-
to compete, as it wcro, with their union em* 
ployee* in their New York shop. Tho prices 
paid in the Jersey shop and the working hours 
•WJHVO wore so materially different from the 
prices sod hours prevailing in New York, that 
the members of tho Union quickly scented the 
danger that lurked in that more. Besides, the 
Journal Company was not the only on* that 
has moved its plant to Jersey, and this prac-
tice If not cheeked in time, had all tho signs 
of becoming in the near future just as 
menacing as sub-manufacturing in New Jersey 
ia tho cloak trade has become within the last 
couple of years. The settlement with the 
Journal Waist Co., includes the giving up by 
i this firm of; their Newark shop. Negotiations 
aro also being conducted with tho Trouville 
• Waist Company, knottier firm with a Newark 
branch factory on strike, and the outlook for 
settling is quite bright 
December is a quiet month in tho waist 
shops ns a rule, and tho last month was oven 
duller than usual. This accounts for the large 
number of complaints from workers in the 
protocol division of the trade. Tho old habit 
of taking advantage of the union girls In time 
of slack in tho form of discharges and layoffs 
ii still in full string. The past has shown how-
ever, that tho Members of tho Waist Makers* 
Union have come out stronger every time some 
of their unscrupulous employers have attempt-
ed to weaken their position between seasons. 
They will undoubtedly lire np to their past 
The great carnival a t Madison 8qnare Gar-
den on February 27, 1015, is meanwhile ap-
proaching. That it will eclipse anything of this 
kind ever attempted by a single local union in 
the history of the labor movement in this city, 
is daily becoming; nearer. The entertainment 
committee of the local has provided for a pro-
• gram that will include such numbers as the 
great musical organisation *f Nahan Prank, 
one of tho. best in the city. Apart from this, 
.$1,000 worth of prizes will bo given away. 
experiences at this present time too. 
i UIi . lH'. i v - D R K S S M A K E B S ' LOCAL 5«. 
The children's dress*chops are reported to be 
opening up after the long, long slack in the 
trade that has hung like heavy weight over the 
hearts and minds of the men and women in this 
local. To think of it, twelve months of con-
tinuous depression! It is only that unexampled 
devotion alone, that is so characteristic of oar 
union girls, that has" saved for them their 
uniou and with the first sign of work camo tho 
returned signs of union activity, just as sure 
n« daylight brings sunlight in its wake. 
Brother Sam Martin, who is at present in 
charge of this local for the International, be-
lieves that the Haw is becoming ripe for a „ 
general effort to' build up tho Union. Another 
month and the spring season, the longest one 
in the trade, will bo under way, and prelim-
inary work must be started right now. Tho 
Executive Committee of the local that-Treat 
through all this stress and hardships of last 
year is' still a t the old stand and they aro 
ready for moro and even harder work. Wo 
expect to hear from them good and sobataxi-
tial news in the near future, 
• , i n * : STOCKTON T A I L O R E 9 S E 9 . 
The plucky fight of our Stockton tall-










22 Tmt LADIES' GARMENT WORKER 
tfc«ir Onion I* grapleaUx told in a Utter *o do no before March, as the employers think 
our offiea by the indefatigable secretary of t n \ they can starve as out daring the winter. 
local. Mrs. Anna Scaamdt. She write* in part
 t<m iaiiog t b e s p months wo have picketed 
. »'LV'-v-- - • 
at follow*; 
"Our members bate been locked out on 
July 13, and hate had no kind of Fork since. 
With the coming of winter and with our severe 
colds our sufferings have increased. More 
fuel and clothing are needed and a Urge num-
ber of our members are widows and bare fam-
ilies depending on then. 
' ' T h e only reaourM wt hare is that of the 
California State Federation which has assessed 
every worker in tho State and is raising a 
waekly' sum which tbey divide among the 
lockedout members of the various crafts. They 
give *6 to each man or woman. This money 
goes first to cover the rent and fuel expeuees, 
and, as ft* role, there is very little left for 
food before the week is over. For tho first 
three months no one cemplaincd, as most of us 
had a few dollars Hived up and we'drew a 
little ca^h week to kwp agoing until our sav-
ings are all gone by this time, and, to be 
sure; our clothing too is giving out and we 
are in distress and want 
"Dou jou wnut to inow what wo are fight-
ing fort On July Sth last an organisation 
known as the Merchants, Manufacturers and 
Employer* Assoclatlor made a • public state-
ment for open shop in Stockton. We hoped to 
overcome this difficulty and our members still 
remained at work. But on the 10th day of 
July we were all told that we must surrender 
•or Union cards and give up our organization 
by the 18th, or we would all be discharged. 
That day came and our members refused to 
give up thoir Union and were discharged. We 
had forty members at that time and during 
one week most all of us were locked out Ou 
September 1st only three of us were working 
la a fair abop. Since that time we havo lost 
•be who Have gone back on ns, but the great 
majority are still oat.
 a 
" I n October wo WOE one store back and four 
more were put back to work. The enemies 
the stores that have locked us out We hare f 
also helped to picket jobs where our fellow 
unionists were discharged In the same way as 
we were. Wo .have had injunctions served on 
us, and we aro still in the game. Wo have 
organized a Woman's label League with 400 
members, of which I am the secretary. This 
league is composed of Union men, wives, 
mothers, daughters and sympathisers. Wo also 
organized the Junior Label Leaguo of children 
under 16, all of which is a great help to or-
ganized labor to be able t» control ita own 
purchasing power and confine it to concerns 
fair to labor," ' 
-
KDUCATIONAI- WORK Or THR SANITARY 
BOARD OF CONTROL. ' 
At the last directors' meeting of the Joint 
Board of Sanitary Control, Dr. O. M. Priee -
brought up a recommendation that Inasmuch as 
the majority of the members of the waist and 
dress industry, mostly women, are not familiar 
with the workings and alms of the Sanitary 
Board, some means of educating the rank and 
file of the waist trade to that effect be secured. . 
In^eoncequence, tho Board has appointed Miss 
Pauline Newman, at ono time organizer for the 
International Union. During tho month of 
December, Miss Newman has been trying her 
new scope of work at numerous shop meetings 
of waist makers. She finds that the majority 
of them really have no information concerning 
the rules which tho affiliation with the Board 
makes obligatory upon tho employers and work-
ers as well. The cloakmakers have succeeded 
In cleaning up their shops throughout the city 
/with the assistance of the Sanitary Board, and 
' the waist industry has to follow suit. This 
will be made rimer when all rules of sanitation 
in the shops will become known to each and 
every man and woman in the trade, and they 
will become used to the strict enforcement 
thereof. 
of trade unionism feel keenly the fight that Aside from local K , was* is also planned 
wc' arc giving them, yet they are bent on 
•Xwiping out our organisations. They are try-
ing to import help, but we know that we can 
wia this fight, though we do not expect to 
- • -
for Miss Newman among the members of local 
particularly among the women finishers ' 
a considerable part of this which comprise 
organization. 






Report of the Embroidery Workers for 1914 
In this annual report of Locals No. 5 ami 
No. 6 of tho Embroidery Worker*, two shall 
try to give our member*, as well aa our sisters 
and brothers of other local*, a brief, outline 
of our doings in the part year. 
I t ••aa about January, 1914, when « band-
ful of loyal and faithful members of the pres-
ent Local No. 6 tried once -more to revive 
the independent unions of the embroiderers 
which wore then in » poor condition. Isolated, 
and unknown to other labor organisations, they 
have been struggling in Tain, without the 
slightest support of the thousands of people 
employed in the embroidery trade. 
There were three locals; but Local No. Sj 
which tho Germans called " T h e Jewi».h Local", 
was tho only local that worked with the Execu-
tive Board. 
Local No. 1, the German local of the Bronx, 
did not show any desire for activity at all. 
Local No. 3, the German Local of New Jer-
sey, with a splendid record of a victorious 
general strike three yearn ago, when it had 
controlled nearly one hundred shops, WAS al-
most wiped out of existence. This was also the 
fate of the Auxiliary local that had a member-
ship of six hundred, exclusively .girls. Only 
a faithful president with a few officers re-
mained to rtruggle with an unfortunate situa-
tion. 
At the beginning of March, Local No. 2, 
which 1* now oar Local No. C, called a strike 
at tho C. & B. Embroidery Company. This 
was a surprise to tho entire trade. Nearly 
one-half of tho membership did not dare to 
think of a strike in tho embroidery trade at 
that time. The employer wanted to reduce 
wages, but thia was very natural—the process 
of reducing wages had been going on for five 
or six years prior to thnt t ime The trade was 
falling vory rapidly [ from 60e. a thouaand 
stitches It went down to 30c, and people could 
not understand why a strike should be called 
on account of reducing only 7^4c. on a thou-
sand. Nevertheless, after only three weeks, 
tho strike was a complete success. A union 
shop was established, and tho hard work of 
the previous few months—tho hopeloss atlompta-
to call shop meetings, the maas-moctbgs to 
which the people of the trade cams only for 
euriosity's sake—wo* crowned with weees*. 
• 
That was the beginning of a strenuous per-
iod of organizing activity. The Union ob-
tained a firm standing, and tho workers con-
fidently joiucd the growing ranks. Tho socret 
of our success we may ascribe to a some-
what novel method. IFaTing failed .to reach 
the workers through shop meetings, even those 
called with tho aid of tho Women's Trade 
Union League, we started a campaign of mnss-
meotings. We not only carried on a persistent 
agitation, but we mado tho new Union the 
center of complaint! for the entire trade. 
Encouraged by the success in the C. k B. 
firnv which was considered to be the strong-
hold of the small bosses, wo went ahead with 
our vigorous agitation in the oatire trade, al-
though wo had a comparatively small force 
and poor finances. We mode no distinction be-
tween members and non-members. The official 
of the Union was always ready to gp to any 
shop and protect apy man or woman working 
in tho trade. 
Tho New Jersey local*, being loosely com-
bined in a "Jo in t Board," had asked the New 
York local to give them some, moral aid; and 
so we, Local No. 3 ( with a few hundred mem 
bers ready, responded to their call. .Wo soon 
succeeded in New'Jersfry, although we eon-
trolled only half a dor.cn union shops. The 
elemont in Now Jersey was responsive, and 
enthusiastic for the Union. We proceeded call-
ing shop meetings and member meetings, which 
were well attended. A branch for the girls 
was ro-estnblitfhed, and one of the best shop* 
signed an ngreemont with the Union. 
Unfortunately Local Nov J, of the Broux 
could not then be revived.' Soveral attempts 
to get tbis local to combine with Local No. 2 
for joint action had been made by ns, but we 
did not succeed. A handful of Germane re-
mained inactive, isolating themselves in Local 
No. 1. 
About that time, seeing that our organiza-
tion wa< growing; that our chances of organis-
ing the entire trade were increasing and our 
i problem* were becoming more", complicated, we 
began to fofl the necessity of combining with 
n larger organisation. 
There were two Internationals with either 
of which, we could become affiliate!, and we 
were alreadv affiliated wtlh the United Hebrew 
H H H M | ^ ^ B _ | | H I I M H p H B H a H H I I B m H H i n 
* • 
" . . • • - • 
•-M T H E L A D I E S ' G A R M E N T W O R K E R 
Trade* The Halted Textile Worker! had made 
teveral attempts to take the New Jersey local 
under its jurisdiction, but since there is no 
real relation between those two trades, the; did 
not succeed, and Local No. 3 preferred the 
Industrial Worker* of the "World. 
about six hundred members; New Jersey waa 
jUso active at that time. Meetings were largely 
attended, and we controlled, though hot 
officially, a great many shops. Tbo Union 
possessed the confidence of the workers. An 
auxiliary branch of mostly girls waa already 
Onr only
 fchope lay with Uw L U G. W. U. i n 
with which industry tho embroidery'trade is 
closely related. The kind of embroidery we 
are engaged in is made almost entirely for 
the Ladies' Garment Industry. Our bleach-
work ia made for white goods, onr novelty or 
"mercerize" for waists and skirt*. Some 
of onr girls doing the mending are working 
directly in tho waist shops. On a few occa-
sions, when we had troubles, tho Ladies' Waist 
and Dressmakers' Union directly' helped • • 
out. So that we could not think of affiliation 
with any other Union except with tbo I. L. 
Q. iW. U. > 
Friedman and Rabinowits in tho Bronx was 
one of the big shops in onr trade using the 
Automatic machine where the atitchor waa not 
needed at all. Until tho middle of Juno our 
influence was confined to small shops using 
the Pantograph machine. Here for the first 
time we had tried to put our hands on the 
now system, "where tho watcher Includes the 
stitcher'a part, and therefore we gladly accept-
ed the opportunity to fight for the watchers 
at Friedman t Rahinowitz's shop. But when 
the employer refused to mediate with the 
Union, we oiled out the entire shop, nearly 
Now York carried through the strike with 
confidence and enthusiasm, nt n cost of some-
thing over a hundred dollars only, and Fried-
man & Rabinowltx'a shop was completely 
unionized. 
The movement for affiliating with the I. 
U G. W. U. spread quickly. The first few 
meetings in New York and Now Jersey showed 
that the trade was ripe for amalgamation. Tho 
German workers, though not kx-«»ing anything 
about the International, unanimooaly agreed 
to affiliate with the International. *Even Local 
No. 1, (Bronx) woke up and agreed to be 
included In tho two locals of the International. 
I t was at the beginning of August, 1914, 
that tho Embroidery Workers Industrial Union, 
with a membership of nearly one thousand, in 
New York and New Jersey, joined tho Inter-
national Ladies' Garment Workers' Union, 
under two charters: Local No. 8 for New York 
and Local No. 6 for New Jersey. 
Regarding tbo activities of the locals since 
tho affiliation, I shall deal with these in the 
next article. 
8. 8EIDEL, 
two hundred people, though tho time was not 
favorable. Our Union at that time, counted 
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Directory of Local Un ions [Continued] 
mm 
. . . . . . . . . . 
LOCAL UMIOK. 
63. ''inrinnati Cloakmakers 
New York Buttonhole Maker. 
Brooklyn Ladies' Tailors 
N'HV York Bonnax Embroiderers. 
Toledo Cloakmakers 
Philadelphia Clonk Finishers « , , , . 
Toronto Skirt and Dressmakers.. t 
Chicago Ladies' Tailor* ' . . . 
I H' ii»i Amalgamated Cutters , 
Worcester, Mass., Cloakraakora , . , *>.. 
Toledo Cloak and Suit Cutter* , 
St. I"iii- Cloak Operators ; . . . . , 
Bridgeport Ladies Tailors 
Chicago Cloak and Suit Cutter* 
Kalamazoo, Mich., Corset Workers 
Toronto Cutters 
Cincinnati Skirtmakers 
90, Buffalo Garment Workers 
92. Toronto, Can., Cloak Presseni 
08. Cincinnati" Skirt Pressors 
99. Pittsburg Ladies'. Tailors. 
100. Providence Ladies' Tailors. 
101. Richmond Ladies' Tailors 
102. Montreal Boincoat Makers 
105. St. Louia Ladies' Tailors 
100. Stockton, Cal., Ladiea' Tailors 
109. Fall River Ladies' Garment Workers 
110. Omaha, Neb., Ladies' Tailor* 
111. Cleveland Raincoat Makers 
112. Montreal, Can., Ladies' Waist Makers. . . 
113. Waist and White Goods Workers " 
















678 Rockdale Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio*' 
. .88 B. 10th St., Now York City 
166 UcKibbeo 8 t , Brooklyn, N. Y. 
. . . . . . . . 6 2 B. Fourth S t , Near York City 
. . .617 Scott 8 t , Toledo, Ohio 
. . . 39 N. 10th 8L, Philadelphia, Pa. 
428 Saekville S t , Toronto, Can. 
. . . . .1447 8.' Spauldlng Ave,, Chicago, IB. 
'. . . . .1Q9 Elmo S t , Boston, MBSS-
18 Harrison St., Worcester, Mass. 
.' 015 Maia St., Toledo, Ohio 
Fraternal Bldg., l i t h and Franklin Ave*. 
67 Olive St., Bridgeport, Conn. 
. . . . . . . . ; i 5 3 1 W. 14th S t , Chicago, 111. 
.602 Second S t , Kalamazoo, Mich. 
. . .101 Duodas 8 t , Toronto, Can. 
..2897 N. 6th S t , Cincinnati, Ohio 
36 Mortimer St., Buffalo, N. Y. 
. . . . . . 7 1 Nassau 8L,.Toronto, Can, 
. ; , .-457 David S t , Cincinnati, Ohio 
- . . 1815 Linton ' S t . Pittaburg, Pa . 
473 N. Main S t , Providence, B. t 
923 W. Clay S t , Richmond, Va. 
20 S t CecUc S t , Montreal, Can. 
..Fraternal Bldg., 11th and Franklin Ave. 
v '..« 507 B. Minor Ave., Qtocktoo, Cal. 
.*. 160 State S t , Fall River, Mass. 
2609;N. 1 5 ^ S t , Omaha, Neb. 
3611 Burwell Avo., Cleveland, Ohio 
. . .147 Colonial Ave., Montreal, Cao-
118 Market 8t., Newark, N. J . 
Fraternal Building, S t Louis, Mo. 
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- * i o r pit ,o i *3*n D B I I O * .oiyoya Dsiioy 
'1Y31R p*T T ^ ' D K J DD'Tl D1*0P3 1RD IP2 
n Pi?a .iy3»n T O D B H Din D*O tpip* ip 
iPDSRTpD ,D*1 3H3PDE* IP7.TD 01(11 POT1 
1P38 1*0 ."DTPP'P, D7K *3*1P'1D!Y31R *1 
*3*?**n» R 07K ?n*c*3 I * I * * I !*o?8n 
-*».% * i oy i * o n T O " . W W m po rune 
".p**n3*1p»101Y31R 1«> DD8C,3*3"R *3*7 
R i*e*3*o D * I 03*i.T)y D08i:'3*a'*R * i * * i 
e«n 1914 i m p 
• " • - -
I*13VR IRO T I oan 1914 ms^ i * i 
,D'P1p R 0*0 JP33RDP338 ?B38i?P31pD3*R 
TMW T»tt IPIRHP3 D3«niRnyc T*R ip3?*n 
-oyo pi* i3iR no i*n**i *i pR o**r.3pipno 
.D IPS 
TO 1*7*11 ,1PD**11 iimys TO T*T 'R 
D T B H T * I i*3?*i i P R |J»I o n p p a o * w # p 
•811*3 03*03*3 81 PK 
—.80 R DJK OIBH cm b*3 ;p3*ii3P3 T O 
•D**n3*l*,101V3*.R#, 
"318 tl'lR i*P1P P3JK0 .IP138CP* IV 1T.R11 
I*D7Bn " t ,3310381*0 b*o o*-n3Pi*<ioi.Y 
"1V31R • m . ,i*P3*1 **T ,*nyp*p R IRO 0 * 
.V3TW PK*Dn*:*33R31R PR O'VUPIP'ID 
1*R D* J313"0 *3'0"I3*'R |R 1*38 !?« 081 
| p j n i 0811 pttWSb 8 i iP3'*» D* TR",noR 
-*a "iyp,p.» own ,pn** io iY D*3 ?803**P 
*3in83P3 J*3*M *3 * ' .*DD*3 0*1 tfi 
•ffll 1*38 -7B018- 0*3 }*3'*t **T ,"DP3*1P. 
81 1*7*11 1*0 .0*3 81*1'0 1*1**1 * 3 * ' JP3 
-3*iy*1DlV31R 018D I*031iy3 R [*?138H*3 
0**1C 1P37P11 D**n3*ip*101V31R *1 ,0**n 




-*30',R *D3*7C pK P'7301R ,0'*np3R1P 
C3P0 DPI JTD riDIO D*1 38 D3811B* 33*3 1PP3*1 
l-»t IP1»*11R1VD*11R 3*i1*D3lR D.TR D3HO pR J»R 03**10* ,**P*0 071RCO 
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 •»«•»*»« »»w » « ' » ' » ."13RD0'1V j ' * I 0*0 ]*iy*101V31R 
1P078H .iy3"1«» l*K,*?33P 1*DVHV N 
.0?*DB'*368 1PV3R3 PR DJTUBIR 
- 3 8 I B oc i ynvs D R I I OSRO *OCPIROB ' * I 
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d i r e c t o r y o£ Local U n i o n s [Continued] 
LOCAL UNKIN, Qhnct Aoouss. 
«3. CWnnaU Cloakmakers 678 Bwkdlila Affc, O B U B B I U , Ohio 
. «4. New York ButtonholeMakers', x 88 E. 10th S t , Now York City 
CD. Brooklyn l ad ies ' Tailor* 166'MtKibben 8 t , Brooklyn, N. T, 
6& New. York Boniia* Embroiderers.. . . , ." .62 K, Fourth B t , New York •.City 
07. Toledo Cloakmakera 617 Scott S t , Toledo, Ohio 
:, 60.'. Philadelphia Cloak Finishers .31* N. 10th St., Philadelphia, P«-
70. Toronto Skirt and Dressmakers .423 Bnckvllto Bt, Toronto, Can. 
71. Chicago Ladies' Tailors . 1M7 0, Spaoldlog Are., Chicago, BL -
73, "Boston Amalgamated Cuttc** ..-109 Elmo S t , Boston, Maa*. 
75. -Worcester, Mass,, Cloakmakers 18 Harrison St., Worcester, Man. 
7C. Toledo Cloak and Suit Cutter* - - : 015 Main S t , Toledo, Ohio 
78. S t Lonia Cloak Operator* Fraternal Bldg., 11th and Franklin Are*. 
^80. Bridgeport Ladies Tai lors . . . , ' . . .67 OUT© Bt, Bridgeport, Conn. 
"81. Chicago CloakL and Suit Ciittart. .'1631 W. Htb S t , Chicago, IB. 
ft'.'. Kalanwiiob, Mich., Corset Workers.,, , . .-902 Second S t , Kalamazoo, Mich. 
83. Toronto Cutters, . . i 101 Dundas S t , Toronto^ Can. 
Cincinnati SkirUnakera .2897 N. 6th 8 t , Ciocinnafa', Ohio 
00. Buffalo Garment 'Workers 35 Mortimer S t , Buffalo, N. Y. 
92. rTorVnto, & £ , Cloak Pressors., , 71 Nassau S t , Toronto, Can. 
0 1 Cincinnati Skirt Pressors 417 Pavid S t , Cincinnati, Ohio 
09. Pittsburg Ladies' Tailors ,..< aSIS Linton St,';PittobuTg, Pa. 
100. Providence Ladies' Tailors ,- 473 N. Main 8 t , Providence, B. I. 
10L Bichin^ad Lodies' Tailors -'923 W. Cfcyf S t , Bichraond. Va, 
10S. Montreal Baiacoat Makers to S t Coeile fit, Montreal, Can. 
105. S t Louis Ladies' Tailors Fraternal Bldg.. 11th and Franklin Are. 
106. Stockton, Cal., Ladies' Tailors ,' ' 507 E. Miner Ave-, Stockton, Cai 
109. Fall Biver Ladies' Garment Workers . . . . . ' . . . .160 State S t , Fall Bjver, Mam 
110. Omaha, Neb-, Ladies' Tailors ,2009 N. 15$ St., Omaha, Neb. 
111. CloTcland Raincoat Makers •. .301j ' BnVwcll Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 
111!. Montreal, Can., Ladies' 'Waist Makern ...147 Colonial Ave, Montreal, Can. 
I!?; Waist and-White Goods Workers. . . . . ."118 Market S t , Newark,:N. J . ' 
114. Kaincoal Makers o t S t Louis' Fraternal Building, S t Louis, Mo. 
rwfi ihjriiK \m DiyesnpyD topifc jnyuiN jy:&njn |#nv TO 
yiyn w .Jyfibyijra \\x cv^^nweopsp o«x is B«S JIB riiK-jyp^? >c:>-
jyjyp 0D38t ,cNi«D jyny* jic ]yoi5 cjn m iyayB» by D^ CB p*t ipoipB jvnfi 
3)KD)K \w>y is D»n oyn W H :WR anptowtit o^ijrou un^D^pn «i 
rjpjm ttpmya EM nya» ivp °tn «w T^5 °v cp*» .JIB j8 pjj.02 -^!tr .DWSD 
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n .^ RpROR-ta o n v* opmpao'iR ]ya"t 
-3pp"u «u* T I B M nin PR "DpK^un. JTOER 
•WK B3jtfE DP 01(11 D"V VHltf *1 PR DSD 
npi ,D"P « D*O lrum iv 3'DiyD HhyMiya 
T p »1 DO ,-i»D"31K n 03R13y3 ?y"lRF ]»2 
D»P3*B27ijjj tyo-nya 0'3 ORH C«T .DPD 
lyyiwn iPO'-nya o«n oy .lyo^aiK n IKE 
oy pR .^RpRoipB pB DD"J. oyi iyay:, 
yD^n IV UK 3313P"lBMR IV Din'OVj DR.! 
p>R TT lyaijn U U W P I R nyi pR pR .otf3 
P R T* IP^Ti PR 5)1 iw*n m iyoyrwD 
nyc i jn "IRD j y r w a iv oysy 3pu iyn DO 
Jjnyojra-
0*R11 ,0VTIp3 YQM DO |R"1 V 1*0 O^RIl 
<toaj£TP3'R IIR *i*p ofroRnpa IRT jyp 
33R?» jyaRna y^ K H 03'^'D p ic lyD^Rll 
prup^poFapipHBiv R T I R o^yoyopa jynya 
•nip DR^ 33nyt3'3iyc yst^ynpa vi .onR 
n D3Roya PK j ^ y o PD nimo *i oSypan 
"3*5PTII nyi p« P R »»MI Tjnpnr >p*a yaR?1 
;pv3R3 cm ^«; imp K .OVR -iyi\ya o"p 
•n iyo3R"iop2 ya^yi o n TO ipayp ,^yoio 
Tin iu) jvayp T D ys^yii oaRDitf H j*n 
•IPS-MR pc jyay^ .tprrv 33ITDRB TytjRO 
.jpny^ 5y^ D "1 pc lyayp T O P R , T I R 
:D3^RB I\\ lyi": D3RDP5 yiyn 
•jn nyoo*R jy^yn W W R 1 DRT (1) 
•jni oTjni&DpyDWRD *l *RC PR HTPD^RII 
-RDRna Din p« yrirtDR O'o IPViapa T I jy^ 
•!y>73Rny3 iv a»t»n DO « I DIR 5RP 
oi'W DTmyipopyaoRD n IRB DKT (2) 
yiP'M TyD"3iR *1 ipapp^Tpa iv DO y i 
-pa iy^i D>3 jyaynp iyo"2*iR iyn jro3yn 
*DMR i« iv ijanoya »nyii PR ,D"p3'DDin 
inyB ^y'D pcnyi c n a ^»a *1 iwyp
 ti3KbB' 
nyo"3TK ' t iyt3^»ii «t iyu »« lysRn jy-iKc 
.(y3y3y33R3 oyf-K 
jyp D»n3jny»-.Eiv3iR yi3itya DRI (3) 
IRT "i»3 jyoRD^nn »Doy3 n ( y u r p 
PR ,ayp n O»J i jny^yo nyo'^TR n urn 
D"namiPTDW3w P R iRi .3'n" V* tyo^Ri 
T31RD pR DinaRiB iv ont? nyouoy nyi 
iv OTPBPJ jyssn D « » |»3RniR 1 .D'IB* 
-y3D'iR pR ^n'p jypo D^ruyrtDHOiR "*yn 
•"31R n lyp^iv tjnyp lysmacw osysyi 
K.1RT ^yD '^DDBOKP iy i .|R*3P "«n PR nyo 
~IR inyiaiR DKT DI?B» DIV IPOIP T O IPPO 
-ya o^3 Dip-iipopyauKO «i pa 1P3RH iyc3"3 
DO 033R^ya tyssn «t .5ra iv o"in«a 
'C3'3Tya ^RI ^RPROKIS in DKT ' " inyo 
-3R0 .irum DlPD>»Dy30'lK T^3"T pR 3*0 
-yacMiK IKT ]p3"t DKII .jyaRiB n pa ya 
jynnaiR n iv ovrays ^yaRn pR IPOIKHS-
D3^n 1R3 IP3»> .IHR* lyovy^ lie 33KB3R pR 
-D3P \vm\ 1P3R1B *! .iinRiwa -0Tyi>P3, o>: 
-pn ,!P3RtniR p^3pa,3y3 IHR iyo*»3nR JB3RT 
l»5"no3"R i.Paini ,iyi"iB IP3"MD'IR, |yj 
"DJRB»»J»0»'W'T. jysyil ,D"3-1R H 3'03»1 
.iy3R-»Bry3 DVR ^RS ijnyn .•tfO*m Rt p« 
"^ycnRBO'K. IR ip;iRr,p3 iy2Rn T O ,noR 
-3>13 5pD'3R P3R* >T DRH iy3^P11 .iROIpCD 
P R . D ^ R ' O P M I DP »w iy3R ,D3Roya nya 
.oiy>pa iyv3Na-i*R o o y3Rno n CORT iR3 
O'VIR oa^yn- IROIPFO ^ptriRBO'Rw i m 
"D PR DR2 ly i jpn ,0"X 'P3 pR *M 3^ 
lyn .]y3yaiV3R3 iy»"3TR *1 D3"3ya " 0 MI 
n jh y^R n iirum ,JR ooip np3R pp^b n 
.^ nROR »11 «11RP MIR TjnPMI 1P3R^ D yo:Ro 
QPRB i n :yn3y3^Ra DRT *ip3R.opnyoya 
!31R D»n iRC"1D,|3TK 1R T1RR3 H TR p'^R 
•y3 ,lROTyt?0 iyC«R"01RB31R IR oa'Vnys 
jyiiya P R jnyow 33i"iyn«a ytyn m o i " » 
0»3 ^|inPD V>p DRH "lp3"P .yo3yiP3 R 
TIRB3 DiPlVTi H OR! jyjyP"^lV3R D3Kt3p3 
0"31RP3 0*3 DRH .18BP3 jypy3 PR >» »« 
v.'R " 3 oaR |yi"t DP -PR snpnpj Ml 
"JIT'COaP* M PR " D P R ^ P I , uraiPPiiRE 
DD'MI iv\y v w iyn»viya v> l"v*D iw 
• 
; * * * 
DRII ys^piR *1R1RB 
D'3103D >1 PR TR 1PP3'H 
pa IPOR3RO poany *i ]>R 
3'T>1P IP3"I "TOR* IPDVP^  
IP3RH ]PO"P3^3Pnpa TR 
ORH cy IR .o^'scya y^Ri OB»W n " I pR 
f-Rt oy ^yl^ DPT ]yami o^yn3Rnpa Pi5a Tr 
.iy3P' 1y^K ipn ,OOR pR |ya«?3 
T^PTII Oy DSn^'lR |P3MR JIB ,noR 
*iP3« D"P3^Pini ^p^ pR -iyny*y3D'iR MTR 
TR jpin'BOMR jpayn jyiipa y s ^ o n T'R 





-•v-io tovwo P* , I» :* 'VIO»OT» vwegn 
D")JJ3OVD H pK fa'BW lyrpn *«R w j t ' 
*»'T 0811 jy*3*R n JWM IPTBDPD81B W 
^ie* i j n jpii u*>n*D »*i ipii . o n * « i IP> 
- "KI»D |p:pii »l ijnnv^P JKT ,MT DCDPIIP 
iP*rtjao iv v* ;PEBOPP ipapii p.K ,v* pO»j 
JKonjm K pD 
* * * 
i 
pn ,D-uniropyci3Ro H f* w » 3 ' w n 
-RQR-IB i y i . D P " I O O jyT'o-tyo jynpt T I R 
cufrt iy . ^ROB* n t i r | * R . I P I W mi **p 
PR ijtfrvajH vasfiv IPDRPIVBR D3UP3 
- « I B IV T^npiipa I P I T D pa^im
 riy*'iy:ynp 
.ycsoypiY PR IPDDPO 
D3"i3Tjn D O ^ 83 o i p D3"n s?3po i n 
PR ]PD8,8*,D V33RQ P3*P11 W PB10S? *1 
t*4» T » *»t ay pi) y a w * - m W 
oy lyonysjK pR ivo«m R PD ijrnvTP 
-THMWlwp TP IP" W«>r *n ;'yoia TRD 
OCORB nyv*o>R tP» PR3 PO"11Y p' l ty^ybt? 
swiv P R nonfc *i . ipotnp iyn p * nrvR 
pD 1«3 JW'M TO 0"H 1) »W DT"1iy3 
PR oy.opyiny . » I R jyaya rtfiy JR onyays 
pB p3Cn"R ijnn»D 1Y 33R^ 1VD ,R *31R 
PP1KOP |VD>V13»3 IV 3'O'U 3MR pR ,on«R 
,. .|yoipp3 iv p3cn itfwn jyto 'c 
* * * 
IV ]plfe?1Y IV DO 018 
CRT ."IJ^D'O yplRDf 
PR ,DP"TDD « OD'*n 
* 
waning r«y"iH 
DMDWJWHIW 8 PD ^8D 
.DiyilCDpyDiaRO H pR 'ROl* 1JH lytT'llV 
-y-U «IH T1RR3 *1 imRUPa IPDRCP3>K 
p8 nyauyii DD»P 5yo»o "ivtyn .Dyoapii 
.IPDBR ny3*3vii ^yD DTPIRS 
R D«n IRtPJJOISRP P2"t30^R'VRD K 
•nynt? R VR P ^ I D D R DRT Dinitfpiy SIRO 
*OT»3I? oy iiyD-n r p ' 3 o»o D I , , 3B ' lys^yn 
~iy w j m .iyo"3TR r i *R Dyo«3 H *R 
-y3 oyn IRD pnsnya D3R"Dy3 P R aanny^p 
iRC v* I»**i "I ,iPt3"3iR »T pn ts-ny; 
.|yaR33« i t f 'UK D'3 5po^b p" iao* c jn 
IID TiiKDM oyn T I R lynyoenyo eyDB3 n 
y3^pn DiyiiiwpyDi3Ro PIR^P n . P ^ I D D 
.^ RPRDRIB .DI^ JT'R «1*1R iy33R3y33"R p » « | 
H W D"PDt313 D'lR D'3 [RHDya DV iy3«n 
-yoa^K V3Vi"K r iV"i nRD iifa Tyu«aTR 
-ivoyi 
iyasn^DRB H OV^R D3RIDP3 jyo jjni 
Djyp^Rii n jyn ,1913—1912 IJnn«' n PR 
"iyD jyouy3 v ' iw**"1 o^nsynyncivaiR pn 
,i«'3i' i j n pc 5yoo»n i'iya»K i W H s r 
oiysoira jnn'R pR !«*3T 
"3iny*~BivjiR pis. QBR^ay; 
•^rti R t»R DRi PR -1R13 \gy\n R i'3 D"n 
*3.D8n f»n*Dp3 l y t y n . "T I K D ' ^ ^ ' I P D 
•j'R "n »n*r3Rn« iv iy3*ioyj. onps^irs 
•Wipn .P'liv nn«» -15 D»O ^R3RK-y3iyD 
•DMR Djn ps tyowysD'HR »t Dip >n-cys 
T^ D-IRD ;y jn 'mv R PD J T O cyayotpoya 
1RB [ycBoyp. iv PBT lyayaysj'HR "? pR ,iy3 
oy D«n topvi iyiy»i .oipoys DRIIDP 
vura jycBoypiyT « »»i IRC DSROPS ^ a j r e 
ojn pR ,iin;ydB?3iR inyoya pR D"n»nn 
PR 1910 PR fclMO R ^RJ pR 1909 -in»' 
•K01B3 jJHhl PR .1913 pR 5n*s H»'TI R 
•3'n3 t3yn D"nsyiynDiV3iR poinya PR J^« 
-P13 P^»D IROP ?R3RE-PJ1PD3'R nptJW IPJ 
.OD3W1V i jn pR iPD3'iip3 jnyo 
;y3RDPP3 TO iy3*'T 1914 1R13R* pR 
•P3DMR DIJH TP3^P\1 . O * ! ^ R pD [PD'O pR 
;tfp'D po iy3MK n pR T^nycys jpT'ii 
. D^napny^DiyaiR pe P3«> R .jpoD^o'DyB 
Pile Tjn iP2* ,03RniRipc D'*np c m ovn 
->R3 c y i pR iyo3iiy3 n p i p D tyoipya T^ R 
«"BO PR .D"Tl3riy'-lDlV,3lR D-1RO JJ^RO 
03i»5 o't*np cpn D-iy3opo jnptjiR ipj»n 
|POi:pj 1^«3 ^ t IP3RH PR IPDlPP5Ty3*R 
"is -yn pn 0"3iR pDi3 n iPO'nBKnya iv 
•RB 0*3 1«: 0*811 DP »11 *1TR ,18'VRT^RJ 
•P3 ip'i:ya ^Rt yv:83 n T C 8 3 .OTD 
b -IPDjnEf 
03ROyj 1>R TJDSjni -3KPRDR1B, TpT 
'PPD13RO H PR 18^1* 1JTI IPB"11V JJH81W3 
R ;yEKrp3 08n JRC^R'D^CDR b i m i r o 
onSmpa o»n 0 8 " .oan im 18 T I R 8 3 
|PE"11V D»3lD3b IP3"^3D'1R pR JP3inP031R 
i 




• • N M M f l H I 
r .19 15 , 1 » 1 3 ^ 
i«novi oy I1C OB'Vnya'K .ynDOVU'R IJfl 
-o»'o i w a i H oy IR I I o v n o n pR imyii 
oniro'vm ,OTyp"DT5D,m'— lymc Daw 
.D*iyp»-ooyn jw DiypTBii nyinjnaR^ pR 
O«3*IR Tytyn o*o tnyaa* jyayp ttr DIR 
.Din n imyayn tyo no >nM anynya m 
" iw 10 y$R po 5^D3IBP opnoon nyi 
(W linyii DTP3R: IB l«W no' DSBPM* -iyp 
-D"3nR yrnapR-is I V ;yonya i n no jyo 
-ysyaonM «nm aaioSRii-jyn *frtam (2) 
-yii yjKTD n ;y5ayc jyno I'D .iinyn oiyo 
ny pD yiBnoyo n ."oitfcy-i iMc-py^y, jya 
M PR ye$yot7ya3B pR yooMys.y^B jy>nyii 
ny .ynaBipBcyn JK#BD PK D*P .yoayte 
-jyo H ,-iynyocnsB infe jyo «n8i [y^njm 
n pB piyaoyo n jyomo'iMD csn tyc 
*y:;tj n lyna .lyoBRinyBiyp winynnyD 
ySy'xyiD » JBHO lycnB*! ya^yn yttfyar 
-yao iy3»n f^run ?yno PR ,D"3"IR QIBD 
*yn oyopy?>y o*a iyDntn ,tyo"?rnyo y5»*v 
.oy^yor in j rn « imyn oyoanjBM -.«; ;y-j 
linyn DWDpa jtptKPJjOT* n oyu |Ri 
.DVV» H I a^oyooyapa TWO ?ys 
jnyuiR pK osso nyiaiR jyno' T O (3) 
•3yY3Bp ,tru>33y»ww inyo DSH jyto^o 
-JID^Y yto iya*3>uoyE lymsn T O ,imno 
"BUY *\yoDyc oyii DM-I jp inB |»»R pK jy: 
Tin pb \vy*\yi y;jny»cnyD n ;yo?Bn3yo 
K nnBBPj"K T I B oyn ]W iB^BI^KJIB 
oyii DB» cyoDna 3j'B'ppi3 y*J * i /i5w I D 
K 1MB PB ,oB3»o jyiyn DDKIP' PK pnR 
v w ;yno T O jaioan ivwi PH DHD 
p« DD3yoo™ayvD3R3MS n TB t i n r w R 
[pnyii oiTeya ]# * * ,D3B*3P ynyniR y^B 
ya^yr n pn iy?«>'q .iy3"oe» iya>yt I 'V IM 
ly^nvYDMK po , o n lyopy^BP lie iy-iBBys 
-lVWin IW)5W10'W pD PB ,0D'DyW2 
-onaBD 
jyc^yn ?yo T:IB jy^yii ooiBDjn piyn 
•JIB n»D iynyos» DBII lyaBTD n jy»^5 iv 
jy^ 'B >T lycBcas [yayp w—oasw ynyr 
nyiaiB ,iyi»^ ^yD»3^B mytaiB ys^yii po 
Vt eynayn in* * oy"3 Djn J^ B DDy^ aB^ E 
-un n iy5mi T O IX o n V I M Jyu inyi 
•yoyanyo y3»5TyD«iB pB ya^Tya^B yoanipa 
.Ijnn'Daw jyayp iy33ii 
I 
•VB ?JH3yii To .iJhim iv oan5ya PIBDP 
c^yoaW y^B |^( ijnB-ioyo ya^any i« iyo 
pB DBnniya^B ,y*TaDna*MT)iB^ njn JIB 
n^3nynya"VD>iB n o»a jyn .tM^9>^P 
innaB yay* pB n«o jyo^Bii ,D"X yoay^t? 
MI < iya*»D-iy ya>?any tasnya pic -iyyy*B ' 
.y'D^ynB^'b PM » 
Ijnyn oaya^xya \ViVP unsnoyta y iyn 
SHti .jyaaiapiiya-DainynD |yo«3 i'ca»a . 
•B? n imyoyaTyo i^BD iB'VBO'aM -warn 
V^ayma ,m i o&y^ x .lyo^aiM »i .po ya 
oy .OT»-Kj'n pM lyiynn t»aa»*iaiv3"iM 
•?M PM ^BaBcyanyos^M nyt3iB TM HOB PB 
y^B D'D taa i^ »fnya« .IBOBP V I B o»ia lyt^ 
DBT |j»D»^ T O .iyT'oiYDiiB Dp>naD nina 
PB ,iyp»10D 113 jyo DBT DMK.OOIP ?BD« 
n iyaB .O'nayaiy .anayoB" T O |W«» tanMi 
yaya"B yny^t jynyonya DBH D^na'»5y3 
o>o inyaiva^B a'^n ww I IB lyojnyoj'B 
"1BT .IB^BB jya^TjnS K V1B IB»3V TyT 
.jyaBD D'j MTO p'p Dp"iotJ \"p B^!3 jyo 
pB ,1914 \x» »D»5KB "lyiaiB lynya PK Dip 
.DD31PW TJ1 pB.jyO?Bn3lJ-\TB j y^ l l TO 
* * • 
-*HJB TlK WHO TO 
y3,no,ia yciiya V I B jyo 
i i n ' pB (yaanyoyaDMB 
-1B^ y35yn lB'VMi^BnB 
-3B y$K Tob^ .iinyii oaBoya n5»3 ]ye 
ytyn lyD^yn pB >iini3 ynyiaiB ijnayn 
jyoDpy3 i 'M / im.TB3in lyaanyoysoMM 
nnyi lynya PM nn»» nyayaaBanyo nyn .nntc 
-y3 iy3«n T O .Tno'iytsiM I'M "lyDsySc M . 
5n«x yb'n3 B PR DJRPD yoay^ty OBH 
IB TT lyann tyo^v fi iy3» .yiB^DD'oiN 
Din IMD i n jyo D , , -U ^Mny3'B .iinyoys iv 
iy ' * : "un OBT iycB«n T O .IBPD iytaopyi 
nya jy^yyi T O TB lyoia MIB p n oyii intf 
yayaaM3TyD n pD DJBPD yoay^c* n jyoya 
•MJ M pB pn ly^yn T O I IB ,-in»* ya»Joy 
lynyoc DBH |wriD i»&B n 'jyonyaivDnR ya 
.VD'STyonH IIM ys^nya^B ,IKD laiR 
-ysE1 DBII |y:io OBII lyaanyoysonR n 
: yisya^BD n ty3»» jy-am oaBoya ny^ 
*oyp lyjnBoc B iya:BD3B lyno n*o (1) 




nypHii D:J;D*IH: on*^ i jn 
TH»K IKD PK oy OBI inyiyia^K BBn w»av 
-*]?Bpya3B pK yoOKya n m a'D2*n Dosyn 
-ys DW tin Tw*fiyft o«v pn \v$w vo 
-yn> jjtfBt Diyaoiro n D»I PK ,nyoany? 
-yriyoK^p >n o P 3 « w p n B or> jnyoc 
pa .inyotrnyD IVDIKI -iyD*<2-w ynoiwi 
IT XFPfrb ytjOT lyair jyo .Bay5B nyax'K 
TiVl PK o*wBpy>. $ m tyaya ix w a - m 
PH DVI nyas ,|yjjio"» n pn [itfp'BiK ^.yaBBisnon fenynja c»n KBI: |B'3P -ijn 
inriPD Iim !tn Deny ijnyii ojnmv'm 
.BO»3 PK 5yD'!2 1JH3K |«p IK Bj-^nya-K 
* * * • 
PK PK y>"lVUD^P^J
 (. . 
-IBBWIUBP K jyuya 1914 ' * w 7 / 
pit? |tt»J JB:?»K'D8D8 DTyTlPBpyDUKO 
pit "iya8 .iimpiya iva^ayao'iK p* oy i i 
O#VBM TM osn oy .aiaya B>3 B-MI TyaivJ 
.pnrrBpin J 'aan ^KT n ;y;yp vt OIK IK 
-DiKByi-aaw^a ny5y>xyB0 K TT DirnijD 
-D):n>'2 B»B [yayaas v» 5»r DBII oayo 
•B^riK 
-Hi B8H T*K83 IPBlpyipP 3KWp7n H 
yaftn lyayt po yo'DBp K oyBa'paK on 
Di'STHPSDilK |1K jyaj'D'B tyB*Kny32B BBH 
aana'siys p« B5yBs»ya ^n D«n n .ittfs K 
Baycyy: o«n ya^yii .Snipo-ujn nm B*D 
P« .DTMBRO jnyiaiK TNB jyoK P^ y5y'xy3D 
ytTDyiByo n D3iy*V3 D-iyy [yon^p w n 
-pnB Cyi pD B'U PWJDPRTB fi M^K Ml 
-y3~tyB"3"iK nyx;K3 i m JIB pK DP3«'3P 
-ya ,v*votw ,5*38 try 3iyo3'K *1 .aaiayv. 
y^3Bn Dvy pa -lyDK p^ ytyn ISB D^ nBX 
K BTHDO^cnjn lyonip n *IKB P W VI 
Dy PK .onyaoyB yiyiaiK po ?HBX yomya 
K i»a$n ly j^ni "? m B*J y^D>'iiy p»p PM 
J^Bty IJ7DMT3 
# * * 
ojn !>!£• iya*jn T B 
-pij ojn PK H'C^TI^'B pit 
' jsiB«»Ty3 J'» I'" 
-iy?yn JIB nyoia iya»o 
ix anya'K I:IK ISB T*K oy pK .DB^JTB"* 
y5K pw Bijn w « otjn osi iy^mmym 
nyiaiK DKT iyast ntfa ]y>*« T O .]y(y^ya 
raw BDinecnyo y^BJyiK^D p« 35*Bny 
v i» .Bpaipiv nyn PK jya^aiy jf»a y^yc 
•ya T^tta *uiK IKB "p« or DKT OPKB ijn 
^ a lyDsa^B 8 »»»5a ,|ya*- ix anl K:K iyn 
-»a cm iyavaBMK BMBW jB3«n via »n oyi 
MI oa"x ,1913 pa p"Toa |yaj«? ,»nyB 
.1*K ltf'XK!'3K318 IptJlK ptKOB1 
-aiK jyDHn TO ys^yn I T H iynsnciyo »i 
jyaynyD .jyaMiya ay: ny-B j^riH '^D nyr 
B"pa*ny3"3 o*na B*a. or»n jysifn vf*K 
Ipaijffi y^ K .tvfcfsyiuiip ijn I»IK BTKiiya 
Byn !KP3yii3«P H m B3»i?)ya pK DBKnya 
B>'p3^Tjny?i3 PK imyno jyaajns pnix 
>yin 1«: PK pycya pK |pn»n jnyuiK PK 
IKUi' tytJiK .Dya-Wiiy B^ T JPB m inpo 
BX'TM'M o«T iyjyiiy3 ^8«8 iny' i i BK.T 
ynyiis? K pB jySamy ix v< 5yac BEKV n 
n DKII oy^ K jynya D*a "ipsa MK otfi 
tpiK D8.T M 4BnDy30'lK BBfl i8^3y*.lJ8P 
-^yii jyas'Xi^ BTjn toBX yo '^.ia K (pBiaya;* 
oyoia tone I8>XKP3K318 njraiK [y>yi ys 
Bnn>Bya3*^ K |y?yn »i >n 5y;r »?w jya3y*i3 
•'xi^8;m yiyn ;io y3"K .jjayj pn jjryni 
n |tfi iy33iB"x y?K lya'a^Kiyo ix t'K [yas 
•"iix j * 3Ks»f»yriyB3'K -im PK D3K»ai* 
-18'plB» 1*3 pK $81 Dy tK IBB DJHSc yB 
Ty3Wl 5»D31*P BP'IBB^.K jyiyil B1M0K3 
yjy-typTyB .D5BP8? J^K ijryaapsiwiY 5BT 
JIB oaKt'D yosy^B* n JyjyBD .jysKniK 
B3Koya l^ayBaw oy lyasn inij» iya*B3"n 
.jyin-Bixann ]y38*xi>B'yi yiyn a'BM^BB 
K* p*.c |M»*i fyj$^*5«'Jn ya'B3*v. jnyi;K 
MK VP'CPKIB Tyn i'K jyiBvya B*in,Bya3"K 
.yD3y2"x'y3D*iK iy3"T jyoKD^un n 
yam* n -ys BBH iBt?ayii38p 'T ?KiyayB'n H B3K*IBBMK 
^Bt ** ,TIK«3 ivBipytpy 
-\yo iy3Pii yoy^tpys ycnya pnn*i»"in 
y^yB .oiy3Byo »*i |PB»MX 3311^3 yro'nar 
jotyn ay« pn ivay^y: ;H"> iim**panyiir 
pb 5y^ x *yn .jya^ BB ix a»03*T aKiDB'iK 
;yJi*t onysBys n jyiiya T-K iBPjynaip i n 
DBii KTK .ian^a OTBO y^yxyBo K W'TP 




3'D3JTO Ml ,DyDB2 1 D3BDim 5TO0R W 
P»l WPP DWSPWN? "1 iPDK^rD^^TK 
PR OV "WW I p f t W Ml p,R ,*1B0RP R p * 
-ipryn MM. nya* ~W* .jytfMM it ••» 
1'w a w n n . t e a a i n K JJHIW P*'-IOD 
-myp-iya K jjmys P R Tya-aiR Tpp-i8'-P3 **t 
R OOBpySBB CH8' W DBH P»"1DD Tin .yO 
o*n jjWRuys p * -wf*n w*Q ty^wn 
.0*3 iK3 t i« 
iPDKo iv a^upBBn n no MI 5yjp Mm 
%3Wn« f r t i JB '3P " W P I W I O fl TypiRoc 
•K^WDMK o u -IBJ 1*; DBTI -uyan'fe |yvt 
TB3 > D F »}y3»^3 D1KDW 0'3 jyo DBfl ,»>T 
jnm3K ft wvnv: DDIRIVJ T » ' 0 B ; I jyo 
!B'VRPJR3-\S H IV3KD [y^Bl *DR11 W t^3*D 
-3K "IP3« IJT!2 DK.1 ,p3 ;3M33JTD ilK pIKOI? 
;*"1P3*K PDR3m K IP33KD»33« DJ1 CROC 
RtR jyil»3 PR yoK3jn »1 pK ,*f>RpRORTg„ 
;youp3 iVDsn ;iny3R5 y v s tia m ^3*vn 
pcnm RVP ?>y*.B "yn .BPP " i y n ^ s . 
03PPV3 D*3 "iinruK i'.'P T J T D W 
- PR roam? Brum *BT « w n iR 
' 1PCHP3 IV iP3;RD3* IP^Bt 0"imit?tJpPD13RO 
-"21K PT3?»I [ID "CnPDSmVlR" TttpB .T.B3 
.njfta 
v IR JP11P3 PR ,5RPRDRTB l'nP2'R |P5'D(TB tt 
IP3»siV33R TM roan jpo pm 380 nm 
3RD CPT pR >»m ,T31R 1RD iP3'5p^33lW 
H iya<Dpf»3R3TyD 1* iP2Mnp33R 'yo e«n 
P1PT31R PR DRT #38! D'3 JP>M1 TO .JR'JV 
IPasn DPDR3 n D'o PBBDPP w j o y m t f o 
CRT .irviMJJ'K -RPKDR1B DPT DDR1P3 TO 
OWP .183 5m IPB JD1R IR 1RD ORll VW 
JP2(jn p.R pIRSC IPOD^RB'BKP H (W'M 
/13PT1 JTUPM pK i3lTP'3Pl IP ! pB 03R*3 1 . 
)R ,*MTR JRCMD'BD3BP* h OMR "I *yCO"0 
-IPC Onpil TVm 1W"31K TP3*OD3,3 imjP \ 
|W| lir^pn Tpt3"3TK »1 1P38 IPll .0PO3*3 
"iPiQ |RC10*aD3RP • P3^PI H DPI! .pIRDIP 
.1jro"3nR n IP0D313 IV JPIPII Ot?0"D 
0"^ W'31* H"10P3 <1* PD P3R3DMR-n 
-JPOCIPE inp2 ,P03P3^yD3,R"inpO n po 
ipos 'R osn ,is'3v i jn pn tyospoy^y ysn 
flitt l^R |H?3 pK
 r l f t | p'R pM 0D"IRiyi 
•'Ooyc-iyD PR wnMemjm iv : P R DKT JIR 
of««ii ysny3>R DRI .!R'VRP3R3-IR H p;a 
IP31I IV t3RDC3R .iyO!P»3 R*'DD plC 
-p3 " i ipaip >RPRDR-*B cyn pR n u n w 
n jy^yoc* iv MIR MI .jy^o^o jyan ODTRI 
B;MR , i n » 3 jyo3UV3 .lyoDyo R HMR IR»3V 
Tyoys jp3«n " t -D3I«RI3ID jypntor « 
MIR WVRP3R318 *T jySRr; Wtitya ODTR-lp 
0*3 JP^BI DljniPOPPC13R'3 H IR .PTROJ? 
-RDR-VB R .iP3'^lV3R VI VPK 0*0 [y»Dp 
iPJTMlV R^OBM *lp3^ PM 13P3TR l p l » ^RP 
m i m Die p*p o«n oyD«3 \\n iyo"2TR 
yo3iiy3 R o>3 onpoc D.TR ipo3'n IPII , D * 3 -
]»P DRH n3R^ K pR |«MtlO'DD3«PR .03t<0 
;*3R3iR 013 R «D>3 I*R oy jyn ,0*3 n i f o o 
iy3PP D3RO D'D ?Bt DB11 ,331"iy'3m y»T» 
/.|y-in'D3in IR'VIO'ODJRP H ' 
* * * 
-
•y*3iR jyaun DMIPS .i*?3yo3iR ijnyu D^RH 
^R3RFP3TyD3'R JHPT31R .DP^M^P np*t?0 JH 
t» '3P *T o n m i 
|jr«»nj» P * 
<)MR DE"lRnP3 DIJPM^ jnyi31R pR DtPD'E* 
-RTB Djn iye*O"0DMR (J3H 'T^SPO 0»11 Ml 
*yO iy3« .Dp31Bn3ROC Tyt31R po 5RPH0 
TR ,*nry3 cjn jysMHDMR DTROPS o'3 o*n 
;^RPRt3«-a I'IMR onytjr o^yn yv3R3 n 
PR jyDRK'lVBS mt V3V TTtB n D1R tR 
]y33nyy3y PDMIPJ jysRo ov 3»DM3 P I ^ 3 
*R3 H W33M1V IV "WnM f'RPRDRnB Din pR 
-ya »iMK c i r a lyDMiya K iVJypijnvjR DPD 
IPC PR .^ RpRtSRIB DPI J'R ypmDMR PDM^ 
-M1V tR ,|yi85ljn 0180y3 0*3 0MW3 08?! 
1P3JKC38 w IP^BT RDia npD"3nR n . ]y^ ' 
"unn'D >T po y33RO ' 
D*iyp>-DpiR5p "im PP 
y3*1BB h pR [ 8 ^ * 
IPiyn iP3sn ' . u n n r 
5j»M C.TR ipsjm ip3B.n " i .jyc'*uy3 op3is 
P0M1JM PR ]y38n "» TP38 ,01jny3 DR11 3'3 
,1P38.-I "? .tp-tfvmvs-in o*nop3 cn^R ty3pn 
Din ]yTP3R31B IV D31)y3,,?P*BE"'3 DW 
jwipi «i .o iyoc mjn3H PR T ' tO P1R?P 
.iJJ^tpJp pR p-noD jyoMia R DiiTayaw 
o^Rii ,tP3y3y33"K T t p " i o a Tyjy D;5tfii 
-1RD0' 3»TiMipnyo R'oKnys ,^yD"iiv ins oy 
.P1«* P J pR WW *UTT ri'lK MOTH VP 
DP"3 ,n01!3 0»"3 !»3y3y33"1R 0^811 DKT 
jia lyvipn n pR oo^a D P " 3 pR U Q 0 
^MK 0^811 DRT .0"? J8*3P iypn8'M»3 1 




nn«> jmny on 
.IjmpJ 
• 
PR ,RT*R .OMU^D 
•ya Dia SRPRDR-B v i 
• ?iri»' lyocny o n ;yn 
cm "ijr e*n oKinMD 
oay iy i "intp jyoeny 
IV o»n DMH-IKB pR ,iyD"3iR *"i IRE DU 
!»»"«» o n cnmaK tysyn IY lyaaRBpaaij 
tn$a PM oy a*iK ?v»p ; yom Dpi pR vitp 
,$RPR0R"1B Dyn lyCO^DDMH PD P3R1B R 
|y6cny om cmM DPD«3 n ^« i iV3«n 
IVCTD"DD ,IK oajrpyj Di3 MTR DP31B imp 
^ Ojn »n ^D31B13KBE* tPC"'DW3 TP»1 pD 
Tyn'iD ,ov oo'Vi " t ip ; " i TYUJ* JPD^IIY 
tyoMt? *»: jpaipi ?a*s3n myaitfp IPIIPJ 
?oip'«5 -npops fpatppya 
iVnaK Din DC«I I iy3RopiR5p imp* 
DMi PR r w n "im .P3RIE ip tyn V I R r i v n 
Ijniya iya"3iK n tpj"f THM* ipossnp DPI 
1'WJ i^«3 ivvpa PR oy ,P-IKDC s#jm> 
•SUM n tyts»uy DioiKMinojy -un > H D D 
.DM13 TP"ny»m jpiipa PM i p c a i R P3*n 
i y " i PR ppjv n DRI DSTDW iyawo y^R 
JID'TU R "1 "1KB 0«a J«»3P n 0R1 ,PY'Dtr 
-pa R oenynpa osn oy .DEBBPPP3DMM ^KT 
ipn IY' D«IV»TD pD ,aai"iyDD"ay3 po &J*D 
,D"P3»$Tmn3 PD fcPDPJ * ;ppYMP3Mn* 
.DDIRUPS oy iya«n oyoip n • t w W t t JIB 
D^Y KTK PR TK ,IP3ROI."*IPE ipa*n " t pM 
TyD"31R *1 tfD I^TUBW. " I 1MB PR 
.|y$P'BC IY ipl 
-M« OV3MMVID» i p i JPU ,pn etny 
-ya "ivsRiicr jpya R PR ipo^aiR n pre-
-a'y^ a pR «ist2Rp ijnayYay^ i n iPii , im»ii 
-Biiva lyoyanyc *PD.'3M pfc") JPU Tjniyy 
iyaiD»a opo«: n -iP3«n I R I DC-IP , im 
-R IB oyi "|yB»D*'B„ iyajRDiYaM noio aiaya 
3RPRD 
*a«p lyaRPnyoR n oonya .^Kiy3'R oa^ Dya 
lyiyu oro^oyaDiR T I R 1PP '* -W^ib'OD 
-R IB i m m I'nayo ipairepi^p paoiio-
m lyaiji yiyiaK ,oia jyvaRa pn ?'R ^KPKO 
IV i y i " \ \ ysaRo .Dsy^e- lyxaRa pR »•« i y 
?>»! |yo lynynHD pR niaiion yo'iiya «i'iR 
javiypyaoMK yw iy iR n jy3Ra D,TR PR 
f<RPRDR11 pR'yDR3yn^KPRDR13 ytyH 
myo 5y>D oiyp'-opiR^p * i ipaqn mpi^no-
taw own DRi .oytao M I .Dawisya jyiRC 
-"f-ape Lnn'oyasriR PR BVP n tj^yoiDipD 
~kVZ9 PR nina lyiw^yc jya»n T O .ayn jys 
j>*3 u p nya'R ya 
taaya^xyaoMR jyv.ya I»R ^RPROKIB Tin 
DDRTP VH PR ny DMII . m r iyomy o n 
lyaippya .on<M ipr i i m ivavn T O *1«TM 
D^aiM n .D3'D3jny3 lyiiyj ;y:*'i T O DMH 
;npD'% .a'03'i tyiMiiy; D^ 'noywn t»M 
oaRoya oyoRa n pc : iva*1*? "03«e"'jn3 
PR i»w lyiiya tva^v iyt'"iB ..a*:yn imRiiya 
o>TDyaain aayiDt* PR rytya (**«l i j n y 
•RDRiB i y i DMII ,DTIRI)3 y^ R H .jyiRiiya 
3'oora D"3iRya lyaan jyoRrys ORH 5MP . 
DRll DRHyS^  D'3 [R1- DHH iy3"P .131R 1RD 
3R'PRDRIB Din jyaya ijwpmpMK 
Dtp i n» ; jyo'-n JIR iyD"iis I*R Deny 
.pmv «I-IR lynyn yfoiaya >snyi 1 1*1 
-ya DiyrcDpyDiaMD n lyswn 'p-iisy^oo 
n .^D^RB ,ya»-nynnE iy**t immay IPDI : 
Tt ivavn i ip ; r u n --s Doa^^apMp 5ntjY 
•y^np IY D"P3'D3mya .imyDynanyD jyouys 
n . i iny i ic PR imyiic" jmsiiys PR [ya^  
•y»t?D3P D'3 TtyfD PIS? D8H TIR83 D:y.VT3 
- I M n iyoD3i3 IY nynno MI DBM ' « R im 
DPTI^ P PR DD3y^tT,R-i«,3V n IRE -iyD"3 
•flpav ' i iy*iniDiY3T-s ninynir iinsnya PR 
own DRI ,iyD'3pa T I l w i p ^ ° " v i n - ° ^ n 











IHHHHHHIi B B S 
•an pc Dan *"> PK /waayvm tya] 
. Ity, -p" t»MiJ» Din .iiinnt i* me -I?D"3IM 
OY»tMOi$D iW'H !1K ,"IKF»K'DWDH -1R3„ -jf^nj» *1i cnn .-imnyBpyfiiJBD v» ty , v i 
DPI ,3KDD)PH I1K 3«a3KO ,3KD31* HnBliy: 
.nyasyxm iim29 PK IVD28
 rfw27 
TIKIP -a* IKD ytjn yatsny i«i PK 
.TMnWri |yal9 o n nac .iwWa^STH «i$ 
• # BB»n tvavv)3nt Bwpfti D*YWa bi#n 
ni3pa n jyp'iiya iv OIK ,iR»ym3iK yea 
PK "Hf^ P aa»vya w p -a; .uptf -an pa 
m .jyapKC mKao^TacyajiK ipvi ,T^a*n 
D2jn vw ems'-uya iya«t maya jra»3iR 
» jyaya vt tveyn i*e .a^pauaajnya PK 
TyDl3 ' (VtSOSyJ DJTI p « D3HV3 DJMUW 
Btyrotn oy wJjm jyajm numb n 
*yn avanpon iyo .»"3 p»p au |ya"i-,vi 
Tyiyill a»3 lyo'c*!* ,iyo»3iit ton* i"t jjnya 
H»iVlf* p * "lysMsif inai n unyDjnaiy8- t* 
t»K tyi:ffspyeuMo •*• iyi)' .jpeiPtto oppt pfi 
-w ya»t tie ^33(io jyp'ffixpjnH 1-jjmn-tpj 
-py> | t i | pit *ifffiti»:Br»Bn(, ajf'irc v e n a 
"MIiJRnV yi'»2 p» Dp V lip »1 lpi*t ,nKD 
cp Tyft'QTN yrijni ,ijro«EB73 irottut iji(jt» 
DJJ 1H&SYI J1H Bl*31H Tjn >»2 173'<i3 jyi<}t 
DpriVp n 2MM ii«.Bpirpip?nK ipijm i«t 
T» IjnST o<n i*' ,l7a'3"K 0'» l i t |yjyp 
I« PB'DUP,, ijn tie luoijrffs ejn "3 s o w 
,\t\n m« P^IH ips'ippjOMit ipTjhi Tponaiit 
-D«P cpD K |jra*n itjt np-ns-=p?Bi:83. ijn ?K 
-m im T» jyoM ysiyn /iswaiit pmpsp» 
".TPPTBll 03IfDlK3 D»T^, '? ' ^ ^" ,' " "* ' P« " P W B"HH'D'R 
onyacyo rouw * » * »a«J R pw nt iya T 3 ^ ^ - w ; - „ 1H „K W M n 
r ' s t f ro mn iSruraw D»D KT5X mmnnv
 TOn ! : n n t B 1 ^ n D1H W I | W IPOip 
l»'3i* H .(aiy*nb»3iM fi8 vw85 njn tin 
TK ,iir?nii ,o»r nyv no ovanyo n pn 
lie D"P3'DayTy3 >T |nyi3"R no niRBa H 
as D33yn otfpya in»H po .noya nytaiR 
-»ia nyanyv jio ;y3»^ own
 fp%tin*tt oan 
s • I >V • ' 
BO jyaip i«ui' Tjn jffi lyajncTyo n 
ynyT3iK iy33"i3iviKB ITO i"P amfacyj 
jyasviy-nHD o-aro^anH H -r- lyaai-arrupj 
-I0P I*K IKl?»-TO'3nK «\R T1K«3 Tjn 1KB— 
-•ippwiit tyny«^ "WB»3in H ijrte: ,IPB«XJ'1» • 
-IK ijfiiyn Byi 3'Vipn ,|yc-iBii ilia Tin jys 
Vif nyiK ,«»» PR lydyi B»aT*l oy lyana 
,jKia i?ff*»P'DiM3iK npiM wan'iwi iyi»:i« 
M _ „ _ _ - _ ^ —^™_ -Wa»3"« T* lPVyu O»TW yi"3 ipaiyii vvn 
pit aa'Dcycya lya t^ o«» lyD^anR •a'ljyt , 
i i . „ " „ TK3 no i r ^ 1 n wan^yD .a^aiK njn IIB 
yaaiw jyawwo'iiK iwcna^aiK t|g ITK«3 
ou B«n *i7iiRpyaia«q IJT jyn 
aa«p TKDmn px .tanni
 w m 9 » ; ^ w n n ^ 1jra"an" 7 '" 1Ke D ; 3 
o*n -tf
 k t w n orn«D onrp * * V ^ ° c ' , n '" " ^ ! W ^ ^ " ^ 
PK !yaPKD n »»owu»fciw nantW?; * n 2 ' ^ ^ ? 'H , J W , W rt'*' » * 
iyaymj?B i:* oaysra K tya'^iit triy» iyaw SKA ^SSUSE 
.ir»w jya^nyao'iK DU lyaay? &y>s/Dnn*° , ,K w , i v w ",KD ^ ' ^ w 
•K « w -an pD nyajnaiyo n >K J *#* ™ nKD ^ ^ ^ ' m «•** 
1Va«n IKC-K-DRDK Tin PD W f f l T J B n -P«M"» DW1I8WWURB OT^PD PK DID 
iyvy»DTKD 5K» TTKxa n m , o ^ w nw ^ W * * * w , ? w " ^ IW"»<*W» w 
Di5py3 Tim jyayatsMiK PK pum jnn^ K * wWHl ^a oa»l D-ufD'no'a-m n 
-rnr ysmy^cnyc ay»?« iya» py3»a osn •>,aW .*» P* .won -an TKC ,1'KBB^B.TO 
ao TIKB3 -an po'tnyaays >T iya«n iya«t •*B»- DTjnwopyDWK^ -an IKD ,o^«n"]»D 
jyiyii "T PK fyaawr n jyvytaiKia .oaypya nywa -an TK D'H3KT3 o*Kii .TO .i8E»"i 
Vi?"a?fi PK iiraipjjrXKiiv " W H Tt rD*iiKpD«!a njyn .*n .innsa "an pc [i 
i .TiKtp Tin pD TyoyTpyD 
-• 
•ym .vvvvortw ,i^v«t^wi« » n j » p yoD'TDiR* D3»ri3y3;<nR DRD om .roptfrp D"P3}3*>K pD DD"3 R ,|W!*n *1 pK y'380 
.pwmain jyoy^ K UIR TID PIM-IDIX ;'PK 
*1 DKll TJJ'IO iyt3DVD K W VX p'$R DKT 
"BHR Jif3V"12 VS "IJBDWK 0'; |M«l 01*083 
ovi w lywypsiR V> Wio TD •JW^W'" 
D*n lya^ytt ,1910 pa DWisnow iyotny 
ptfai yanycnyo po JVDDKD n tyouyjsin 
tyo*isn;8 \pno TD PR ,ty:»'V83 pit o;ya 
" oo .tyt»"p3n'r.D* y?« r«">D omnvwaoy cyn 
TO 1«» JRMMWH *J PR 5KPRDK13 1JH 
D»wj»n »i pN n o r i in po ©"mnor ri 
•yotp jnwiw ;yj"T ORI .nya"3TR n po 
-inns* inyoyBS' n pn 1915 TRD JPJJIJ 
lyuisyMPi "lptaiK 
.1915 iw 
DKT yjvwaTy yoonsiR .lyD^pa'aomv 
oyn iv in *«i iyo IR .DSR-^D'D c«n 
.lyoysiVQ ,p*'3v nyi i» ,TP'y 
• • * 
TyD'>T'o-,yc)W nyn 
•yp TD PD j^m iv D^f 
-iyD "i*D |p» ,iyo'*p lgj 
B38iya "IP-TID l*K Dim v^ R pR v* jyoDKia 
"»n .T^Q'H pR IR^P r-R3 t*« imimya 
jyp ft'ins iy3*DVR ijn ^yov.iv nya'DX'R 
pm-lR*i no T3iR IRE HWD'IR jyou 8 iys«n 
lyoD'R 181 jyo^ R cm uropiu*. ptfjm TD 
-}RB pc }yo>D -an PR DRT .5yo'a Dy»; 
*-fcf ISETIO^IS ty 11SS3 i n 1KB TP3IOS PJW1 V< 
l«m o'a iyp -ip3"nK JH IH ,]mpu W»"B 
w jyaainya on«K B»n Ipa CRH a i t m H 
D"pD'W TO*$B»3j|snyi ip3$yi*un B'D ,n*ns 
-iK i«V> ira^T D^I jut ^»3SR*jnJT»K Mm 
^KT "«nn*iJB>m pj'fta'VB'j,,
 tisS*tya ,o"3 
I«M OKII ttVWM*!* HIK DTK irOW ==^"2iy« 
- M , , % . 1 , M «1""V SOU CO JJK^p:"* I'M C'3 
ir"=^P7^3»o t n .Bus r n p fc ' jpn *r=r:' 
-w in IR . I T T ' K " ? w iy==-? v i */f* JT= 
1'R a»1fll» HB iyiB BjpBjtoRa =«: i'« i y c " ; 
n? 3«IR ,->73"2in iyn IIK ^3i-yTCEnK ^::r-T 
DiyiiwpytisBO Djn i-.e o j r m ' ^ i 1 " rip*? 
wiitosHp n cm iruyii T»I i r aye ^anvw>y 
»>rt ,"iyrp? D»H>Tain ]H ?a'oppw IJTT u 
n»ynw PD y3Rin *iy-i vt aivya pit 
-5«D IR'3V n D33R^yD ,"ERt? H & W J W 
:oy"i3y3 
j»13)mo68B K BKn ipr,ireppc«BO 1J1 
*« ipnj
 f'"*Hoppe i"t ijnt?':K;i8pi w 
(B"af is e x ]ie njjonaiH SJJD K ijrt>yBrJirDB 
.cy: i*H T ? 03'ns , ' l: cijrpa I'M *M a 
*^ ana px&m* 'mt* i"i iriyayV i^ii 
^npayVpnyB \;n *iwm»ajui«n f 
i ia , i'B iif.T=?a Biyn -,-e"2ii( ^n«* 
ipp<ri»p?ni« pjms or< E'D BO' IIR 
•m -
-D'jiR «IR riRifa n o*n DRJ*-: iyaxyf> 
-;'R OTipD PR DID ,P1B>P "iV> 1'R IRf?1^ 
(yui-ci iyD*Rny32^.p"«r ^ I^R y n o D n ' 
iyD^y3:ybRfiv; I*R TIRBS n .syo •p3*5ey 
IROV iyn IID 33R^iyD cyi «jnn pnRiiys 
-3*ii nyDDina i jn pc iy3mc pn"trD;y i* 
,T'1D PR TyOVSIR H nRB D"P3'0 
CRI ( l :?na* P R »»TI iyj"t jy3ir»D n 
IR iy;«iW3« lynifDpyD^R^ D?T p.D Dsyn 
pD y3*oc n (2 ^ 3 R ? I J R IK ;ns-iyo"3TR 
-•'Div ya»>j (3 ; "BRP *l ijnM-;RnRyn, 
.D"X-py^D PR D"31R n pD 331^  
3ivy3 pit w a r i n p i 33R5iye nin 
"it Dljni ."CITIRCDDH ]1E D3JHff Cffl « 
nyo iyn insyj^RD pR D-,ny>p 
-una njn PK ysuiiTS"* K O'JK tvnjii E=MIC 
IPPiriTpmm osyi DH"' l?=Kri *R» iinic^PJi" 
,"=8ii I'D e x iyi |«M ^J,B,'3^K.t;K cy iys^yii 
iau=i«i3:R -MU lya^a-in ojn Barnya iy v%* 
1^ 11 iay!?yBW3pTp«ncix3iii njn« 
t^n in eSen iynrapyc:a8D *iyi ;pu .JTSJHIIK 
II ,7=«il lie BV» W=«ft " t t t '"" ~*a 7^B»2•W 
r 1« w W"»T*»» ? 9 •*"*» " . « Sy 
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• 
n .-JIKT PD3Kpy3 » pn«npa oayoxp? yo 'n 
-w n D W jy>*no npoan *i p * "V*SKB 
.D3"D. PK JPDCP1K—-m*lV JTO'VU TpD"3 
iS'D iv DBro'TyD iwi(i jpo D«n JKD pn* 
.iWKJip: *nw ix—«iw PK iwini ;yD«3«D 
T n m v imsnya DVSPBK ;w" i DPD^P H 
n DTI I « * n « »*« Dy I1K OTIp JHF3 
.Ijnmi D ^ I O P S jj^jni po<»5 
n m DPJIB m IPeffP'B o*n onpj >«n-un 
D»3 I P I K ^ P C ^ P ^ T ' D *1 ; i p n n c m 3*D3'D 
"1H''1*3 H pK .U3K3 [IK 3KD ^ KOPPD H 
V*H DV5 P"1DD Cyi IPV'DC O^KPB^ iyp 
po TIKI*3 D»'OD "ijn t0j o»n oayovp* 
IK D3KDP3*pB DC"sy33"tK DDyTYCDKOKD 
o*n OKOC* tiD I K ' P D -ijn jjiawipDsiK 
D M " V T P .D^yotryaaB o":mt p i y i -iy3B 
.10OPO t» ^1030 Djn IK^B K Dip np IK 
" a w a r D P H " > n pc p*noo *yn 
^pijya ' n a m p o v c nyr'DK-ipKDDnK I P T 
D P 3 » P poorm n PK ;N I B 3 O*KH .OKBDBP 
.D^BOKlpTPDDMK tyt OH'K 
DKli .JPDK1 yp'DKnpSDD'IK PDnip3-
« 3 OPU0P PiPBK jnp 'n !P^yDt?p3 jpay^fi 
»-pD3'RTpB P1K0C ^ 1 IP3»n JTDVD "Wlim 
.P"TDD lyTP'T pK annam 
DDyp'B «l PD OMDCMRSKtW TJfDBTiP "»in 
IPDB Djn IPDIPPnHD PK "V^KB TJT1 D'D 
13 fiomrpa DBH nyas'n K jpn ,TP3BDPB 
po**} m .jpnp> IK^KT K D*D o w n o o 
rpm pmv JP3:K3P3 "tfKa *iP3B |Wwj 
:*1PD1P11 *1 D'O DPCPD PD"13 IP3B10 "? 
-IK j ' jpn KT I B J P K ' O .iJp^yDcapiymix 
Dimvw IPD fawn* . I P B P P H PK 'D*'3 
}»nnjn 8T iP3«n "WD .JKJ'D aanso iPDU K 
D^KP<5 y^K pB 33'D*D ^KlP3PE*n K IPDnpJ 
y a ^ b K r a ^ o p s K oftunrw iP3»n T D JIK 
P^ K DKT IPHPt IV PD>*:KP DJK'VKI'JKnB 
TPT pD IP3KDrP33« JP3"1 DK» "\y3K!:p>K*P 
B*l« iP^T P"1DD lPDVP^  DPI Din |K*3V 
."1PD1P3"-1K 
"KD |*K ^K» K OHK D3K13nyD DBD i y • 
J^B3 |innSDP33« D1KT pC VK }\K KD3KT 
:03>ns?/ip !P3KII po .^ KynoaKQ 
KT D^ IV IPI^K fPDSIDPa 3KH ^K„ 
3P'Mv ipno'Dpa yopmpa D^D jnpaonK 
y^p'iaDna'K PD'^PPIB* n IIK apnp an 
.D'asn ,"»V3K"2PIK^P np5KpnD3KD »1 .yaK^ 
-3KnKD PnP"T PD D^pi'nPD n D*3 IPVMP3 
p3Kf> r o r n v K iPDHPaiVDMK 1jn^T3 HPKD 
OP m IPD1PDMK pK DD»3 iy*iPD3ira K D'D 
DnpD3K^BiPD VI " ' (M*n OJH fin K .T»K 
1»| JPP [PD m .BKr K j'K P""100 K D^ D 
^KT VPHcrya p»p D>3 oy PK iP^poenKD 
i»1H DKT 1P3K 18H ^^ K .D"V inPlH? K?K pK 
Jp j r T3S3 JP^DPD P " I D D jptyn ^pjyp 5yw 
."D"panp»r ptpn |yoip"3 IIK 
-»t w n a yovy^ D'»PDHK^KP nyniis 
DiBT Df'KPB^  n hpyfturvi $&& p w iya" 
^»! D»""P3 DP pK IP3P? "ViyD pit? 1P3HP 
PH'H K 1PDHV3 D«n iy .D^pl'DPHD injfD 
-iPD iv DP3"i "iy PK jysa'D'D tonpaycn 
n i»3wn pa iP3su p>i3"K Dn»n iP3"^3 
-yapyiiK DPII iB'VKPaKs-is *IP?KPID3KD 
"1KB JP1«3 IP3'D3n K IpW iyip» D^ POB* 
.[KJ'D 33'TBD !PDDPP3 DPI 
•\jn pc 1P^T»D 100 H pc DIKPK^ *ipn 
PK nyDOIKH pK .D«n3 TPTO.pD nKDPPB 
-D'IK n ip3» .D?yoyoy3 D O ft* DVP- ^«3 
pK DnpDD'*ap3 jya"t i p ^ n > yayosf'pya 
»« DP31B «1BDKP DyT IP3M1P3 W IPDK^CDay 
.DIKPH} J1D 38D lyDtTlP Epl JP11P3 IP3"I " t 
pK ^V»5KB TPn 1PB-M1V 33n3'3iyD n 
MPP3 "1 IP3"! Dl'lKp pK .D13K3 JTWIW 1PD ^>K 0*03 >}y3 H D^D PDDKy3 Dn»DE» *T 
1PDD1K1W2 K ,D«l?D3'B DKO^K .ID D'D IPD _|DWtf H3K^3P W H pK 0P"*1DD pD !PD"V 
liraopa v**i o*na ^P3 jnp."t ^n iP3»n 
J}*W IPlP'l 1KB "I D»D 1P3P31H3K 
-iyo 1*1 iya»n DDVP*B h own wnvBJiD 
DI«D "1 IP3"» v^vyip3 pK 3'nn IPD^KH 
*n o«n |PD |jm pK .pn«np3 DTDDPIK 
IP DKH ,""»} D'nDD'CnyD 1KB D3K13y3 
"31K D^PDPyS pK JHftP IP310P3 IPDy^K »l 
• 
.tt^ajn .n .D PO 
,iyt3"*mK onynjin w t e y po p"ioo K ;ys 
.iviyn jyayayacMR v'^a otioya D«rvDBiv 
pw iya»9iv iya3Bcya3B ? l T»34*n "wnott: 
-PIB5P, y33R*a .->yo»w ty i ^w; nnopyt 
KDarfiKD jyTB i^yc tyvasa in* ?M*n "opKc 
•"inyc n pB B"aiK iPsit PPHK iy3"i pB 
.jyt>"v yosy^e' n ipoipym oyooya -lyn 
-nya'B p'noo i n "T o « n ' e n iyo>iK 
5y38*iD 5yp'ac K sy^iv JIE?W K jy?»$ya 
Tp-W'jv T»riW lie oiyasya y:*3"» Dtm 
DKII ,<Wftf» n oan .oaypo o^o ORnya jya 
.D'na **» n pc avynyao'iB tyiBiiya mt 
•t»3 cm ,w»'teii nihna BVBDPIK ORnya 
-Hvvw&p 'yvvtonhKO n po Bawn"K oyj 
-Bniva* DTPM MiTjrj DIE>B (yawn " l .nya 
T» o*n yvxTBoawp n nyaw Jjni po iy= 
l»py iyn 0D»pya own oy ,iy33y3ya»B D J^ 
-via p * j p r u w p * n'o &D»a wwii * 
-B5P n -tm^nya tj^ioya pw *PO3>$BII iyT 
|«t iv oa"vy3cnviit y i own D.TR ivava ya 
.>i3*3 K 
i»5)m ,'POIIK-£KP oajnvriB o»n 
jyoipya P»IW c-vy t»H ,RD3R-IKD pR conRii 
*->w uptMu uiip.Dfn iy .->»P'D5Ra po 
»im ^y .lyaBops w ? O'OIB" D3B'VBP3B3 
PB D>BP»5 PTPW* iMK jyoKBCMK ovy^ 
-5sc «D3m«o po oa" i r" iy .nyayp 
: omay: 
-rya^K owyaaR W umya po T**» 
*I *i;w JHWD38 o»a Din .jya'cya iv DCST 
:«a'iyaKOp>K>p yytam DR» iyo"v n w w 
K I«D oayo'Dayo i n PR , Y » " ovy [ya 
can |ya nyv*R nsoya ?yc jS'av yp-wor 
"IJ» |yp 5yo"iiv in* .jyonHiny tsaypya 
-'n iin po SBDDTTI o n iv jyayanra DKT 
IV IKiy»K^ D«DCK Viy-nt?opyDi3Ro tVi 
•pa -i»i^ Tfi pK *ppj'*KV. i n n s iPP't^ys 
D'j D«H in nayot?iv n i«a jya^r ,D<H 
-twos? o*n lyatsyvn iyol3 e n jKtuit 
npoma " i w i w i n nax^i^p p« jyaioy: 
-yno n»Jn<5p iyo"ia oyi p« .aa'o^-DDKo 
-»n Tny5iD*o n w w m nytaw .TKW 
jyi'-DiymH iv n^o i"ptaiKBs?ya o^ a iya 
-ya iya"t vo"5 20X) yn«:"3 .aa'D'o e n 
o n im "iy;in t»-in i n .o^ycKnyc'ijni 
•Jnmvw lyn , [ K I J ^ -*JMD ,jynya r'K »»»»» 
* W ' | » jKooonaaifP IPB"DD^H'V*D iyo 
y^yc onyiya VIK ffav-i en*K lyciK .PT^» 
-IKO Tmia -nya^n J^KPB^ yoaya^Kna 
pD.iyonpyo 5tnmvn nyi ,iitoa*T on 
fcuvyib IPtsipya i'K ,^ Kawc»ynpiaa«K -«n 
TW3DMK n .p-i«^ 113 po tfm jyiyn -mo 
Tyain ya'-u'K n pn JRBS'I ,IKI3»^ po yo 
o n n n y n |ix jrannn K win jyiiyj t**t 
^Tnna- ,m*nw DTTIJJBK PIKBE' i»a«i 
po D"3i« n n tyjyi bnnya ovn jiraan 
n po oaipav i^'cpiKfip lynay^n^p n 
I;K B'tnyaoyo n .jyonaso ys'^oy yovy^ 
r r » w » K ynw"3 na 200 po lya'Dcyj 
py^o n V»ID pK jwsnyop y3nycnyD 
nyDiy3iK ,yiyitt? ?T P3«I K .nysyp H p« 
m*5p P'K b^ BPW^ jnp»w po 0"3iK y3'? 
|y3"T DD31P1V iyi 1KB jyD3MD>lK H .S3K^  
.yoia inyt 
p« j?3Kb r i 
-HBOP yo3'3"»nyD n PK ,T:3 *n»iu# 
,aynp b5ri o n IID fisu TIK - i n ' ^ ,iyo 
ny 5y»o nyayp pn nauopiv *iyn nya« T*H 
i^iK op3iB aynp oyi D?n«B ny3yp .iy« 
•WnraMimi ye»fcw n po n y MI piKor 
-?»DE» K otnyn jyoBycya y?x pK oytsa 
.' .T38DE' 
pB iy3»n3yao»iK,oi#n non^o H |jni 
-IpyaiBD BB3K-1KD pK !'B .DD13MB 3JKD3B 
• 
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• •MHHBH .. 
w >n DO "I»3»P a»u jprnp i«T3v I** 
• 
imn DiFi IVP DKT . r u p Din iPTnpfcny 
B'WDWD "un D'O 013"? p»p jy3«n D*3 
>*wjn ,|f»»i Tin pK «-n» ijniTi p& 
pc iwKiiw n lynysTjn oyii IPO tyaioi TO 
OMK IJ"TD »j"t y^ K l»Pm ,-n«2 tan 
M3i* tfirnij 0*0 V*5ona p« 'noKsco 
JT<?*9KD pM pR fiaoSt 
• 
-. • - - — • • • • ' - - • 
.TTOH TJ.rR 
D»n :B3>»nr 'poa'an Dajn»inB"D»m 
•an awm pK ,oi8»n IPDSP^ IPUIK 
,»n«wn V3 p» o"Dn« D3tpxKi'3iuTtF 
-D"I*D ]n:jiD"T»3 K DSKJOP) v c iw^i 
P3^yu i w r w a n w y?y*c n nj-io .one 
- i i S y ^ n p* ,3Pit pK lysKoeva OIK paw 
y«3%i» 3jnyi3KiwK r$ bBKomxaif tw 
;*1 |1D .Pit*' W 11C D*>miCapJtD13KS-DlD 
lV2?n YD DK11 DimiPOPyDlSK^-mD 114 
DDUMK OK:BO PK ,*rifi»n p« jy3icv3 
«PIK nmjuys 0Ty3y$P"iyB ^HBX *i t** .1914 
DPOJP myn 1UJ 24 pD ,bO"n DKT ,90 
n PK Dp3t*3 1 lysysyaciK P3*3"K iP2«n 
TVD,,"U pK pnw DCIDP> iP3«n y3,-u*K 
. P I * 1 V3 
nyayr 90 ysjnycnpD n ]PI'P3K3TK ix 
PDC^IP »i o»o m.iyB*w"wiw iy3>3yn PK 
-3'*K v* oy ?"ii .iKDiyi V^PHID'IK ,24 
jycaypD oyn JIB P^DC K iy*i«ny3 tyouys 
•J3«3DyD 
-aid pc ajiinyonyD *i DKU nn«oy3 n 
iyiyn J*K *rvwn w PK Enyr-CDpyBUKD 
Pl«5p n |1D 1V33133'TP2 \W n IKD 
ly-tynys DDBoypysD^K |W«i yo^yn
 f-ty3K9 
.T^IMI jlK .IPWW D'HTPD PK ,1910 PK 
,9 5*P#» pc DTyaoyo n ntfn'D Dxy 
"BCKDJBP n D$T ,J?t3*D*P 3^*D »1 YtK «fl 
•yowinynnw lyay^K jy j^m DD'cyays IKC 
.ai'BCTy iinysn.K p w t^ K TJIJD iy i .jy^ 
• S 
.oojni vj PD oy«3 
1
 pD -iyi":K3Ti* iyi31K ,IK0DBK*3 TT1H3 
PK 1»" K D3K13TyD Dip .DDyil tiBH?n 
oyi3yDK D*n *iy xmnt? jyoxy^ 'DW3'D3*D 
D$n pK D^KPIJ> n pc iy33,D'D 5n»*' K 
. piif>p po («33yvj K evi*3Knv 1^1 oyas 
lyoya jyayp DX-K ijr^ Jm vtfpw ,DTyr*j'D 
.n^no iy»n VIK lyoKBPiK 
K tyaipy:3tf. T*K D*»DU ^Kiyafcn pK 
33»>p3tf IK - Dy»*3 ytony:y33K3iK ?yp'ar 
nyn "3 ^^ f^,. lyosy? pD P^TDD cm pc 
"UK TyT .'Dy3'D3'D p« '3KB2KP HDIKll^D 
T'K DKVi .DIUP 1« DBDyD3*P 1KB ^'HD 
•m.tpiK iyn*ny3 tyayayiD^nK ^ntf, jyosy^ 
nyo tyi pK IIJ'JDK' nSyj n p^ycoKD i n 
pD jyiijiiya Da'Dyaswo v» .IKPIB pK po 
T3jnn$ni .o^ysK P,K DTIIJP lyow'Di'D i jn 
->n 5TKP PK 13V0BK njnns n TKD DS^B n 
n oy» oxy1 .isiuiTys jyj'ivyap'nis {yj 
TjnyMi D**P n IPP n 3»w iyny» w»:r 
•«K ?»w .OTiWP ijnyayn K PK iyT?yeK 
imtjK) pit n^ycbsD nrina 11*3 PK v5oay3 
-p3Kivn3'K nyn jyn 'Dyj'D3>D I»K lyiiya D*3 
n jyays iinuiiy: lyayayaD'nK I»K ]KLH 
.Diyp»nDO 
lyina DKH nyaoyvyn DK3$D jyo'D pK 
nyi pc oayiMynB D " « Tyuuny .ony^ B \pv\ 
pK 3H3yDC Tl J^'By3 DWl ,?K3«B'y3"iyD3'K 
_3K \V\^i PK J1K ,«3KD'^  031ty3
 fi&fop$p 
*U^  n pc lyaj'D^a VtiJiwvwsi "3 i3yry» 
-?yD*:K3-31D" 'YI1D Dl5D3"K PK H^KV *1 .T1K83 Di'SffH Tjn pfl M^K PK D3»'3T H0 
f>»p IPDXy^  0UKB3K miCH p« DTjniPD 
TJD 1"TB r | jpi|j» -^D K 1SDDP3 D«H i«t*D 
D*«» .TPBPP -\vw i»3 n I>K D3yo^yo 
yo'DKP I»TB n DKT DfcVBy3 D»3 Tin cijn 
-n>yor3K JK D33K^ Tya JIK bDyo VI *#«n 
•y3 ii3 ny o«n ,D»3TK nyn TKD n n s jya 
-D»V!K 5yn tjiK ^yn. — |»jntt 3$! K DB1KT 
DK1 ."DKDWip *1 « D'OIK H jyp'P 
i""w p'K DO PK .nvupn D34iDya uijn 
**pl*J 
•e-ne w1? • 
iyL-"3y^KD'K "\pn ,*J*niJ By? i m r a 
TjnspJii^p jrumiw IIQ D3ytpn>»K op3P3 
•ny DK3tfs lyovy^ |ID D33KE3K t'K D^KPH^ 
pn iyanjK3 ys^Dy pc imgiw oynvo 
•D3K iy3nt ipniya n .DK3 t VD^ iyoDyi 
lyavjtf o»n 9 ^RPR* pn W D B P n IP" 
i y " ! iHD o5n yasrnp n D^aiByao'iB lyou 
onyaoyo itfyn tya"i ,n3BD JK^SOKDJKP 
DM5 .ftnynnivsw umya JKP*^ cjn pn 
R lltfnRY Tyaoys -imy W l D*n i w n 
0"np3K")p pi) $BD pR pK TIB* B TBWR"1 
y r n pEton^yn K jyjnijv on»K jyo »nm 
-BO'aRD R pR ;v:ti". itfyiiv IXD DyojysDpy 
.3TP3 '1 PR Dl'T 
BXJP jya'3 IR^B jytyn pn DiyoRD y^n n 
v;V jyoiayajM jyasn »| [yn DKT ,IY p*>K 
•ya ys'fp TO IBD DKnya o'j »»i jyaipi D>n 
lynyj vw ''* ya>ytt /no p»t ;m ,"WB5 
PR "» D'O .DTyO'BDKP D'^n3ya:pD yj"M 
' v * n .cynp ojyetTiRO .D-IO iyv,ya TO* 
"K'P'CBP DMViyD P^3BB 1 pc oy;"K po 
-iya5yn ,DKB*M' I .1*3 .PT»' ra pc Diya 
IKE ny»$> D5R jyoijioyjE'iK r^ iv 'TD PK 
;yaR^a DKT o'nayta'ya gsn yovoojriK n 
0*3 PK P'HDD K jyP'DTyiVlB IV 1JK3 K 
K pK ^yp*o-)K lyc^KBO'D K ' i i nysiy 
.3310 "V 
-^ imwwi iyo^Knyj2K PB oayovy^ 
o rcy j BKE*. Tin I B I I i;y;ya cm pK tyaj'D 
^"no iya*>i B pn iya'o lyoam PB
 rTO 
ya5y» b'tf! limpKo -an* i m w Y yea^t? • " * * ? l w ° ^ R n VDMII n jyay? ,0-IBDE? 
IKE oo'cyaya n j y s w y a JPJPP iy?«t «l 
-yj.ptfa t rapi « l .D-tyaoya yp;Kip n 
.E"DB3Bpy ViyS QB11 1"? D^Bll 
nytaaynys Tyas TO BB.I yo'SB? n jyn 
•pBQ PB jyiaytairaiB n D*O aaBsya oaRpya 
-a*» V W K jyaBQ iv lyaatfya. <M PB ,tf>D 
jjfrri n PR jyaanyiay ys'ta 
» r * r n pn nKDpjnn i m ,0'nB I T I 
-ya " i t3«n 5*TD3«P nKO'syo nR TiRKa 
lysy: \v ts^nya " i l y r n ovy* PK ,iyD5«n 
K I K ^ R T Din nBD w o JyD OTyacyo n 
.-iynnD >n ^ ^« ' 
* :K ,ovy» oyn ^ S D IKIPBOKD-RP i j n 
.iyoRSRo 3 HKD oyojyBDpy DD^ynoBac 
-:pBopy y5 i^D nyasyo iyp;Bip jyiy1 iyay* 
-PKO R PK iy3B» 12 PD 010W R "t«D Pyia 
l ie iRDPRT nyn iyn ,iya«» 18 P D ' C I ^ D 
jyiB^iyD IV cn'R DTim* TiBwa nBta'iKO 
12000-TW i« o«n 9 5KP»* .DnBtitP n 
-JKP n po -nRpyn Din o»i^  jw .oiyasyt: 
o-iyaoyo j n y t |yp>nv ova»p iBre^Bo 
lyjyp w| jy^vii ,in«' ya^oy yovy^ n IBD 
•IKD n3«D ^y»I D*D jyoipo i^R 33na rm 
-DR'byT Tyo i^B jraraow m o n T a w 
yjo"R pnn 13B0 jyiyn p« tynya Daysayo 
pnyn DRM MVD n ,i3"m ,*un5y3 ynyiJR 
jyvy^iya ya?yn oiyasyo pc DJtpayaflnK 
liny* • pn yonK33"R n pn V I K -o^n n 
myaoyo DRU Jya^ a D^P'^BIT "iyn* cya 
r^tD osyo 10 TymnK onya D»n« Iycny3 
.na»D JK'JB'DKDaBp W»|P1 
•ya jyasn DM nyjycR nyn p« ;yjj'D'i3 n 
•aK3 v ^ J3"WB»piyaoMK ^ye jya'iv 
D'^ ynaya y^ -R ,iy»nn wn yftpn [yawn Djn 
.DIO »»a m lya^pyasyoKiiv ,*iyo'DDRP 
.T3y>"R 33*^  PB Pin TTPK |'R WpL'ITlHD 
-»i p i^yaopK-ta nya pR iBonjn^je' nip 
myp«TDp n lya'-^-nss jynya DIBT jya 
iy-i«nya Diy-iya PR v^aytDB'ir. .onimp 
inn,Da"R a5wm DBH yarn n DBH 
jy5>'riD yDMiya lyayjcvw IIR ww P>DI? 
IR pR iyp*n Dsyoysyo pR D'*aiR i n pc 
|y=RT n .p"ioo B iv oaRiays can CBT 
jyaya piaoyp R iya3BcivaR jyoB^ya lyasn 
.ma o«n /Diynya jyasn T O „ JJOTD *un 
lynyccnBD; osa'.^ yv n iv D3»iya cyip 
8 ,"?P yaD^y,,^l^ jnytaiR pc y^yn DHI„ 
i» l" i i asyoyayD pK Dastsya IKS lyiyn 
DKii. D>»anR p'D? pn oyco'D cjn ay^iv 
T'K DKT .oin'DpaaK asn ycn»n y^nsya n 
npiaiK ph ,fyi^n ta'^ a ly^yiwo D«n ^BT K 
anayoc^BD ^« JWTD i n jyaya p'SSyp 
y>B ^MR'iypi»ii iyny? itr^jni T O . ^ y i y a 
y^B iyi"QD'iB iy^ B» »n m jn rnn jnyoik 
."IB'jp n iyjypiyaB b»: p»5»n DRU OJOTB 
,yt^B ]V3"i 38 ^BPB^ PD D^aoyo n 
p»iiv ins* ya^y o*» .lynBoyp yo'aya 
»*3 iyDB3*p 10 CIIB op'HDDya' >M jyaip 
~vn yi;Dy"ia n .'aBBOBP I'-^ a p* p'DO nyi 
iy D'nya pr5"» "1 pK ,Tno iy»! \^n Vn 
,yoTD i»yi3ya "un C D T I B ya^yr DRT IBHD 




1 5 . I K U ^ 
">j„ n PK OIRP^3P- ojn to* 
VyaoMR cgn I'.K jytvM 16 pR t jwcnp *P3Bn w - m IPDJPTOD inyn 5wt> iya 
. : - • • - ; . -> 
ill 
a-npuiR pc 1°.** .J*Tawrov WW 
jyasn ttfpii -ipcnRipa^ *un?n»K nin pR, 
jDpm^a PTTPR HMR oMwsrpaai* *pi 
K . . D ^ -am ,P**PO iyi3»V3^3 R O^D TPU 
prases n .^yp'oiK l« oriD nyis ROPBS 
DDI^KP *i pit DEB DEPTD una jyopa oyoyn 
n* n tptsurya iyawn "0"fi3"^„ i n pc 
D'D *H$DPKin Tn>K PK 331D"Y 1 ,W»3 
oBn 310-nv i jn .jPaaiop^ya PK ycoMi 
•wft *T PK py^o myo'a *i TBTO DSTBPJ ^n 
-ya D«n owp5»av IPT .lyo^ain v% po m 
onyoc jM'jv 0Typ"D-eD"» n TR jytyMi 
PR vnE n pR D3POKT3ID' HTODPE R "LMR 
DBH "o«na"^3, n m p'D TITDU K jpupa 
Din lya'BDpcya iptfanpa 
op*ypp> i 
pK ynayu 




•ya"iyo;*aiK Tin pa P'TBODTI .PP'DPKTB 
. O T W ya^3.ty PK uuvn 
pK SBSB. 5yp»DiR D'piKnKa Tprna 
IP3'DD"3 DPT 
TPT TKE 18b DPT ttfyocya DBH "oa^n 
•an ,iyol4 cm lyasyvm ,3KD3ip P3 
.OTyaoya 108 lyamicnyu mtnp3 v i IPs 
lyooyis TPT C D iPtsproTPD PK l ?Rp8f> 
IT pK 10 *8PB5 .Diyaaya 25 — *nsv 
1 0 .Diyasyo 15 oyo njny^ .c-oay; jyoiP 
12 ,38 *BP85 .DTyasyo 14 b«n 9 *«P 
,23 *BP«^ .DTpaopo 9 ,35 5KPB? ,DTP3OPO 
?8PB^ .DTyaray*^ ,62 Hv& .OTyaopo 6 
D^BPB* .DTPSOPD 3 Q»D- njny* ,20 flK 6 
-an IRT D3M .npaopo pm l^K 65 IiR U ,3 
i«i onyany!: y3»3»K lyaynsmyo ^ i iya 
16 .D R^PBi" jnjniR po spw pR 25 ^BPB^ 
po D"x n -.IPMID |ya>M [yoainiDD n po 
i»a 8:30 pc 3RQtr-)y38n imy» p« iyjny^ 
PR onoD yal9 BD'R 140 pR i3yaR 10 
-. 
* 
*i8D. pK/4:30 r a 3 pc SKtaait \viv> 
H ."lHBna OD'R 175 ,3P"l5'3 "Dl3iyM 
m t33"vp3 iy tjvn ^PP'OTR ojn PR jinov 
jnyiysDMR t3«n tif'3P DTVP^D OD*MI >n 
onyt M MI PK pmv nns1 Dpyr>i3>D D>O 
y»«3P - DTyaoyo VSmm R .D3»n DMR ^
 i j r a ^ 1 0 D " n ^ ' s^oRtnyD yoany 
.1**3 WBsyn M t^ R - ?n«v PK o-«n3>n ^^ ^ M w r i jy a 3 e n I P I W » » D » 
A m n PR .-oyPiD 20 pK 15 IWMW . p y 5 K ^ n w D B n y i J l w w n 5 | C y D „ . 
lytraip-yn iyev$amB^itt>KDKii rvPR -,e BE,,0y38PIf p K P ^ 0 ^ B n nya'R -nert) 
- « « « n p D . a s r m p ^ H ^
 ; t | ^ u i n w n w " ™ v i l ^ w t i r t 
O»D ^y>i»o iw«T "I pe ID R) D;nyp"2 
-ya y-irpR pu D"n:yay3iy n pK (ty^ Ry^ *R "syniDO H jy3"t D«3BO \Wiv5 VIM 
" i ."«t»n K vwt tnyn3*ay3 OK P R POSH *»* t»o**^ P P« imnnwa D&'»opaj»K IPO 
j n " 3 PR .nira»R MI typiRtsc ow !P3"t "Ka »M pc DIPTIBD ipo'jfD'apDapp pnp^r 
•i"$i„ n tR iy5n»c yosRya PR oipaopo H "3K >*MI /rfepj'a 1"* l»^» "> »K fl'^*0 
-ir«3P3 n ipe^n38 jyc^nya >u n p -o»n ^P*O O-3 oyWpy* H JIB » I ipf-pii cnpi 
-PP — $SPBDini-t^3 i y i 8 ^BPBDtpB 
oyo83 yDD3yD'3^ yD p* PODS 
D1CO .P^ S ?18'3'.' RtR IP 
»0 IV TR ,IPD"M DiPniPOPPBHWJTa*"" 
KDBp„ Ml PR PP31* n O'O |^>t IPByCD 
R D'o lyaaviBcaB IPP PDSP *n *.po«p 
. ^ R o ^ i u n -an 
-p3 P^PMIIC* n ipa^w DP Ml BM? 
"o»*n3">3» n oim IB»:P nm po jyton 
'DPT31PD 0838*3 DPT "3P ,C"TK PR iy383TB*T'1D | f l jy3"f 
,Dppn,,» 12 .«»3P^80'K PR B" 
-"GDim pR OD'MI n po onpaoi 
DR3BO 1PDXP> JP38n ,25 *«PB5 W J 
|PC4 DPT .nrtDtf P3'DD"3 PDM13 R 






1VP"»W" BJyD1B3 D*T^ Tin 14 
•poaSnpD n o^po-'iDpaB'iH jpaan '>S;JD 
\ .nwww P3 
pB 1P"1BUP3'DTPSKaiH I'K *»KPB?» K 
.DW*«II OTJ o»mi iw DIPPED DD>»H 
lyaan ya^yn VJV»o 130 awny: jyaan TO 
-yj PK OP>K .cnyaoyo IWJ lyay-itrnpD v i 
03po'G3PD Jjjri .IPCJIK^W *n npopa'tpaaKa 
aao iv aao pa iPDpmiM t»K ppjp K IKB 
•>3 J-3K3 PK DKT ,|im»tWDMM Dtp DP pK 
laPPio, K pn JBOP K IPaip IPO Dim IPD 
•o^apa PD ip"D ipoajn DPI pa .oip30po 
'BO Gtjn OMW IK! K OTDKB' DMH 33YiyD 
IfflVC^I DPI tyOMDUVS" P ' W *KD3PO 
oo"ii TiKiiijn.H .fa^P "«n pD onrDiBB 
"pll "1KB ^P>l"D 25. DPPDP3 DBfi '3KBOBP 
IPGW3C,1K .1B»3P IP"! PK CnMDpD IPT 
•3P031K |P11P3 PK POTCllH DVS "1BDKP K 
|P»P3 |P3,*T fP13PGBt3lK 'T pK G"Y H # 5 
•pa >KB iptp'T osn T$3?»BB .i'DDa'a 0*3 
^unpD»n «T R>IK 33VTYI poap^ir K uaao 
IPO DKI1 DPI ripO .D'^ aiK D3B'VKPJKa-)lJ 
"3MJ'B IP^T'G WMKMW 1 BV'tttfpJ 0«n 
113 5KPB^ np"3 *IPT .v^apo D"*vnt 5frm 
-OIK n *y V* aniPDKBiv 0"a*i« »"i awo 
"IK impn Dpn op HI 1*3 *IIH .iPn3PDi? 
DK"i D'J P^B'MIY 1"P PK P1K1J pK D"a 
npn ja IPDP^ P3W TT IP^P" ^ T - O n 
•irav 
PK ^^DIDO PK GiyOL" P1PT3K pK 
.^ Kipa^ K Hi -*pyJD HTM DP^IB PK HTICTI 
0*0 -Q'3'iyO 1PP 1PBPE' Panp^ 7JhH'3K31B 
-y\<? oy DJTH 1PD"X P*lp0p3 JIB IU01P3V DPI 
-m DJB<YKP3K3IB P3"oya$K n ;y3KO nyo 
"St W "1P3S .^ K3KB'P3iyG3'K im pB D"3 
"IK G>3 |P0 IPP HTIPP V3 pK OKI JP3 
J I'M—03B'3P POia IP3KH pK IPTP3K3 
.inKii 
• 
•v pcran -n 
r« DnysDyo p y w w IKE p;D-r«p ^ 
ipayapa D*<K lynyii DBH DV^PP^ M 
n 1KB D3y»D P^PKD *W foipo 13JPI PK 
iyjyii ^K3«rp3->po3^ K iPiaiK pc onyaopo / .o-io Co TP^I"O pn3pp*"iD0 pc y 
. - ; 
•""• n IPD'3PP3 Bin ay*^Y Gijn PO*O«P 
»1 IPT'IIV pm3"K ips^oya^K nyi .|yi 
PP.yoDKpa n iPB-iiy IK3KT PK .piyaoy-D 
•aio Mvirn vi DKT iyny3 PK .WW i jn 
*HK p*Gt? ir i jnir R ' P K 33mi?opyti3Ko 
•irjv i n pc pn«p wn 
K D'o MTipn pK ipa;Kaya iy:-": v s 
uiK Dip ipa-'K ip iy >**n , n * i J n y p 
V \Vowi ipaw jyaan T O .DB»np*ispD't 
D,,^3PDK e^•o^p PDDPE K D'O D"2IK ijn ix 
i'lpa'K lyays is opa^apo DP^H ivno iv 
D"»pnitrDppb)3KO-aio »"i -C 33K^ e» n BKP 
.Mvirn i'3 PK 
••MIX nyGDjn3,,2 nyn BQ-: ?»K (JIK **a 
iy G«nya inpo Jyn IPD^KU T O DKT ^PB 
G?ijn.Dy ipn jonyaoyo yny?3iit lycanya 
o»3 ,6sy» HI pyfo PTPD*3 K;K:iyiip3 G*3 
W a i K iya»n ^n»o y?y.»o TU ^n»03"K 
:»3iK "a ipoyays T ' IPBPC' PJVI n pK 
. ">"3 /W« -P*K BT3K3 tPD"3"IK 13lK DH^„ 
pK on« ipnya T O ,IPDP iy OKH D*3 ipasn 
.G"£ |K»3V lP3*'t TO .33K^  .JPDK3K0 C a i K 
n« cm jpa^ KB iy o»3 ?3IK D33'iiy OMJ H 
."IM»3P i m pc i n 
Oyil IK»»D 33n»D PB jyoiPJK DPI D'O 
[\B p i D P K -B3 iPD^ne* i»5j"Brvimi IPD 
pK ,'Hyaype \\t saiooyB MTIB»PI V3 i jn 
G*3 nnyo jy^y» niaK^o ^pa lypnK' I»J n 
•^yuyD-p'iB n "a lypyiirai^ T T iyoi*" 
iy3"yaK ipf>pii oyDKa p^y t ipii ,DD3PO 
•m^BT! T I K 
OKT.,DPO'Hy33K PK DnBBjn IPDVpi* ]'K 
Diyp"o oo"ii ?T |yvp3WiM ix n^ya njn 
,1"1 PK P1813 pK DTyp^ Kll DT3 O'VHV pK 
K ,piyi"3K3nK ;K PK Ti oiyiijB cy DB11 
*"K .P1K13 D'O IP3P33B V ' *»I M ^ 1 ' ' n E 
|1B 33KMPB DPT *HK ,pniV IP3B11 P3'3 
. t no I'K ,.^ IK .B . K . l j n W ^-5KPBf> 
•a? ...pn«ia PK tp-ianya DP't?paD>nK ^KPO 
•yi? pa^'K "a DP"IDD DKHPS DBH 25 ?KP 
-vt DE10P3 ipasn pa j^m ,pna» v3 pa IPB 
03PBPP3 Dan
 (OKT -pnK13 PK D03P^B m p 
P1B13 DK11 1HKBP3 H jpnpi IY iP3'1K H 
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1 
.R
 #1>WD*T0J"K ,03RB"*JRn ,03"D- 13»m 
-p-iyou R ifiiyn lyiiysysOMTR nitn ,.r\ .T 
iffl) p*oyn TPDVPRPTTS ivttf'T . com nyo 
ORH D'D* ^Bjtjcviiyaj'K nyi DRII ijia cm 
-*5in iR3nRpB K nys'R DIRS> (o^yoc-ysiv 
K o'j DBP , (Mnc i n no y*B«p K) ,"O"P 
JRSUUS'** -ipiyn jpjmi nyn* yanjyoc^D 
pc yonRj3"n yuiKj n myn IDIK KIN ipw 




-nys jinjm <r«n portKUW BIRD "imp* 
-»-u pD iia i n ) . " w i n , oyi pR ipapnt? 
DRII nytMfa popyaip po*ni O's iyt>y^a V3 
-*yw (.D^yorya'.v cgn $B;Bry3*iy»3'R n 
-3RP, .oDjy^oycK ,DVT MI P B D S W R ya 
-tfyST^TCS"* pR D3"D ,l!C5D'3-]yfflD*t:D 
ny MI ya Mm pR ,DDI?RP vunaupa lyssn 
jyDRT v1 pfc y3"R TRD "tfya pin« DQIP 
* Tjocyo e n w iyay3y3DMiR "tnpn 
-jn w m y w a R -iyns 1^3 R TyiR .Ecyoo 
lyapiensfD OTPM PBn8»»M n PR tvo 
."Pi3^in„ cm pR mi;? nyoDDys'njn «rw 
"IP P3&m
 tD3RK»'3«T Ml iyCHR33"R ft$pm 
-IPD iinyM lyoTRn .DCR my? pn« a*; \yo 
~io TP3*fojp3yn -\\ii «n CTOKJ ivsyne' 
-Mxyanpww PR wsmi3>»i» Tin PD (*>an 
n IR ,DMR oaip (D*.R cm IMR .jinRiiy: ;ya 
-lyD DTPH D B^PSt1 n PD yons33»R yV3N3 
.jyony oin -IBJ pR ,113 p.Mt PK iyapns" 
.DDMKBiTI -3 
?BP«T> Djn pD y&1R33»'R PX:W H 
Mil P;R3 iyn pn u:y?y3pyiiR www «nm 
' i 1* (**"E33IRPR pycD. cyn b?t$n jys 
,«(3 fyny* oay;>p3pyMR tsnyni Mf*ya 
IjnpM c? :mi ,07?p(# yo»vu inyi jm* 
iycn»:3"K ' i pit ,cD8yaD-DiH -ja « eanplW 
r^y= torp 87i wmatytum iyo*iyp 
n Tys*R t33R^ ys3Ra n TIK»3 lvoipyiypy 
D"V IV 0"V PC .$RP«^ DPT lie jyS3R3'D. 
1 H IRC cyo'CR? y^yvyso M o^nymy 
BS3RO *rn my PD yi;y p» ,D'*3"|R jrJjmt 
-RP 5«ioJi(p TyiR 33,anMK JR M o^nywiy 
tinyosnyp cy .Ty3»3 n iypipiinys'R yo^o 
-sycya »>n> ann'D ?b'p*? w IRII m
 rvi 
-»D yjnayDT R PM ?R; oy TVOVZ I»R ,iyo 
*! pa!»ini no oiyaoyo wjl *i .PD'OBP T3R; 
n o^a iy3y33^ ivcy3 tpi jy3yp .onyorya 
-O^R iy:'M PR D>'3IR iyn pD iBD"n^yv;-R 
iyx3R3»c H iyi>5«no3Rp iv ivoya i » w 
.T1RR3 IVDlpyi&y H lyT'R 
pn iyay?fi jy38*VRP3R3*i« y33«o I^ R 
•nMR ]R »R .ycj'ORp DW'D yainsyoc R *R 
po o"3*w I jnynirys'K SD'CRP 33*0 
Iiny^ po yi3y iv yo'tssp nya^jyoc nyn 
t3^ a i'R Dy 5"M m w t*K o*jn .typitttv 
I 'D ,C"!3B:Rpy »'3 ^M« ' , K °P P« .J^OMS 
PR oyo'DRp n IRII V$VB DKnya ^MR jy3Rn 
5"no R o^RmyiyMi iy3Rn iRan'iR im 
,yiyn;R nyt'3 ,b"3*iR Dynyi:R n y3»K pc 
pD [yS'M OHMR DyT 11D ^"P-CS y3'Q3Ml 
.tviRiiyj D"in'-iy3 ou *n po oy3"p-
V3R3*D H TR ^D3M1 ITiyt MT^ R PM Dy 
'isys jyDMi 5RI oya'2RP 33*OHMR ijntt 
IRnoya »IIRT oy MI JIR iwnts eiisn iyo DRM 
-'D*IR jytyn PR tsnyn DJTI lyayn .jjnyii 
riiRT D^Kcsyiyv .oninyaonR i ^ o ' n P^P 
jyayn ny»n» y3>*ay3?R JR jy3«n yu'asp »i 
PR Dy .IR.1B ^1«1 IRD'TIR lyi DRM Cyi 
]Bno «nm ipawia 1y^V nyoyipyD-r:R3 
DIR .lytis^D y3»n ]y5>Diy 'iv a i^ynya 'TS 
|yiy^ «i jycTRT ,niy»T \rw\ jyoipys iv 
Dynyo **t ;IR ynyo nyiyn lis D3-R iyai3 
.lyoip lytiysE" iy^yii DRII 
jyuJismp oiyii DSM oayD imy 
lysysysDMiR Dtjiioy «n«n ,^BPR^ nyi I*R 
Dy iy.l ^RT03RP R pn 5«t D«M ljnjm 
,DU3yt=DyDR ,cin IRD -tfya jyo^Rmy anyn 
C3"V ,D3ya'JR3 i y - « IR^SO "^BB'iaiDDiRP 
-»x3Mi r^R ly^p'oiR yiy'T PD "PBUD,, iyi 





(*DJ)»''D»p JVD^TIH |1K *P)m*D$p 'fSM* IKE 
.11 .3 > > -W^HMK MroSmni . 
n i i n jyo OKII one* ynnysnyc n QJ«IV 
IVD^DiiKii ivaKniN vwnfr n I IK <jyeny3 
m ,ivD»n iv I»K oy .jysnya »n i ron 
- ' in i n * | jwn» &'o ns i n jyaya DBH V$» 
" I K oyT D>O i n \vty\i ^y^^^ ' |K^D jyon 
.iwiaya 5yp»o 
pK i jKocjyjy j nyn pc Mt f "M"K n 
n«T oyn jyo DBI I OWWOKi >T jya'Dya 
m , IKDJ»K mM pr>»» iy» i jm H pit -lyo 
i y iyn "HOB' ,^yQ- iVDjya^yoi'K i m y 
iyayp " r eyn ,18'cyciriB tyn pK D'3 T*K 
•inytacnyD 
l J . 3:VB * * 5 j * }• K 
OTIKB3 miaipyiypy yamyinys H I IK 
yj^K nycaj'tfBB |yrs oip arm i n iyo PK 
iya pK Dyo'oMP yaHaifDS' jnyinys iyn« 
"?8D D'T1K83 nyn pc ^D K iy3'R «n D*3 
WKJ'D n PK DUO'OBP Jiyn pB y3"K .D3B2 
•jn .ovBonpy yo'SBP KIK ;yn pK .yo'sBP 
- y n IT- TjmcTyTO-iyonpyD rnn DTU-IBB 
.I^BIBIlDSKiyE "liTK « PK pM yO'EBp nV> 
PK — a^oyo^yayn lyoBire OOIP yo'osp r i 
K $BD3"K ,iy3«'VKP3WlK yO'Via rJN3 H 
|P>13Hi1 IV MBS ' 1 OSH »! pK — 1«11 
.p*?B T1KB3 'T Ml t3p3lB 
yanaytas^BE o«n yt3'=BPT3K3'D * i 
-"nwayJyaaK yftnuKJ'D y^K HMK nnatfn 
nyompyD i r r PK ,5BPB* oyn pc iyo. 
pu yooKyD-r3K3's yTiniK PK njniptyne 
-38P -VTK ny»31K ]y3"t irVKP3K31B 11TT 
)* , ,v**KPJKmt ?Ty3y^ P n PK 
n D»n DiKi .Dyo'OKP yanayoc p*p su*; 
:ynyo i j n pn 2 .513 
.D 1 M l 1 1 tf c 
D'aiaytJciyDD'a y^»D DTDonpy oy 
U ' O ' T t H |'.D DJPVPJ1D pK [PU3'>D >T [yUTll 
.DlKO'in* PK Dy^S8P. 51PD38P',DyO't3«*P 
I K ,iyp3yn jypayo y^y:tf'DyDsnBT3*3 ysjKo 
-nB yjHjyO!??KD D"I8D K I'K TKOH'IK IK 
lyayp »nin pK nio3y3K ivopyom DBH 
- » T I K iv y j i » ny3B .^Kt viv lya'DyjD'iK 
-y£y*-iB-DU y;p' I ^BK pt t " i cyo'DKp 33»D 
Vpwyiw) iyo*'W ys^yii ,;yc3yo y?y:s'D 
.D^yoitsiv ?yD*3:E'3'n,,K i n " r^'D inyr 
?82Dy:>3Re iyD»3iK oyo*28p yonv yry'T' 
y ,3iy3yny* ' i i DPSIB iy3« .Tinir v?p~»ni 
onyj tum*fyi aman D*3 onyii n an« BKII 
•KO^ltin H 3')K PDD K I'K MIK
 rWlW3 I'K n 
PK j i t r iy i i K \nifn o^aiK i y n pc iyo 
*'1K 1"K PD D'.'31K n 1K11 J$yo pfi DD"11'D 
nKD iinsnya csiny^pTy t*K yt3»o«p u»D'i 
3 3 ^ » T I K iya«nnt - K PD 3'D^3 D'3 
yoD3't33ni ' i D I P W t f oyn n*iK .yo'OBP 
inKiiys jya'n W T I K cjn PK iyD»vtfyyj"K 
•ea^yii IKIKC I>*,K P K O » .jyiK^yjonK 
-ytnyD IKH ."nspyn \*„ $KD P»K D3yo 
H jnyiy3383 u»38n Dyo'SKP 33 'D 'T IK y3yn 
ly'E iy3*K nKB I8'VKt,;K3-l« IK po iy3*3 
"383 P1^ 3 »*1 |y3«n D"V W3K3 n pK ,TTOP 
I'K .oc3ipj"K H ; jyaKaonK H bpwya 
osinyoalK 0^ 3 I'K PK iinsiiya lynj^yasin 
[ia iy*i8 oyo'CBp n pft y3"p po iriKiiya 
iyoi3y338 Dy isssn yf>K pK . I K D ' T I K nyn 
•»»p ?>»« IBDJ"K ,Dpyi8P a^yaoe^Ko I B D 
.lyjBDBnyn D*3 lyoya DBH iya 








.y&ntU3"K n ]jn*7*pDJt$p ix w -7 orjm .T5MT**P on* junm D5n$Y jyo iy\\ 
m j m t i n t t no pb<o*p W P M n 
-yTtnyD r o a n P R yonR33"R BIRD Tjn»' 
-RTD3BP \V2VP IV3KT y33RD .T.13"'yT pR jya 
-*T«fti "in .TRonnR Djn po. ijnjm DV? 
.PROD Din Tya'R DPIP Ty Jim .'lyoni jyp TRD 
5JPDMI pR jyTRiiya Dnnpryn VK oy DRII 
.jyoipa^TR TRDTm tJDiKTys DIP oy *tfya 
oayoDija TJHR DBOPDD Sjpnni Dnw Ty imi 
J D I O » 1 T P 3 R /1RPDU7 DPT 
nyn . j y a y » i t P T y c D » J B I V H 




38 Vt o^jrac DRII "tfya n 
uaoyB. iyT 'ii yafwn |"? 
n oyoa IR oj'byj iyo jyu 
DIP fwap i n Tjra*a I R W D O 3 * P Tin* 
DMR oanJn PR TBDRIIP 33RD38 pR DRnya 
JRC1D,D,03«P pR ,D3yDDR3 .DBDlfOD SftWh 
•Ml Tm po ipoJRniy ovn SRPR^ Tm w : 
-rye pR cnjn3R n n y pa i n i j ^K3tjtry3-iyo 
lySnyvTya^ R oa^S ny jyp /lyoijiip jus *in* 
-3R in praip yaSyii .11 .i .R .DBoyoD «i 
-WD JM«I ojr SNtfft lytrn p« opyorw 
-RT DDjnDya3R DRII Tya* .jmsnya DCIP 
yaSyiR—Tfw D*TD3"R PR D3*'D ,D3RP"3 
I TRDHMR Tin Jyp jy3K! 
MI 3*iR ,iyD.TR;3"K »?ym pR .]yv5«TD 
"TR n DH.T .imyii DV>RTD3RP w » n iy>Rr 
i ..TDTjni iyo*iT3 R yo'Dttp Tin pb o^a 
iyDHR33"R Jflfn. typlPTJJ3'R HTRT yO'ORP 
TTRRa ivaipytypy Tin pD Donna H DM5 
-rye oy .lyoayoiPBT tfpnpBR yimaR TPTIJ 
"3R3R Tin* IKC"3ST R 3'1R TR ,Tn DnyOU' 
)5RHTy DTyn yoniWR jtfyvyiD Tin 
U'D*D D"3 jyoipySTIJD DJ1D.T fO DV PR 
•w n pR lyajPTtnyo PR iiR TTR«3 TPT 
TjysD'iR DTyn TtfsoyD Ty*<3 R jyn .DD^3 
Dm pR jyayncnyo DPRD Tin ^RT PR jyo 
tyii JD^DRP B'cnysoyo Tin. jit ^RPRDSTB 
IRT DTyn ,D3»Dyi DTyn Tysoyo R 
Tin pc DTBBin cm pR osya^v 
iyi o'o itfDMnv ,DTTRpyT ytyn .yo^DRp 
"rnjro'j n W R 3R i n D^yoc DRII P»BRP 
"3 tmy^i ovi3y3 IVDTRT .DD'orr ffina yo 
33lp IX D*R JD'DBP TyT 
.^ia"m om pn 
•put imyo'V n lyT^Krasip IX DIR j 
n i* B^^nD j»:»?3»nw'R 
-D cm v$v> n D»O jyvi3y3 i n yo>oip n 
JR3'D I DR11 DTyCT31Rll TPTI? DDTRD 
DDnys ,im*n«a DanT3TyD PR T^ ya y*3R3 
•^ D'DR^ P 1FD PR DTyi?DlRll H D'HR iyO 
iyoT*D yjyTycnyD inyn on> " i OTX 
TRD py!?o R onR D3»>TC |yo pR jya«3DnR 
iyo iyn -lycmDya »n DRII San ^D cyT 
D?Rno3y
 rpyro cm TKD T^ ya n pnR oay^ 
DRII yoio n TyTyni "T3«D i?yp 'DDyD„ TVT 
DTVH yaSyi DBT .DRnya nSmnaS Dip Ty 
Tyo^iiv "im imi .DRSRD imy* !«nDya 
Da^npyD, JRT .jyaV'TiryaonR DTyn pyco 
oSyDt? DRII S"nu Tm) "3«DD„ Dm »PIR iyo 
TyT jy3R3DnR iyoT8D ya^yn TRD (3R ^n 
Tyo pnyii ]yaR3DnR yw\ pR onys pytro 
yTyvTycnyS SRTy3ye»n oyT pR |jonis> 
n3Dyn i m Tya« .DTR. anynya TO'R rpi« 
TyDD'R D3>'S3 WTO* Dl»T pR T38D l?yp 
pyro lyucny oyT IMR m TPD'S TysSyi i m 
,iy3nny33R T3»D DyT D«n iyo jyaSyii D>D 
TyTB TyompyD r:wt> TVT IR D3"v ipR 
DSRPR? oyT JIB ysiD, y»n Dip TyoSRnaia 
om IID iraiD n T5Ram .T:RH ]*R TSy3 
,DR3RD DPT TRD D'3 DpySp pyi^ D lyDcny 
DS^TB* iya ; jyTyoyTSTyo TJRD oyT jyo jyp 
D'D *11 3H13 T* PR jyo IIR Pyi?D R D'lR-
DIP T3RD Tm anR j y r o i r ony cm 
iyo jyp ,iy3»n. ^ r a jyo m iSy3 viyo 
py«'D ayT is jmnypoiR pn\ti PDIPT 5»*mp M 
-iv y-aiD n D3yS jya DD"nt ORT ; DJIRPR 
PR T.TR D3"T2nyD \JTO ]1R P3R3 pR P>T 
."T3TnDm T38D &VP 'DDyB, D$R Ty3»3 n 
Tm lyayn DTyTya T D iy3«n TynR pa1 
•313 imR Tyompyo rawn am pc D^DTR 
-3"R n jya^Tcnyo «ITRT jyo m PR TITOSRH 
jyo DRII T»a*3 n v w iy3R3D'iR pR yonR3 
pR wii3-»m„ Dm — oiriy iv oamaya 




111013 K TTIPI V* 1KB |1K IK PK OKI .11 .1 
?KP«* K 1KB rtfyO PD*nj K PK Dtf .DP318 
1KB TVO'3'K DKH T1KK3 IPDlpyipy p 'Hyil 
ivoiD n viat ,0**11 *pia» rwiic ,yp*iiya $1 
I1K t33JCVlKD tf'EK D l^lfXVaO'lK |yiyil DR1V 
1
 " .omtfKp 
.1V3K30*1M .5 
DSKpya lyiyn iy^«i (*!V2K;D»IR y?K 
-ya SKI pyB-o iiD lyaia iy i JIK ,pyco "3 
i y i $ lytrTsiKu oyi ipm tjnyn « j o « y 
-yii "I i»?»t IKT -lyfriKvo'iH oiv i y n « 
y;WJpDK!lV B"DKOyD0*D) "trt'KDJH, iJfT 
n 'pK-opyrp H PB iviyoia *n o»tf (cay* 
D'DD« $KMW}-\VWHs i n 0K11 "Ot>'KB„ 
.IPDVD'iM mm jew o>n via* .iv ofrotr 
•DM1K PK DK11 Tjn^W H PD ?3i1 ^D "Wl 1H 
oy» oiiKpK pyt?p DVT po irwiya jya'ixy; 
IV3K3D»IK n no Jan I D oyi D 'S pD'gp 
-Kiip ;yvjK3 K iyiM DK:K*3 K , W I K IKB . 
"3«P yj'DS'll Ti1j» K T1K t'K OKI .1Vt3 
-yaann D W I Japojap ytyn jyn .Jape 
D3«cin Siposap ">jn O'D jyoKiiy .DUPE 
-owap i y i IK .IVDIPD'IK oyn ,3 OPJHB pn 
mm iv etfyoe' p;ata H DKII « w « j n "yO»? 
aaiofttrvDia i y i lya^K £K*ID3KP a* IP I T*-* 
tan pa jyawD'iK PK ycnaWK *i p» 
•*KP** 
.(jjjatoDMK j»«$p) "t^vp 'oopB. .6 
lyawo'iK y3"5p n IID jjuyajn iy i 
:|Bis jjnaya^KB Dm *PIK BTITDM oiyn 
DKII yDID K tplK pytTB K O'lK D3"1J? jyo 
-•#p n IKD juyj p»i oyn oy m MPJ'H jys 
.BK;KD K i y i * jyaKii "iiv pa jysKaD'iK y ; 
yoio n TK m n w j omm wva oyi v w 
•"OJ?35K Din pK PK "MP 'DDyB„ 1KB PM 
"JIM lyayntnyB yoio n onyn "lyctiy1) oy; 
jaijyDjn iy i# [JfovJ jyiyn iyo 
D;y5yj anyii pyPD ojn IKB -fivi *i 
pK ppK3-ryp nyns iK?B'f Tjnaiwa K pK 
iypi8n B ^ D I « 3 O»T^ n n J8 
W"^P) ,"»?? 'CByS, 1H» H iyD".II (* 'i 
is »n .(nirt^m K 'ii ijfa'sjni po. lpawc'.K 
,]72WOMH |W»i5p yt?n jit 1313371 ori ir^n-t 
-yn Tin »IIKI ^KH K fcHfo;»»K iv ;yo *ntt 
PK DKll |9V3 iyVJK3 Djn pB inyDPW O'lKB 
PK DVK»yi lyovy? i y i DJ*I !yoipy33'»-iK 
,IKnoy3 o u oiyii DKI »ni .?jn»ny3 oaKsya 
yiyi3K iy:PK >»iD3tfp n Diy^iyB IKI 
T.TK p.B ^ D K !yD*M y^V3PK y^'V3K3'D 
Juram' 
I»IK 1K3 jyiyn D n^MvyjD'iK *JKt i^y3 
.lyoyipyo cyi pB iyiiK Dy3y3yncyj K 
-& PD iycny;yo u n « nK»3 ipoipyipy 
-y: DKH 11KK3 - i jyoyn itfrura K iy i« &KP 
i'K iy jyii ' iynK iyryn .DDKD yiyn \y293 
-iyD3iK ijnyii HIKT ,iyiijny3 D ? W W D " . K 
n b*JKniy DBP jKnya ny r PD i p a m y 
iyiyn oiyii ;.s o w e nyn IIB JIK ^ y s 
.if»yj yoSiKvyaDMK H IKE O'Djn K i m » 
"3 iyiif lyojnpyD VJKJ'B o^a o a ^ a iy 
6tf1 D3K9 H DKnyj DKTi: DKll iyD*DK Dyi 
KH TK (J) OPOiya J1K ly^ lKVlVDMK 1>JJ3 
iviyi D a i o ' n iyiy;y3 D,TK DK."| HKKS 
-D»IK •vftvxi T y^s DKI DK.1 iy JK (2) pat 
DMK D^IKV DKII lyoaKya nyi .otayyya 
K [yaajn »IIKI ,pn D'3 ^Kt.iy lyii ,T5ya 
iKp (p'jiya. oysyayitryj K) "lyspDiatu, 
oy -DMK tspnKV iy DKII D : y D 1 y T jr * 
-DMK DK.t ny TK ,D3"V iy JI7« 31jy3 D'3' I'K 
TiK PO iy .n^ya ysiD yD'iiya K \V2yipi 
,D>nKvy3 DB.1 iy 1 y D y 1 1 jyj"V 
iyn pK ta^nifvya DKH ny p K 1 1 i K B 
.lySiKV iv D3Kc ' i |yayjy; B.T»K oajn ov 
"3'at *i DKII Tjia'-iyB^iKii. iy^ya u n 
y^K yiyn D*3 ,IV O5JWBT JKaKB'ynyD 
-oy?a yttfyaari DKn iy , inj» TO . n i y r , 
5|D Dyi 3K D3yayi JVD |yp :K ' i a , ^ 
DK.1 \V3 ^y'D'ii D'IIK 'lays v* DPMI ,*>an 
o^yop tiro 5"ii PK .iy^nKVD'iK.[yo"ny3 
,i$y3 Daip Dy [yayii imy* IK ,IKB ^ I 
p»t jyo ^ p
 fiw*Tsf iv oy IJTIKDD V oyn 
•**v DKII ,iy5Dy^3. yo^ysKi y w n IN .lysn 
-;KP w>» 8 iya»i ,JR5ID yo5n«vy3D'iK «i jya 
OIK .iSjra yDS-iipjyaD'iK DKI iyaK ^KTO 
jyo no .ya^DS'i K p ' t ^KI ^KIDJKP y i y i 
.yaruD'iK m y IKB "nytraiKii. KrK nraap 
M




p* Tjnrnjfr 5myjyirn p* wvgp po p* 
.TPrrw* »'cny2«y~ pn ^ia-*jn pD Y « 
pp »3WD»1K »T PR D"aiR PTyH iH»I3JJ-
D3"> |yp lira .IKO'VIK iP^y;«,DVD»'ia 8 
TBwfopa K t» #P»DIK prom t a flmjn 
,Ijrany»H« r?« ?"8i ©R» .onflu w n 
•31* (1 : tirtwiQ-oB'in "iiv po onyorya 
-**> n w r w JR y m IPDPKD y*R pomvo 
(3 t*t—pnrtfa y?y38'DycBTB D'-J—yc>o 
-^eyc*pa R *prc fjnycv J5K iynynvas: 
• 
: 
Tin JIB yDKHiN n PK jysypnyn isnjn>'x *% 
.5yB"iiv o'yo'CBP 
1 
I'M fycKTiiriKfl yDjKOTjnjya'iK n pK 
-D^R pR'-psniWR 1 linwHM lyayiBB'ya 
«j *wt »« ;ijn^ju O^RPR^ Din pp yaw 
pK ^la-'jn PR jyayncnyc jjnjm [yoiR-i 
DV^»TIO;I$P lymin «r *)W '« ; W W o 
-na'K n .yta'SRp : ) 'D 'TIK i m po ?yip». 
-fttfOtt lyitf ipDinJPO cyi PD t3»yiR y: 
HtsnWP p* linycx "1 lyi.vcr'iR p* Tyt3 
" W H Dnmv- -Djy^ v •Jjrtfftw *i pa jjnsee^n nj>oxj# ijn pw ^V^^ BHP K 
•liana T* »» i 
-*i»T»n .« pn 
p-T ayn itfr'nyipo Ti?i po 5'OJIRP IVDIP T n t n w j i ? p* HUJIYDRB. yuvy? *i 
-yor »^i tjyn pK wmo ijn pn SPWWRB -epo T> >ra DBH ,aanaim R ijiouyajis jyaan 
WWD.IK "I.VR .iv cy;y* iy-iB cm cpm jy? -f>yecnyp iin IKD 3>DDJ'3 iyjn:y *iiD_?a 
-cMKya n PK wan .cifr jyaxo ix rw iyD*i*u P»R p* MifWTjrpOP *i pa 33iv 
IsrjyiUKp "lyovy? Tin pp pnijiip DJKIO y^ y*c ps jiuu^mfc n .i8':v TJH"JP 
-TJ-'C iv Brwa lira DI?C pK .y'BjmM^D pn -5*n lie JJIO"? ^y^ iywm o^BPS^yT'ic 
.«i3'j**it -"o l j ra ' iv^n n D'D .j-iyaD^E' p« IB'O 
:iVDKt5>nin "iiv iv, Unn'D iVP WW ons^ 
-'ao#p iy"3 nytyn po tiBo«P K IV nyi» 
"\viif ,33i3y^va nj»:i'"i"iD *iyi D(O yv83 
•Kjcf y3*ov,K n lycnv aaia^aytaK-iyo K IV 
3;iv^yoEnyB h^nv •»"» PR WBOV i n 
.I8*VRI'3R31R p*R pR 
iyD'»n3yny'fiyc-D33u»Q H ^ I MTR 
Djyavy*. u'3^i un"3irTy3yo n lycmy 
TjniE* DB'imya'R TR ,im8"y3 asiRcnyc 
jyD)yai3i»c h ysua .5RID"3 T I 1P3^ R~ <v 
DO Dy«3 \"V }yp ,TV cyjp IIHR ajn INP 
.jycPRo ri po -iyas lira oiyi .jmyn os^tyj -i"> « t'« i » » » »02ny H pranyiivja 
«r D*Q iy3"t otfn ly^jyo soyn *^T iy3,cy3 yrwa n»3 tra «iB!2RP R .IP'OD'D'OM IV 
•^ 13 T»R oy m ,RT?R !):"[;• "wa ,o:RPya D>3 •RI,3R318 ynsyDeayp »i I^ D 33iaRiic,aB iv 
jyopRD n D»O "iyi)tf yiywiR )y3ypya iv ani sawmya-iyo^aiR « -»*ca DKI IIR ,jy3Riv 
TJK3»VU ijn iv y3i:a IR«VRID*O "«n pc !R y^*D "WW T> ouyii oy .iyiM>i)ri ta»a 
-i8-»ya"a"iR jrw»K JW y*noDn:'R-iyn»3t? i8t?"unyB I8pnye»t njn pp 33i5yc^ t in 
tjnniDr iv ,038tBi luoy^ ; ly^VKnjw -vwv *i TR ,O*IP anft T« iya« .->*a'*> i* 
i-L?fc_tJT^^l 
' ' 
• W W Biyew CT'^ -an 20 
ojn onyt) . ^ "Diya 'K ty:yp TIKI |ys ;ya 
.(Dye»rr*ft yc&jp *i VW SpBoyoD 
TWp K Df-RH D'BBR 5R3KCy3"}y03'R 'lyT 
: *RPB^ lyny P E VUPJ^R-D n »tt "vipEpaaiR 
• • • • — " • • 
.' .« A ^  .*« o:s fep£ 
191 01CKT 
•aiM H IM Ej'C7=57i BrijHi s*o^y»n 
tin JIB oiy^ayo n fo»»t yajraynaoya 
DTI 1KB ?S*e'«p JJ'3'T'.K IJU'Sj'* 
, 1 9 1 . . ; . . . Ma ,101 po-^r 
cyi n*j* 6y»*i)M ijn w jiR 
r:;»f- pjjya pit C1?TSII<II ,1i3"'ji 
"TJ 173"T ipaaisysyi ?r-«n tR s^: ; ; 




ivyoin trrt ,b'i*iR^R quit » " 3 I K iy 
ny onyii DV iyii. .^RPR* wn no iy3"V 
n Da»nc yt)*o»*P aroHMH y"J R ofciyw 
.nup y"j R D I^K 
• 
.10 
"•'i lyiys'v nyi« jyaaiayayi PD3KD DMK 
,PD'CBP ijn IRE nay^pDrajny-iBiv 00 jya 
IWM"inM ,o'M K j« twySipiiK *n«M *«T 
iyta-vtfyxj"* yro»u y$R pR tyopRB n 
biyii DKII / T w i n yo'sifp jinani*,, a'ps 
a*iK .O'ECs 5Kj«rpanp3;'K pe ta^pntrpaiv 
'nKjj,;N in i'K lycx nycD«n?yD" 11 v "ijn 
HE ipou nyi linyn lyayapaps ^ ' •Jr= 
t33'Dya ny jya^vn *IMR ^la-'in PR WP'B 
*i«cnyi PR ipa5jm Q'Din pc nyaia ivi ,v* 
.poio mspDmoya n .iinRiipa jyayayaD'viK 
^^DDnL" T'.K PIJI oy .11 .T .« Dioxi *iy-
-BP h DHK" "WKniK n imyvi ipayjpaa* 
PR nya*v npi a"iK .jpip^DivaiK PK y c o 
-is Tin ly-ym iy:ysya3» ^si ,V3K3D'IK JK 
?'K Tyc'x TPT lya^yn i m pywa ps nyb 
VD*viyj j:io«n iyn ,iin*jiipJ D^nijvya i^K 
t'K "spya H :x yr"nya D?R I« ts*j pt3*o 
ya*aifP *i njn^K .tynjwyj oSniptyaoMK 
iy5»MD PPC'D »i 1MM (jnyD'V *T D13 DO"n 
lyopKE y^ K IK ,TJD»I i«» n : « ("D3»DDB) 
4 HK11K-1XB |*H t33y3jny3D'TK ijnini o*m 
.3*D3n 1J3"! 
.iyoKSD'iK yo'WP '^ ^IKI oijninya 
•i*iM iy;y:y33« Ptyn CKH ,y2K3D*:K |»*p IK 
£HBO 2 inyn 0*3 >»JT .oTysptnuu D»or» n 
K TK ^IBCyaJK? OTDKS OP .t3ST»yyjD,*K 
"*IK lysioD'iK »;yiy'fiyD oano lyacKya 
-I»*D DD'om .OJ»TP PK D'DEM cm aJumyo 
oyey^a ly yj^yu ,iyan3D'iK *i po yajKc 
-3N3 iyT -,ND D*Djn llHIf *IVBt)WlV CJH W _ 
nK3,TI "1KB pH I« I'K "OKI .P01D iyn 
,y?yo DTCKB !^*iK lyaa jyawn oy jn»*l 
n TyaJwi pK yoio OBMH nyn nn ,IK« 
,o>yajny;3"iK iyiiya-iya"t ;ya«3D'iK wte 
IKD nrwuya jyi«"P3 D^n»vy:D'iK ^VK PR 
,oy Den .jy2K3D'^ K y3"5p n pe ya;K!D 
IKD 5n«a "ns tv^«»y3 ts^nsvya i'K oy TK 
ix DKT '» i>yD'o iyoi3 K /jut Tya^yj i m 
i*i5a. lytiio y?K lyJhjptwD'iR PK ,iyo'.T\yo 
•w\\ ;]ntt ".jmK Dyayaynarya crt Tin 
y^ K jy^yii JKT (4 «IKI3KIKB any?) ,iycD 
o^yop iyBT3iKii Tin m .lynyoenyD THR^P 
^ I D yefriByyaDMK w^w H I R O T I D'D 
|yim DRII Da»Din yjynp'BnyD y^ K IR PK 
lyj'M iyBT3jKii my imsiw t3ynycDy3ix 
jnrwiiya o»i PR ysio -.yTpn PD ;y^".iD 
-lyaRiciK 
•isnypv* 51 |yD"noi3 i p in IVD *n -9 
•una lyn'X R Dia DD"n yo'cwP »1 ffil 
o 'o iy;ya"»ya DKT »I »rwi .yaRaciR JK 
P R oy .(wD»»nya D » ) "noDyE- onB« DVI 
nyoyipyd nyT >K ,IR?B TyDay t^p p'p* 0*3 
Tys'v ijnR D^oyn cyT 5KI yo'QKP iy i po 
»Bf»n) fcD5jw"3'Rw y i " l o*o ?y3ya"vya 
iRHO DD1P TKOH'IK IIH |yjl ,|KT .(nU'/l 
(y33*>;yain fi o»o 2« w ny o*j ,D"3TR p n 
n -jinsnya jyD"nya%u p ic IWM DRW 
D»3 o^ys^yDDya imyii jyEiRi DIWDIRII 
-o»m PK oy jya^n im ,B3ysD lyaaRi R. 
jya'Tpr1 K a"3 .""JDSyB, cn«n c m ovnpw 
-pyD o'pc D^y^*a"K n TKB jyo'o PR DTR 
-KT wo ya5y" ^ n iye»n?yv3»R jnmaK - - ^ v r o i o m o m P.R yo^RP -ijn P B mroin 
• 
c ;
" . " ' . 
» . 1 9 1 6 . H U H - t 
33i*5ysmyB n IPII IK .vPT'Bnntm yp*a 
DJTI *VlK PP3V POTU p'H.iWSDFW DX'K 
,*TbDvij»n "un^jr TJH pD T^ yB DBBCKP 
5y>B. IPiKeffW «33 IfttfBti I'D TK |1K 
T « pK DiTUIpB PD 3yil DJfT V1K TJR5"H 
.lPB"n:y3p5V3JH BWUKPJKa 
- W i r W K V"3 DKT «P1K l*K WKTB H 
i n life itterjinuvp ijn »a ,1910 pK ivc 
C;PD pK T 8 3 " * UK | W ' n V u m JHpnjTSK 
p w jjmw iruyoraiK n jp3"i IKT .DW? 
jytmyssK D*n WK-ID n pK .sninjK 5yo'3K 
~PKTK3 jyr'DPKiB n w K P « imycna K 
iyayw DJJTUKITW o^KbyT y i B*"1 w -iyB 
Tin po "DjyooTKByT Tjn«5pw K jyiJ^Ta 
TjTKByT innoK n IV ypany . iwrnnyB 
h ' ,03yat)TKByT:;H^3 n
 rU"m iDoayo 
-DTKBjTriWT^n n ,t3:y2DTKBjn-3J*3"D 
DDjycoTKBin yiyn ps yry^ ,.n .T .K ,D3yo 
pK B^s;ijryjTym,K yr:^K pD Dnyoeva 
[yx^ippryc a»3 ]y;"i "i .DOKW y?8P8* 
TPD p*? iVOMiya K p« " i po^i ^»T Tin* 
.D3'3"K 
D3ipjv Tyr*:p * m n pn jyoKsy^n *i 
pK aa^DHtTyo K [yo^nysas [KT p»3«n 
Tyat* ^:uri»M>a DDiyny yjKTB *i i»3«n 
oyTj'Tjya o^: osysoTKBin |«p I»K oy can 
J P D ' D W " * jyiiya y?« Ty3* jw»r ,iyr8iiy3 
-';K3TW PDMIW&KI pK jaunjyoenyD K ?K 
D38*31' Tjn"3t? H ]yC"HS D"3TK D38'3fKf 
,iyB8?rya D8.T ajtfsKrurfi n J ' D ' U PK 
KIK ?8i (Kvamaifp Tyoopr3 TTI " 3 IK 
"Tin IK pK JITU'BDKDB' uny ' i i r3jnyc:«p 
BU ^KI *l DTTK1J3 StrjUVVp H I1»5KI f»»11 
-P3KTy3 PD |yi«5D'lTK 
1911 pw ]Kt?jyii3»p iKB»"iyiOT> Tyi ««a 
Diyp"D syp n pa iKDiypis DKsy^yi ayn 
"*jm« K nruna iv js'vi5«iyT K 03KT3y3T«B 
-iyD N) "DsyooTKayT OT«T» 5»TKBBK »3'T 
Tjn JIB (TlfD"3TK TTP'JP P?K ]lp "I3K3 
-j"BnnK» -T»3»^ tjK jK^*»TjnyE IKP^TPOK 
jyDs^cysi^K txiycDTKBjn »«IH D?K» ^»> 
VW *"*3 D3B*31* Tjn^'iC *1 T83 B'3 
E33"^yB pK ,DTyp"D Tjmpw ,DTyp"a eyp 
y3KTB VI -' 
•M5 (1*^10^038? Tn»K pB 11 jycpyo pK 
:w^8B «n oyo 
1P37J730M-W OtJ ipelBVB P'p V Dp 
""^ IB njcnjnjffl ippnjroK ijn ps ipTJ" 
•(iJipDJ'lt ,1J^ g3(MSl!3 T'K DP "lpa^ JTI 1» TK3 
J K U I ' iK3"V ^Hijnpp ipiK i m o ip?«sB'*' 
H tyJPlI JSIO'CWW PIK P^ ]1K PU'DMKI B jnK 
S^KH lB'ai* ytyn ya^pn u yBsyviropno'iii 
-DM1K D'3 ^I.TjiafllOW Ipl |1K .DJ«D2pip3 V* 
ps=pt jKrp'TD'iT' p=*?iK a*iK .iprpu jpapjpa 
parpi !K«piiB>Tii n c o T»I ipipiraipi 
|P1» 1PT"D ,e3(|'31> p3?0^»P33K pipi3K |l» 
.3310'5»H p3p:p'1DT3 Ip'H 1P3'3 D3B<31' 73p' 
IpTK K^3Brp31pC3»K ^WB»p3 p3potf>U'p33B T'P 
an» ,ipD«3 nn«n unjnay ='3 n^o W»«» ^"P^ 
•O'Tl' »T O'D IPBpffBipB 15 V! M C3"B DpTSin 
-0W1K P3pB(pPp33(« 1pT3K3K 11D pD^pTlKB '^T 
liK o»33'iSip »T ipanp « ipn»ic in* . I B ' " " 
laP'ipOK ipi JIB ]K»SP»3BP M (IB jaiD'OS'TS 
,1PCB P^P2 VlH 01?11 B? . ^ 3 " ^ IJK IK8"»ip1pC 
"B'XIO K pB Dip^pO 1'K D? pS^pll TKC'^ 'K IK 
-ii^ ^mprpt ipiK T'-is .pr-Kse'JKS-iyr^ 'K y^Vw 
•(pi ipi(f I I I IB npiWJK '»3 )PB»31K 19*31* T(«3 
HpJrti ipr IB |pDp'^ »3B T? " I tp*B* .IB'tT" 
KTM JB1K3 .HJ'CpBKTl IplB T'TO iptp'T pH. 
IP"! IB |PDB^ 8'P33B I'l* PK BTBDMpp JK»3>' 
.TB3»^ 1H lK*"ipipB !Kp»T|WK 
p * K T83 Ty38 W T D38'31^ y5l* H 
-y3 wypys "D$8T> oy 3^IK .nDDna'K 5y?&3 
•'5K3T8 yS'DV'K *T ^ ll ]K^B K jyTyil iy&Kf 
•pyo yd>iT3 P>K pK jy3>3»KTyB ix ty38'S»« 
-w lyiiyj y^K «pi Ban iyD**" ,i8'3v ya»o 
-ryr B5$II p3RTy3-i^'3v1TyT pK .imynD 
j8C"TjnyB typ*npBK n -lyjmiwa JyB " 3 
B3U PK BPKD [yiyn D3ypTy3K T$3"> »18 
yyTK n ^*r B3*TO TH8» TJMD yDxy? n 
y3yanE»y3DT8B n po mma n pK DITK 
.DSW»)I* »5K PK lyD3ycp5y 
nyD3*K n B8H p m s imp opyi 'iTy IK 
18*3V DTypT8H B3y»TK3 Oy»T>> ^ 8 3 8 ^ 3 
•»»3i* Tyr B*D ^n iyx5yosnyB iv BTPDBIW 
jy3"i Djirai' j n " a .OTypmpi B3yoTK3 i y o 
PC .^T8X PK D*1T3 »1IK |yiiy3 0^3 O^KSKT 
»T Tyav .lyinip VQW5 n PK MI DTya^yo 
"T8D DPT D8H DTypTtfll B3yt3T83 TyB^^l1 





.-iyp-nni wytnwa o^i Tin 22 
t 
•vn TKB P"3TK TyoiB Tins "-lyjs-rvp PD 
"intmra'w ctyawa-iR J»D D^: PK OV 
]ID cprDa'-rD' j Tin* m w o y i n-titf 
' iKpnVBK n n pB B 'MTB iBe-pnp'ni* am 
T»3B TM>3 j»n T»K .T83"5 i)v i ^ ' m n y c 
PK B'iiHB Tytyn OITKU yanniK *i IM 
DPm cy «tt pM .itnijiw jyoi:y33« rtfnna* 
pK .j5ijo"iff IK jynys TIK ny PK #M*M T» 
i n =p5»3ya"K enytacya B'Y3*-ifl lyryi 
o©"*,. -lyj^sou Tin tye»nv nr^nvosiK 
."T83»* n« iK»»nynyD Tin n« T $ 3 " * 18 
pa O5BPH5 DKI-IVJ DBTI n«3"5 tjs DD": n 
,OT"TD yayTy^Bnye no w a i n yo^'oya 
n*w oro'Taya PK TB3»^ *B ]«e"<TinyB n 
*.|ipfl» I»K
 inoovu
iK'p*n„ B'xana ayi 
»T ;l»33K3yJiy031K t'K T83*'5 »1« DO"X »1 
PK O T W I W T*P"> 1« i«t?"iyiyD 
. .DDPRU 
oay^ PK y&»38> raw K PK ysKpiw r% 
no [yo can pBTin' BDIP n , t o r | ' t » « y i 
jy58i "J lypJin^ys IIK lyo^KWK tyfcoyo 
-DKB2 h iyBB3Ty3'K D'3 
i n jyayaiays pK lyeoyo jy3»r (ypayo 
-*n PT jy^ii »t .iya*n " i D*H DKT B*D D*3 
lynyocya |w«'XBP3»nK pK . w o jy3 
T3 lys^ytDin M| jyaipi jiytwyo pB T.BT 
jyiiya DU D^BII ay imi .jyaKp* y>K -mya 
o^ttii ,ry3yT3 iys?p^DHv Tpon'owa I"P 
/tfya uny »TIK imwa IK'YKPJWTB m y 
vt Tjny1 jyoKTHjKp lya'ivya jyo^Kii "i 
MRW .PIKO-Tyl'^P cm H'W Ml OPJIB 3»l 
nyD'ODKp lys^yiom jyByto BTPB'PT8DO 
K jynya ta5»ii oy .pnK TBDD PM PK Tiny* 
O5BH lyo pK tp«*D-c"D px ^yoia Tyo»pi 
,t»K |DO K -nyiya n TKD I»D»TJ» "noa i n 
•onp K DTDonpy oy jy« ,taa»n I^DK m 
•*1W ycBoyp iBD 1'IB IVOIP ryayia-iBt^pn 
y^K .ly'ioona'K ya^iny PK oaa'av iye» 
Wr,nyTyn Tin PB iBsrajniaBP *i W^ *i^8' 
(wpnonv ^yoa'3 lyxawa R TB3"5 »IB 
,»t D3"^TyB n pK .|y3"*nyD iv o*aiD3D 
IKWHD'W n B'i5 .TytayBB' nynB nynno 
.1»B»WOD3KP irPK lie o5n -, "UHB "Tim* its T ' D „ ) TyT^P'iyaya yo 
lypiTyoR TyT po ^n |y»pnoni* Tin Tin pa 'TaonJ'n n igwtifrm CKODKP„ 
on»K 03»Bya TJ^K) TB3»> »IB i8B"nyTyD tsnyoB-ys w s v Dtyyi»o ^3BcyaTyt33'K 
.»31K \&7\rrw »l 0*11 inyi PK jyapKB n 
•>i pfi oi^c K ty?vv Tiny ^ |yp IKT 
,«l .DB»T3y3 nra t"> *tt o»^ lyspKD 
jyOpKB H iyD3KTt3y3 BT Ktf»K ^pll 1»K 
Tin vm DPIP D»pi .K-syo Tya^"t K *« 
4>»$3 iyi?*K"DTKB31K F3K3 K »V3 y;KTB 
T^K m .lyoyaTyo t3*3 Ty3B .Ty»y^  Tin *BI 
y3KTD-t5"Tor Tin D^O J*.TO W BT aip- ' 
VW T13 .DTyplBll D3y*3TK3 TyD»3P Tin I'K 
n .— K^yno p'o tywTya '» »fl 0"n ^int 
JIB ^Kin'K Tin TJHB ,y;K~.D IBC,V3K3>K,2K 
•» » * 
iyT»DDMpy imnB' ya^oy yjnw DJ»T 
yo'ru "Ti .KpnyoK pK T"T0TyT"3P pK 
lyo in 'wn n — mw* ^;B^3TyD3^K 
-1811 E33yt3TK3 TyD"3P H j&W DTI^"D 
TK3 DjnT"5 K^JBB'yJTyOS^ K *T PK DTyp 
K ni "wya DBiioy -!8 '^ ' OTypTBii t33yo 
^ n — ytSTy^ B K [iwipyaiv PK ,p*mv vup 
•ni yasso .|8'3v orynBB ^av^yJTyDa'K 
n> DTyp*»D Tyiipy3..*T jyiyam IY TMK jy? 
I^K. |#»w DTyp»o Tynpy3 n Ty3B ,IB»3 
K ptfa i'K n — ^uJBswy^'K pip ts*3 
•"5 »18 i8B»HinyB inpnysK Tin pc 5sw5 
-T83 
oyi I»MK D38»3P lyryn pw orunara 
•ya jypnyDK Tin pa B'xanB |8erp'TDV»l? 
-3'K yry : t»"n D*T ; T«a»> *i8 i8{?"Tyr . 
lyrM^vriK IY earn D*T 08<T >«38W3ryo 
y»TDD1T3'K TrVR pK Tyo»3TK ]1B D^SPIJ^  
n IY iya3K^y3 yryi3K n .yTyn3K ' ^ PK 
]1K TytD"3TK pfl 03B,M' ^838e'y3"iyQ3'K 
-"3V n PB ,TDD1T3*K T^ .'TODHi'K TJJ"T 
"IKB pa onyocys cnypTB" osysiss Tim. 
— (T im 10 nm„) TyT^p-iyjyo- wo 
PK Ty3^yp .Tinoyn ,sryirryD3iK ,DDID 
•y3TyD3»R TyT pa TOOVH'K n .DJBTyn* 
-ya'iv^i' orypT'811 esy^TKS DW^ ^BSBE" 
,t3TBD imyi po nyr^ Jp—jyMTD pB tsnyoc 
n pB ,TDDIT3*K n ."T8B„ TyT« Tyoia nn 










^^•NflMMMHHI^HMfli W* M 
• 
D3KDy3 BVU r?K TP11 ,D"X n .IPD'.P OWl C* 
D»3IK D:yr:p= cjn . ' - W C K D f i n imyn 
>»i prRo n »K .JVOKBDMH ?*tf3 p*t oyn 
- w u ? n Tin IIE DTyaoyD yrea*?o*Mi H 
,..--«. ftoryfrii Mte=*p„ p i wvpHru 
JIB' jai-wvB '^K ;t»3iK'jmrpyc ,«ivn*io»p»o 
.WVcyo Ptifeyvyi ytyim paw JIK nj»'pxo 
out tn ,19J3 "i«« !*«?»:*? w n »2 .orijr 
•am i n MI ,KI5R [ynyi iB^v cn**"D lira ••meiwit $rt P" ai^pnwuy n |j*ipiw« 
.D'D y-yp't 1PD3W pc BRW«3>1 tsro'53 T-H o»a-w i jn.nb 
iyww imsoyD p3'D3"n n *PK 'Tyj'CKo V " J?O« «WHI* tpei>3 n in»» -WB JIB>W 
•JIK imam i w y p y f r j n y n PJIMK «l "3 .JK-JII *y<wn3*N :n«v»s 
-31* n r u K IY pyiiK nt tyays JIK tipiysya -oya n v o iya*n WYtfyrri iyiyn pit 
IJfDlP Dy JTO DVTK "Kir y3'3"K pK -D3«' 
iriyHDMK IW3IU PK i»KT |«'3T H TK ,i*run 
pc iinipom y i KI>K n >MI -iirvDDMpy iv 
.33K3"iyD:',K 
p«.:iy3yn »*ro *IKB TTHK lyhyor ,13 
o^o MwtfysBnyB—IKB»MDW£KDK T'K 3yii 
-JJDFW ,1X11333 « v w 03«*2v jnynj* *i 
-"I iW3i^3Kn ys^wyo TK ,33vwp5jn» yo 
pK jyojnyoj^K DD3^yi *IMK Djri3'T3y3 ]v: 
OKT PK 33iDvnjm BD3*yi„ rimyum mynsK 
"«o lycji 'iEm H ."ryty3 IIDKS yosny 
D»3 n Dtftry3 "IJVK »»D Dip )8^1> D1»* 
-J/D lyD'-ias pn monSo jyvvfi iv D3"bya 
iyowyjjn H X3«»JV injrHK ^B,DP»*I«DH 
'•9S p* fliww ^yp'oc* K p ' o .iBiH i'j»n iv Ds^oya DiCB iya«n B'Bnyawo n PK 
-a»K p'»i ,i'K syii ipo«wr i n ... cayr .;«>3\» ny»t pc r3yDD>ipp n jyo^myo 
-TK lPWW33*nK"'pK imM^K3is is n3Koc ,15'iK DPKD Tyiy»i pis? Diny^piy K '^DO 
-DHT
 fW33 T H D i » i " j r ijn ]iu lyo^a yvjRj n asn cn«J"D lyb^i 'Wn H DIIKH 
.yosyi iKrp^Dn^ D»3 ny-i« yosyn IKCPH iKV**DK^watt/>KD DI'DUK o»n Mm o»* 
•l^ M 3H3yD"31K KtfK in*K "|*fi iPWI ."l»'3V Tjn"il? f"k^ i jn* 
-^?DK35KDK W Daywi? »» ^K :D»3CIK y i"3 ^ns OKDDKP PK HnfiK* yi'Tiynna pK 
^ n n m n ^M ,iyn ,DK« lyn^K ,»K ,1K» . I » I D ynyn3iiya r:x* K tmiw ypwo wn»S 
V DBIO n PK pyaoMpy I.TK iyD?wn3» -O^K ,iycD"n oyn vw "njn»3ty DTWD K 
ifPK-maa PK DWI ^yo'o jyTy^  IKE ;K -ByDcy3-i3Kn DiyoD^D—(ny3"Dc lytrnip. 
,!yiy:'nyB vt rsyooMpy 
-D»11* irVPE IV IHDMK D»3 T'K »1 TK 
r t T«3 03K«3»* VIVVH D»D yBB^yp i»rpH 
,PDiyn iynyi jyo jyp .itfiiyoKi iv p**K 
D«n ,iyOB3 TH'K I»D*3W DKH M D3U DSV. 
-pHDm* p'K \"P OVDKfi D^ 3 5»MV0n iKJ 
D3yDD3'3yil .IJt»^ -iyi3K3K D"3 *:BSBP |K8» 
*ya o»3 ^HE KIK pa yooma V T D H osn 
y-n«B K ny3»3 nnm "3 I»K DKT .oyssn 
jya typ n m c n jycMiv PK JJ*KRDUK p.s 
OTH in^K 3MK. JJK31PKT0D DT»D K jyiyS 
,"i«'3V Tin"3K' t»K. 1KB iyo"3TK ^ w 
iy3:iKiivy3 pn T D ly^mi, ,n oycK-iac 
".iny3in3 (KVPnom1 n lyoyiDiya'K 
-i«o Tyasjmip jyovy^ > i'« y3KiD n \wt 
pit iKpjyn3UP tKc^TynyE nyi »a (yoipys 
D¥ D3"Xy3pMlK T ' *• U*n ^'B^pTK^D 
-in« B r o W w n M iyn -D3'? cm PK PPKD 
D3"DP1 nCK pK D^KM DTIf^ 'O 5yiDI 
3 « Diy3«yc jnn'K pB 5"TO K .D«anK ya 
•sy5D'3 ja*'3iH yooya n ovn ny ^«3 iy3 
-KD .tynuDyo y»3 p*K tyomo ny3K t "« 
D3"Koy3 D3"n iy3yp nin»'>P, yoflyDE'ys-i'B' 
PK ,!nyy MIK PK Dia MIK DPSIB inyii 
DKT ."wrinSP yony3y3"i3Kn Ml iy3npc IITEK 
IJT DBMmya'K |ii* ,ya>n TKSKI . lyciyo^n 
r;K3 jy3"t .Kp'iyoK y^'UKnpipyT \ 
\\H Bna5B iyD:Ksy3-Di3 K D'D jjny^Bi 
i;«n " j D3K3JJ3 VK iy *x ,D*jTi(a iy3yi 
-ny3»K TFT»*5P lysys PK . I ^ K D "a 
IK ,yi»D n D'IK i"iwyJo»a .onya 
lysyii .PKT iyv3«3 DVT ry3Ka ^»t ljr^as? 
.jjj«i3 D*3 ^D p»p IPD tnm jyopKB y^ K 
.jyay^ ]y3'D3"n Tyi3m IIE lyopKc jy: 
D3Koy3 lyaNi -nyo rf>K pnyn TVIK» oyn. 
D3KDy: «t iy3"t iyn*iB nyra ,p:?Ko « 
-ny T'K D3't3*n oyi pK .TSKH ^a pnifi 
,oiny?pny TP iy3'D3'T K i 
;: -
-my» >y« <IMH ivtHpeya o«n pR w w nyi 
«PIR tvokp TJVR ]yo"3 ix iKC3yii3«P nya^ 
•3V JWRBWraKM^K DTB*"D * P n D D n 3 ' R „ 
D'3inynix3R |yay3P3 D*n ;ysi#3 i n . " i r 
-'3R3TB IX i«'31' TpT J1S J313JHOC TPT r,ilK 
_,,3iK DTP3OPO D^R iPonp3)"TR PK ipvt 
l»3<n pDTin .1VDKD TyV'^P P^ K pC 1VD 
oyn jwnvw Di»»3v PTPT3R PD posRpa 
^ R , Tyr« DT«*"D yr&rpwn** IR .OI5F 
n C3>D IPBIWOTVD ix i n D:»D " ^ T O D I T 
. D J B W jnjnj« n po- jrosyT IRB-PHD'TV 
IMp'iyoK TyT po **03IRP IV»IPJ»W H 
jyotp n y j oyi &&n -i«3"5 P,K |Kp»mnyc 
-TRPO p'p osn pK |P3PPTP3K o?snp3 o»3 
D'DTPT o5«n *| >n\i .lynyayjomx D'3 nyo 
•3*P TPT PD 11 JRCPPD <PIR iyuys Taiy. 
-yj &gn DTR>'B. i pouv i rn n DITRII 
t#n TM no M TR .snsyD'ii .on;? nyr IPDU 
o'j PR ,D3«'3i* ynyn^ K o^o iysy^Diyo 
PK DRT m o'iBn -lyoy^K TKB IK*P V:N: 
n IK jw .yooRya n pa opyipa R jyiiP3 
"iif^ p rpw ou Dpy^-ia oyi iya*n DTy3oyo 
DTP*PT» ' iw PK osyooa'syu .lyasoenya 
-3«P iKB»»"kynyD TPOXP* Tin " a iPTRiiya 
.N'D j^nu&'D pR iKcoyn 
,yooKP3 n 'R iron jyo IR ,PR IIOR Tin 
>K .oaKnaysTBD OPP>«TB CPT iP3«n ya^yn 
iyasn, JD&N ,i«t?3yii38P oix T,yoK3P?pT n 
*T po OPD'TI^RD n 'K ,IPOI:P33R DT'K 
i t ,Twn DOIJMH lyasn ya^yii ,OTP3DPO 
Tin tK .iyayaiy TIC jya D>n ;mai R jya 
nyDjyayiyjDMK p'p ]v\w »»J p s o n p 
,yan> nyn p« lynyas^iN ly rans Ti2if> 
•un pD yo^wa'DB iyT i'K ,&Jt*iyj nyoya 
•ya MKnayan^D m DSII i»»xi^ty» « 
lRv^njnyo nyc^yiK^'D i m v w iyi«M 
T W O Tin pD lyoKsy^yn n pn ;neujni:ip, 
-yo n IK .snjyiyiso j$*yfl DIBV'D ;yoo 
-iyo in'K iyr>Miya ^«i i«a"^ »IK jKcnyn 
lyayaoniK p« lyoij: na'K jyo^a IX i:*'? 
( D»3
 (*WOnKB>D Cy"3 R 
K pnaya^ RD n .Typtyn 
6yc ijroipurs&s imnw 
o^T^ nrr 24 
•;IKP ivoipy>py cix iyi»»yj iyay:p3iya'K 
^w'Tinyc im. po >»D 
ii'Dipjrtpy n o»n 1912 nyaoyaayo pM 
iyc- n pc r3nyc;»p « lyovnyo 5»D3*-KP 
y:Ki2 ?yi lyajm 038»3i* *m n I'D lycyno 
•»n i«»DipDn S*13yj K ^ i«: .»u<j"tnyD ps 
p# a«*tW3"K jyaiDys TJPIP^ y^ K ^ i ty= 
iyor*w»TWB» lynyms jyasn »i IKH ^n«ya 
•«p)»inw n ^P'UPiriB iy*; pn ;yny3 I*H 
no jnyvtJKii DPT r»* iy3Kocya |jw»i ;yo 
3^KOClX "iyi3K I'3KJ K pK I'K OJKOV WJ^ n 
.t3Vt»3K318 B'tyn3K y^D'DK I'K "I PD DS ' ' 
cs'Dyspa osn |ipii» OTK^*O jw»nMrn n 
,t»&y ?K*iy3ys*n p* oSnifxy: [jnyii ya^yn 
-nyo i:yt»io 12 ^ny IK T'lio DMH »I npa^ 
* W Tin po OPT pK Kt;?Eyp TW H .ona 
ya^yt n 0^ 3 jy3": 0Typr«n ojycTKs TPD 
\W yry^ .luov -fli j .5 .K n pc rj ni 
n*pH iyoyl>3iri9 yTyT3»ya jrwn sppoipi 
iy^nya .iV'XKi^ KaT^ TyT pK JIK Tpayt? 
7 r u ^'M pK " l m^yotnyB ?n8Q3"K o*o 
.DTn'cya P»3(iCJ»W f"P IX t3?V-i J W Tyo 
D«a iyDK3y?yT n oaKToys »pt jya^n MIK 
-y33K KI^K "i jy3*n .1912 pK r3yryD3*P 
]p3"I E*X3'TB ]'K IK
 f|I^Xl^TpT K IPC13-
-3P5D'3 V> D1K PK I82"'!2K3^Kt:K TKC p't 
DKH [pnyi " t ;y5«t ,iyrya3yny3-»yr ix P*V. 
PK DyD'B8^KTP3PE'n JP1JI"! IP3«n TP3>3 
"ojra "TT ix jy^nyinp |»?»r PK DT^D^ ! " S . 
ix fc'-x po ly-j'.pjyrKtix iy^s* ya^jm DTpa 
-IK a^ syy"DPiriB K |i»"3i»ffl"'w PK D " ^ 
-iyT c*jn }ip)v D*I^'*D jyoovwni n 
,tKK>"-:K3*KOR TKD DVD'JK PTKOB- ?"V, 
n .]yi"Tp y3y3"K mn»K pR ,cq»»n DRT 
jy^ys D»y*l .n J .V n IIR 5K;8=-y3TPD3*R 
MI .lywaRTa T"TD ys'oa".! D't: ipoiaryo 
DTrrcya DMpW mya PtP'T !P3«.T uoiKiiya 
-MT3 TyT .1913 33KD3K P« DP'-TDD yD*lT3 
:»l PK .PT81 V3 PR P«TOD TPTW TyD 
cyn«5 n pR Tpo^aTR prme pc DP'*TCC 
MioK-yapyiiR jyaip .[y-Tocns'R t33POTR3 
y3"oy^R JID iP3KTD.yryT3K y?K o^t K 18 
OfDyryKtt'K 
DTS '^D j p W v w n V l 08'T ^nnyr 
TPT V1R 3*T3yDTKll T^ 1TP3 T.TR imR^TPB 
" 3B1 I"R pD ^RyT'R Din HD 3313^PTmTP2 
• 
J. 
>wwp woiwpy Tin ,TB*K ojm .urciKtr 
*5RDR TJPO ijn jyc"iiv a u n w o n p o B pK 
.DWWl OJWTIU 1*0*01* n pK "iyO'*DKJ 
DJBOI* yi**3 n ijfpniv 3Jiytyar-wD K I U 
jw-iD yo-.po:if?Bi»D yijtn IWF5 OV*K n?P 
DKi osn v Dan ,f-*»rj»3 pK 3:ID5KBE» n 
•«n y*o B osinsff: Dtp ,opyiivya DO IBJ 
OBJ Tin pK JBOI* Ty-poc t"« -IRE 33i3yB 
o w a n D^ HD3iny» osn *i .*noon3*R iyv 
.0*** H E3-UTD 
TJ3 0*1 Diypiau D3y=nw Tyo*oi* n 
i v in** opyt o*o P**DD*D n*D*ro K ODBD 
3K?n«D oyn *yB"iainyD OKJI u iwi ,pn 
5K3aB"yr\yD3»K "an D*D IBC"*DB35BOB PB 
o«n n .IHOI* DTypTBii D3yoiB3 oy»i«5 
oan n um
 f5niPM pK P^OO'D x DSKoy*. 
niron p*p jyayaya DO iyoR3y*yT"an*op n 
•3.1 iy2» 4R9WWVP D l x " ' ivitpysiv IIK 
"*SE yDjy5c iv oin»Eyj lyann DP"DD*O n 
lycRpya iya* «i jyasn ,p*?n in*K IRB jya 
OV*B .uuo**Kiyc *>KD isnsyotraiB yroojo 
WE*Un OTypTBll DjyoiKJ lyO'OP H »J?11 
Unworn JIB .jynyaB-i i* n » i i ami B ]P3ii 
.1BS?**DB3*BDB T1™ *W *p* *t |K> 
. 
'vs nrani "i—jya*iiya *n onypiyo ,o*3T*a 
.oaypnyjB v * w 
-DTypn *i Ti3 DTyViyu uny^iye .3 
•an PR DKT pR ,y*VR-ioDO*DnR W I T I R * 
n .(B*VRID*D nyvwa ijn pB Dpaia-amt? 
nyo»oi* fl 0Vtt e n i ? IW^m1 :t*K ysKie 
tjyonya DV*R onypian D3yo"iRa 
-py TJH i* lyrooyaBna n jyp jyayp .4 
->*-isnyo iKpnyDK nyi pa ^*D:IBP ipoipyt, 
.3313»3"B-iyB Ty«3 IIR Jy3y3 1B3"^ «)K IKS? 
-yii iyt3BHC"iyBiyp yosu^myD "Wi H a^ iK 
cy^3 cyn lyonyjiR frweK \w $w~uizi jy5 
«1R DiypTtfll 33HB^ P -iyD"DK3?KOK(, ,|yDB3 
E33yD1B3 TyD"«» 'T 3»1K pK ,"BP*TyDK 
IKT .tVo^DciY DO nmjn t>y» DTypiaw 
(WPHDHl* TyD^ VlS K ^»>TbW Dy BD"H 
•ap"5 HK iBC^nynyo iKpnyeB *1 .»iBaKp 
DO i r : v Ty»j TJH « TyoiBBaj p v Djni 
-tyayjts'nK jy-iBD 
DV^ K nyaB oyii IBOV yoso^Knyo H .6 
jy3yp iv soya PIBDK' PK ai3y3 o'ru pn 
lKP"iyiyD iHpnyoK iyT ins lyroonpy 
1KB 5BI DKT Dny:y33K3w n> ,n»3"> <IK 
n own inwsya H PB DBT .pn DO 'TOK 
ayii |KB»»njnyD nyn pb >'D31BP ivoipyipy 
"iya iv tiBDKP oyn DKD^K ,pK iynyt:"K 
' 
W H I M * WTO3 TPB^TK TSH 1» 
" .(1H13B5) 
-BK DO D1BB B^T |yp jyo 1 D3yD"11V 
-oyo .im'DD'Tpy D3«OI* H DKT iy3yp"5 
PB oy ,(DVI) tBri'3no38p jy r^iBv Diy3 
,D3yCB^ lKB pB • "D1B» TyD"31K ]B BT 
TyD"31B n .D^ Ty^ BD IPJ'V D y^p»EB (B01> 
-*o (yo^ KH jyDD^B'VBD
 rD3"cny yDjna 
,OIO$'*PJID lynyp nysfinn nyn .DSJ'D 
K |IB D"3nB H !DO T i / w w w a . *iyaB 
-ayo yi3jn»5D'0 lyB y^n iv ow PK IBOP 
n lyE^yn cnmn^D p« D^VV^DK n ,OTya 
D'D) yoriB n ,iyonpjn jy^oBi iv 33nyom 
*D <"Tjny»5 "»&"$. PE yonw»'w n 
]*D . ' pE
 / 
-3iB, ;:: jy&yBBnRB »*i nyjyJ -un jyp 
nyi TB ,ipi D3Bi -?33i3y»y3 yi3yjyny3 
n jyo jyp ^ip n v w n i n m B PB pmD»w 
DO nyoys 3^B ;^3y pn 33i3y»ya lyo^anB 
PB 33iamiya n DBT jysBt .jyTPiyopBiBa 
rcoyo »«*' ay'5wt DO fyo jyp ,DTID 
•»vy3 "OTio,, DTMII Mn ?"ii ,D3yDtny 
,D1MD *83 P^ K ,.n .T ,"D"P3Miyw o:y3 
iya C^ DD^ D^ DDyB '11 ,1B1 (DTID TyOD'B 
DBT .DEB.T \m> PK jyo D5.VD ,pU DO 5tfl 
n3Bociv iyDi>iD "tya^3"P3y3MB Tpijm 
*n DO J'3»B ttyn 
H a B a a l H I I 
• 
jnyoria iv pnn»B ^Viw 5»i v^v -tpi 
iprspo I D K m ,V>3PD PK DP .«ia*j"»nyD 
tyj«i psayn n .pa-un 0*3 r5« i«3 iP'dtfn 
npaD»5«r|HB5»n npi IKD B»oDnnint»p 
DKII ,D^DiyT unynow ptfs put*) J P V P K U 
pD D » I B P 3 V' ! « ¥ " " W O ^ I R T P T W n 
o'J 5nii©3"p ipayn "I pa5im iv ,PDOKP3 
.ipnpni *T - i rno iv *un« P3p'5 i"P tawny) 
-IKD Bn«» nit ^BDZ' r^K w IPOSKH ps^yii 
iyj»t ,P>VK"IBD»)»DIK lytymKVcnypn *ipi 
pD B " P J & W I P D i m O^D jyoijiyD 5P»DW 
-•awHTPomi K pK o n op)iiip*Riip3 ojn 
!>PDID -unp< PK xnxm TP"» wiSjwnn 
OP'VPPD p-p<3 . - ^ P P P - V I ^ U P V P ^ PK 
-,»« jny^T D-D |y013TPD 5y>B1V Kt*K |W"t-. 
pK p>>a*K ipapa 1P3PP iv DIK |yp3Riy3 p;p3 
.OD31P1V npT 
t*'31» OT**"D |PO'iV)B»n H 18 ,DV»K 
H p>D T* IPi*3"jnpD iv DD»DBW3B b«n 
-^n n jyappnyaK ya^pii ,D5KPK5 n y r ' a c 
PV3K3 H D«n JPVRIDD'3'DIK 3np3D8 t^?_]KD 
janayn nyuBSB jyoiivaaK o"njyjy5y33K 
jimpos-DiK p " j n jpoamopa B*T Y S B 5 
- :JPYVB IPiiD 1*1 DKU iv jpnpi pK 
-5»n TPT *IPD)IR IPD"3?IK nyi"):? n .1 
IV IJ'IH IPiPn P'VRIBD^DIR 31P3D»^IKD 
p*p nnyo D») IP*"* " I . " D I P T O ' D , pn 
npi-iv']P33K^ya " i itlpw PSB'VMRBK 
"P33R PK P3>yi1 ,|B'3V D18^"D IPO'iVWn 
VIM t*w»TPTp6 iKpnpoK -un i« iptMffr 
-ya P R i«'3v D I * > » D lyounnpn PI .2 
5n8o)"p Dyn n DRH |DIR |K V I K oyuyoKi 
•HPK W ^ P T H T P B D«n M .D'otfn'pa D>3 
-DpDIKinP Dip *1 >11 *W3*3 *P'B 3313inDP 
DIM 33R> IPVip JPDBDPP D11DP3 D$8V1 H 
nPD>0*1K TP1«M> 13PP1D P3^Dy, IP3'11P3 IV 
-»no m u i c5«n oy pK ,D38'3V injn3K IID 
'PHOnV D'D *p1 jyBPl?DTPD W'DD«PP3 np 
-*\D npjPDH-aya,, iyn I'K DV>K .yospi JKC 
.pHK ^nD pK V ^ 3 IP3M^DP33^ 1K T.TK "Jp3 
DTPW PDBDPP IH8 .DP31PDKD ]H8 #^'0 jn< 
DM!U MIR ^rifo np*D nyi* *m D3"5y»D n 
,o>niy3 lyoDiru DPT "3nyi D«n n .PK '»»n 
'"5*n T»n 1PD31K D^KPtf^  nyr>38' n namnjm 
» 
"3K lie yn«0'*nyo i y i pK iy33miV3"i»* 
•D*r« 18"! »1 0 ^ 1 ,D38'3V iyT'3S» JHSH 
.1*3"^ »1K IHE- '^ljnyD 1P1 pD .|PD«TDW 
-y3 'K - |P3KI p l " 3 I«nD D 3^ ^»1 JPP »T 
-ppD p n i3iy ^K .iKtP'nyiyD ~>vi iv iys3«^ 
"PD 11H " 3 .]KK»1D*DD38P "^1 PD 11 IKC 
-K3P?pi pi.TK tP3«n iHrjpiUBp i«s"njn 
jam* ;i , ,DB' 'i?K v i iyo^»tny3 o^inw iso 
•3»3'33R3 IU) ID'O IPiy* D3"Vp3 IP38/1 «t 
•K30P1 P*iP"t PD 1P3,,K DR11 D« .D"P 
:Dinp>pnp D«n—fiP'p DIOP^PI—IVD 
,;it,:\t ^y'lconj'w nyi ps ryseTO N crtit 
-3(jp ipOl" »» Di^»ya T-n tw ,iyju? I»K *tn 
-ya UnpyjiVS'it i»H njsjj'Di^a t '* mrsr.i 
o n PK M'H IK pn ,onsjn?Bin »» u ly^in 
-^ Hc B»n3p3y^fj n \yngn T O cmi ta^o ysn? 
-'n;ny« iKpnyan i?i IHB y;itiB n i7a"->3i» 
,17njjy^yi H 3»«I ^AHttt v » .iff3,»? »;•• i»» 
P*. Dpp*r<i Q^ "ww ao*c=7J jysKn r=^» 
.^ Wjnis ipatnimye W nn= jy^en .imsu'orta 
-y;?n^'w VBI -JUT n m ,|y-iyi(i!! in^n HI jyn 
M »K )1H ,S<E3m? 11'Dlpyipj! i y i 1» 17-i?» 1?3 
,iy=«i V B pa ,17-iyn cvffUH-nit 7|ji r;7^?fi*p 
-yOJJ 1B1H KIH HM* ^»l "IMt H ,lp3"D III tM 
' . . .unpn B^ ye 
-iy o«n—1P13P583—Dwypjn -iy^ 3K3K 
IPT13PC8PPT w mmo PK IP IK ,Diry6p 
1PT'DD»IK jpr.pi 5«t n DKT . I ^ ^ V pM iv 
IK 1P3K D33K^PD ny .D'31DDD [KB-P>nonP 
; IPT'DDMK jpnyi VW IP%» D J K ^ P pnyT3K 
.JK'3V D1I<?"D IPD'JTWn nyT D'D D'31D3D 
-JpiKP'D ^PT " 3 umjnys :-K jyDB^cya 
D".J^"D ipo,ri,iB»n n IK .iKcamuip ny»D 
1PD«3 jyD^K *liVK JPDHP33K P»~ilV &* ^ 31* 
pK ,1915 5nan iPDtPip oyn 'ii npoyBc D^3 
]nyr 5»DJIKP WDIPPIPP n £^p> ^"i i i jn IK 
-";i? n |yp>»v aiunapocnpB K ipas^oa 
; .D;K'3V nyn 
* * * • 
• 
-^jn DM1 ^KI K DTDKB DKR 7'MnyT 
nannmv/181-DIW KW jycn ipc3po vivs 
•yn. D^K Dp. ippa"DnyD iPtwpo PE^DPKIB 
'3VTDKB P3'5WpO pB 3|K3 iy3>ri"mPDJlK 
PK oy |p« ."13KDP1V jynyoys 'K IV ;ys 
ip^nwp3 oyi " 3 331D5KBC n [yDipy3-i«B 
• 
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? -PTRDS TPP^DIT IVT PB jyTRilya O^PP 
ytr'VR n IJHK^P ,."13* n*n no in. 
pB TVD1H3 PR P*;>331R TpT;iR„ iPDD'aTRJK 
•*YRD p« jyoD'aipjv i««* K^C .oaysp^R 
*5 irwfrryD |»3«n »: m ,iyaRTRayv?K 
-"T jyap^R w ; jPB-Tjpa IV T.«3 Ml ay? 
TO* JTPP'D^RB *n w o 0*3 n m " t pra 
.wro iya"*a |«R *i»P i>« i r i m ny»a)R iv 
PK aar.pa ]"?« tjija TR ,0"p3>3"fr H 
Tpp ipo*na TPT t p p o r a m ! a« T » OTar( 
W R B W J ,*ST TyB"DD'3TR3R iyi ,PPO*B 
! D'C D'TSY OPT IKE 
TaRt^b^a y t D*R.T
 33*T Typ"3TR TPT 
m\T> 5-uwm D»r» PRO bipoa. :5"tn 
ypo>RB petaDy\ DRT jyt" u IV OIK ."»*R 
-ynD ya'OD"a n TR :ao"n DP ,"R5pjy3t y»3 
aaujmya TyD'»3TR ysr»TR *i i * 0"»*b 
DTisrDpy* Ty DPD^CL-JKTPB ,T.R3 oay* 
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